
Interview with Anna Palarczyk, nee Szyller 
August 19, 1996 

  

Question: (in English) OK, stand by, please. Anytime. 

Answer: Yes. My name.... 

Q: Kindly, please, introduce yourself and .... 

A: My name is Anna Szyller Palarczyk (pron. Pah-lahr-chick), I mean, I use 

the name Palarczyk, but I will be here, I will mention the name Szyller, 

because in Oœwiêcim (pron. Osh-vien-chim) I was as Hanka Szyller. I was 

born on the 21st of July, nineteen hundred eighteen in Kraków (pron. Cra-

cooff), in a professional family.... Father was a scientist, and up until the war, 

after graduation from the gymnasium [secondary] school, I studied law in 

Kraków, but the war broke out; I had to stop, to interrupt my studies, because, 

of course, the University was closed; everything was closed, and so, so I 

worked as a sales lady in a store. With respect to my interests, it was like 

that: I studied languages. I studied, I know French, I know German, I know 

Italian a little, I was not especially interested in politics. And with respect to ..., 

oh, yes, so I worked..., worked...,worked during the war in a store, and so I 

was drawn into working for a secret organization, an underground 

organization, Zwi¹zek Walki Zbrojnej [Armed Struggle Alliance]; I was drawn 

into it by my, then, beloved, a boyfriend (light laughter). Then it ended so 

strangely, that - after all, I am so proud of it, that I was arrested and went to 

camp but did not [slang] identify him. Parenthetically speaking, he, after that 

time, when I was in Brzezinka (B-je-zin-ka)[Polish name for Birkenau], he got 

married, but it is, it is not important for, for, for the whole, for the whole story. 

In [nineteen hundred] forty two in June, our whole group from that, from that, 

from that organization was arrested one night - Gestapo men came for me at 

night to the house, took me and I was driven to, to the Montelupich (pron.  

Monte-loo-peeh)1 together with my colleagues, who, indeed, worked in the, 

                                                           
1  Montelupich Street was the address of a notorious Gestapo prison during World War II in 
Kraków. TRANS. 
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the very same group [as I]. On Montelupich, really, I faired relatively well 

already, of course, except for the interrogations, where I was sentenced to - 

as I subsequently learned - because, after all, nobody told the defendant, or, 

this victim, who was, I mean, interrogated, did not , did not find out what the 

sentence was; the Gestapo sentence. But later, in..., when I was in 

Oœwiêcim, my girlfriends would go to,... there was such an Oœwiêcim 

Kommando (ph)(G), which went to Politische Abtailung (ph) [German; 

thereafter "G"]], in other words, Gestapo, and there they had our files. So, 

one of them, they looked into our, my file, and there it was, the sentence: 

"[concentration] camp till the end of the war and then trial." This is how, 

accidentally, I have learned what was to happen with me. I was selected 

rather ..., by, as , as a cleaning woman for the Lauder Kommandant (ph) [G], 

his name was Otto Schmidt, Commander of Montelupich. With respect to me 

he behaved very decently. It was even a source of some amusement to me 

that he had a rank of Unterscharfuehrer (ph)[G], Unterstormfuehrer (ph) [G] 

and was preparing for - he wanted to advance - and to do this he had to 

prepare for an examination for Oberstormfuehrer (ph) [G]. So, to this end, he 

studied, studied history, and studied also - and read, memorized "Mein 

Kampf" (ph) [G]. It was very funny, because I, for example would be 

scrubbing the bathroom and he would holler across the apartment "Anna, 

when was the French Revolution?" (laughing lightly). So I would holler the 

date back from the bathroom and he would continue studying. It was, it 

amused me very much, that the Commander of Montelupich asks the 

prisoner when was the French Revolution. And, as I said, he was friendly 

towards me, and, advised me to ask for a package, to be sent from home, 

which was then permitted, a package of warm clothing, because, since I was 

sentenced to Oœwiêcim, and it was terrible there, so, so that I would be 

protected, and also so that I would..., oh yes, he even paid attention that I 

should eat well, because in Oœwiêcim it will be very bad.  I talk about this for 
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this reason, that when I arrived in Oœwiêcim, of course, they took all of my 

warm clothing away, which means that a Commander of Montelupich in forty 

two in June in Kraków did not know that in Oœwiêcim prisoners are stripped 

naked and everything that they brought with them is taken away from them.  

In August of forty two, on August 17th to be exact, I was deported (clears 

throat) to Oœwiêcim.  It was, we left, we left by an  bus, our transport 

consisted of 67 women from the prison, which means that we all had 

something against each of us, some files, there were Polish women, perhaps 

there were two Jewish women among us, but after arriving in Oœwiêcim 

(clears throat) I mean I wanted only to say that there were 67 of us who left 

and in Oœwiê..., and about..., to..., from the camp came out seven of us; 

meaning sixty died, because not..., because in Brzezinka really there were 

very few executions performed.  Not, not because of some kindness by the 

Germans - but because of an improbable mess in which their records were 

kept.  And I had a girlfriend, whom I will mention again in my story, Mrs. 

Antonina Pi¹tkowska (pron. Piont-koff-skah), who was condemned to death 

and she peacefully survived with this sentence on her to the end of the war 

and walked, walked out of the camp; not because she was pardoned, but only 

because, simply, her files got plump lost somewhere and the Gestapo never 

came across them. From this point of view, much better order, as far as 

carrying out the sentences, prevailed in..., the brick Oœwiêcim, which means 

in Auschwitz Einz (ph)[G], in this ________ old camp, the central one, well, 

there, their files were very, very properly kept. I know that, similarly, the 

sentences were carried out very efficiently in Ravensbrueck (ph)[G], in other 

camps, but here, in Brzezinka, relatively speaking; I am not saying that 

sentences were not carried out at all, because there were many ... there were 

many persons who went to their death, other than by gassing, because, in..., 

independently..., these  were, these were two ways of killing people; true:  

one was the files, a death sentence in the files; this sentence was, was 
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carried out generally by shooting, but one could have been sent to the gas.  

And the second type of killing, for a principle of it, such killing, as it was, after 

all, an extermination camp Harnistungslager (ph)[G] Brzezinka, and, and that 

is how it was occurring. So, before I, before I get to  that camp, so I wanted to 

say, that Brzezinka was created in forty one, it was built by the Russians.  I 

don't know whether this, maybe not everyone remembers that. They came ... 

the Germans brought in thirteen thousand war prisoners from the Russian 

prisoner camp, they were brought to Oœwiêcim.  Out of these ... these 

prisoners were virtually were all murdered.  And when  the various other big 

murders are told about, which took place, well, like Katyñ2 and in general 

about others, so somehow about these thirteen thousand officers and soldiers 

somehow little is said.  They built Brzezinka and they were with this ... by ... 

they built these blocks in Brzezinka, I mean this whole wooden camp which 

was nearby, which was created next door in forty one.  These Russians were 

terribly murdered, among others I know that they were in freezing weather 

hosed with cold water, drenched from a hose with cold water when they stood 

for a roll call in January, they were doused with cold ... simply the purpose 

was to cause them to die sooner.  And the first gassing which took place in 

the brick Oœwiêcim, meaning Auschwitz Einz (ph)(G), there it was called, that 

politruks were gassed there3, meaning political soldiers from that, that 

transport of these soviet prisoners.  I don’t know, it seems to me that in 

general they gassed the whole group of officers, some Jews and some sick 

(prisoners); this was the first such trial gassing which took place in Oœwiêcim 

One - no, in our camp there was at that time no crematorium and nothing was 

there taking place.  What I will be talking about now will be only Brzezinka, 

because I came to  the camp one week after they created [here interviewee 

                                                           
2 The site of the murder of 12,000 Polish officers in about May, 1940, by the Soviets. - 
TRANS. 
3 Soviet junior officers who trained ordinary soldiers in Communist doctrine and ideology. - 
TRANS. 
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inadvertently transposes syllables in two Polish words "women's camp," then 

corrects herself],  women's camp in Brzezinka. 

Q:  Were crematoria already in existence then? 

A:  No, we had no crematoria, as yet. Maybe I'll tell how my arrival at the 

camp looked.  Well, then, we arrived by bus at Oœwiêcim, I mean, by bus, by 

truck at Oœwiêcim and from there .... 

Q: Where, specifically, I am sorry, to which place in Oœwiêcim?  To 

Brzezinka, or to ...? 

A:  No, to Brze ..., to, to, I arrived at the brick Oœwiêcim, and from there, 

there, we got off and the Aufseherin (ph)(G), or a woman guard, went with us 

by foot, that is a couple of kilometers, it is about six kilometers to Brzezinka 

she led us.  When I still was in the prison, everything that happened was 

somehow real and, and normal.  Meaning, not normal, it was horrible, it was 

cruel, but when I came to Brzezinka and saw the c... when we entered the B-

Einz-A (ph)(G), meaning into, into, into, into the then women’s lager (camp), it 

seemed to me that it is something unreal, that it is, it was, it was such "a 

horror film," completely something unusual.  Please, imagine a terrain 

surrounded with barbed wire.. with high voltage, a terrain, completely without 

one blade of grass, without one little green tree, without one singing bird, 

completely nothing, only flattened clay, flattened yellow clay, which, later, 

during autumn, changed into horrible mud in, in which ... one could drown in 

that mud.  And so we entered that camp and saw as follows:  on one side, 

rows of such curious low barracks, well, they can be seen to, these were 

those stone barracks, and on the other side those wooden barracks and on 

Lagerstrasse (ph)(G), meaning a street running through the entire camp, 

surged such strange figures, I could not tell what kind of people were these.  

They had shaven heads, military uniforms, bowls in their hands, such tin 

bowls and with these bowls they were walking from one side of the 

Lagerstrasse (ph)(G) - there was a deep ditch - to the other side.  These were 
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Dutch Jewish women, who were dressed in the old soviet, old uniforms, the 

uniforms of those killed Russians and because there was no other work for 

them at the given moment, they were carrying mud from one ditch to the other 

and back again.  This seemed to me simply so weird - oh, yes, one more 

thing struck me when I entered the camp: the stench.  Brzezinka reeked 

terribly.  It stank, well, people were sick, they had Durchfall (ph)(G), meaning, 

they, they had dysentery, well, I will be talking about it later.  Later on, 

Brzezinka smelled even worse when crematoria started operating, so then the 

foul air was, well it is difficult to say "unbearable," because there, we, 

somehow, one had to bear everything.  But these were such, such, what 

struck me first was that stench in Brzezinka, and these, completely 

incomprehensible for me activities of these, these women on Lagerstrasse 

(ph)(G).  We were led to the “Sauna” (ph)(G), meaning a place to wash and  .. 

bathe, only there was no water.  We were registered there, given..., our heads 

were shaved, our clothes were taken away from us, we received camp 

uniforms, instead of shoes we were issued wooden clogs, and, and we got 

numbers.  So then my number is seventeen thousand five hundred twenty 

four.  And we first were directed first to the stone block, there was one stone 

block then, in which lived Polish, Czech and Russian women and it was the 

first block.  In other blocks lived Jewish women, Russ...; German and 

Yugoslav women lived in  wooden blocks, those were better barracks, ... we 

went to these, to this, to these very hard barracks, but also they...; I will tell in 

a minute, on the other hand, immediately after coming there we were told that 

“they gas here, they murder here, that it is terrible here,” said colleagues, 

those older ones who were brought here earlier; and so I was lucky, because 

immediately I was sent to a so-called "Schelkueche" (ph)(G), meaning peeling 

potatoes.  And immediately the next day I went to work there.  It was work 

done sitting work, therefore, advantageous. We then went over to another 

block, there was there such a very nice Jewish block leader, here name was 
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Adit, but, alas, completely, I completely forgot her last name. Somehow, 

very... the same things which had to be done, it was possible to do them 

differently. So, say, in the morning, I remember her such a pleasant voice, 

when she’d wake us up, calling in Slovak “Keechen, get up, keechen, get up 

(laughing lightly). So, this, this, this, this was a good woman.  I think, that 

perhaps, maybe she survived the camp, because I later met her also.  One 

another such recollection from the schellkitchen (ph)(G, polonized4):  There 

was no water in the camp. Please, imagine, it is August, crowds of women, 

and there is no water, no water. When we were leaving this kitchen, from 

that..., after work in that Schellkueche (ph)(G), and we worked long hours, 

because we started before the [morning] roll call and the end was after the 

[evening] roll call. So, we worked longer, but at least we did not have to stand 

for the roll calls. So, when, when we were going back to our block, there stood 

such big mobs of women, those were Dutch and Belgian Jewish women, who 

begged for water. I think, they imagined that we from the kitchen can bring out 

some water, [but] we had no access to water, at all. (cough) And this “wasser, 

wasser, wasser, lo” (ph)(G) I remember so well, because much later I saw, 

they had numbers..., I have seventeen thousand , they had numbers, like 

thirteen, four..., thirteen, twelve, ten, such somewhat lower than my number, 

they came a bit earlier. And then, I remember, I saw the “Numberbuch,” 

meaning the book..., the numbers book, and next to all of these numbers 

were little “Xs”, meaning that they all probably, almost all, altogether, for sure 

they perished, were..., were..., were..., gassed. Nobody, most likely nobody 

has survived. They were in a very difficult situation, because, in addition to 

having arrived in a terrible camp, where they were terribly treated, they, 

moreover, did not know the language, because in Oœwiêcim the prisoners 

communicated in Polish, Slovak and German, and those girls from, from 

                                                           
4 A German word with a Polish suffix, used in the camp jargon. - TRANS. 
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Belgium, from, from Holland, didn’t, didn’t know those languages, so also, 

also they were not able to obtain any help from, from, from other pris..., from 

older, or, or, or prisoners who were in a better situation. In that schellkitchen 

(ph)(G, polonized), I mean, that potato kitchen, to say so, I worked not too 

long, because shortly I came down with typhus. We had Flecktyphus (ph)(G). 

We had lice. About it I also remember that I managed to organize, meaning to 

acquire, for some bread or something, a..., a sweater. That sweater was 

infested with lice.  So, immediately, I contracted typhus. And in spite of advice 

not to go to the station, because at the station, at the station they take people 

to be gassed, I was feeling so horribly bad, I had a very high fever, that I 

decided, that I reported that I want to go to the station; this was the camp sick 

room. Now, how did it look this, this, admission to this camp sick room? We 

came there in the morning after the roll call, and there was a whole group of 

us, because we knew, we were told, that we must stand and wait for an SS 

doctor, until he comes from Oœwiêcim, so we stood there, naked, completely 

undressed, in the sun, with that fever, we stood there three, three hours even, 

before we came on a bicycle, that was Doctor Kitt (ph).  Doctor Kitt came, 

stood far away from us, about ten meters maybe, he just looked at us, while 

Anna Weiss (ph), meaning the then head physician of the..., the station, by 

the way, she was not even a doctor, she was a student of medicine. Well, but, 

but she was a very, very positive person and I recall her with gratitude, 

because, in fact, she saved my life, and so here, now, I wanted to say, that 

two times in my camp life, I was saved by Jewish women. We all hear that, 

that, that the Poles saved [some] Jews, but I was twice saved by a Jewish 

woman. And so, looking at me, Anna Weiss, said “Das ist Grippe,” (ph)(G) - 

“that is flu.” I did not know in that moment that she is saving my life, because 

later all those [women] admitted with typhus, if they had any prominent rash, - 

although Anna usually just said “Grippe das ist - alle is Grippe” (ph)(G) - “It’s 

all flu.” She was saving them from death, we were all saved from death, 
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because the Germans decided to fight the epidemic of typhus, which was 

growing, because it was a terrible epidemic, in this fashion that they killed all 

those , all those who had typhus, meaning those, these girls, who had typhus, 

would receive a lethal injection of phenol, that’s how they treated those with 

typhus, meaning the epidemic should have died out. Of course, there were 

not killing the lice; they gave no conditions, no reasonable sanitary conditions. 

And the way I was admitted to the station..., it was like this that first (laughing 

lightly) we had to, with another colleague, one Zosia Waœ (ph), with whom I 

came in the same transport, find a bed. At the station there we three-story 

beds, wooden barrack, three story beds, block number twenty four is where I 

was. First one had to carry out the corpse that was lying on this, this, this bed 

assigned to us, so we would drag this, this miserable woman outside the 

building, because that is where the dead were being stacked up against the 

building. Next we had to secure some kind of - all of this with this temperature 

of forty degrees [centigrade], that is, just to show that a person, what a person 

is capable of..., - straw mattress. That straw mattress was, well, it was filthy, it 

was covered with blood, it was soiled, because after the sick who lied there, 

well, one can imagine; we also somehow acquired a lice-infested blanket, and 

we lied down, and, well, we were actually very happy, that, that we could just 

lie down. There was absolutely no medicine dispensed at all, and what I am 

describing is the year forty..., it is Sept..., a beginning of September forty two. 

Of course, later, it was many times different..., many things will later look 

differently, but what I am talking about took place during this worst, worst 

period in Brzezinka, that is forty two, forty three before summer came, more 

or less, yes, that is that most horrible period. 

Q: What was the number of that block, twenty four...? 

A: Twenty four of the st..., sick room. 

Q: In Brzezinka, yes? 
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A: Brzezinka. All this time I am kept in Brzezinka; I was never outside of 

Brzezinka. 

Q: And it was..., block twenty four, it was one of those wooden barracks? 

A: Yes, one of the wooden barracks. I can show it on the plan where it was 

located. Well, then, it was, it was horrible there. In..., yes. Then, no medicine 

was dispensed at all, but, but, we were able to lie down, so, it was this, this 

plus. All were terribly thirsty, again there was nothing to drink, and this lack of 

water, lack of a drink was completely awful and terrible. Of course, there was 

no possibility of washing ourselves, or any, any, any medicine. The only 

medical activity that was going on was measuring temperature, our 

temperature was taken, but the purpose was not , if I may say so, courtesy to 

the patients, but the purpose was to, as soon as someone’s temperature 

dropped, she was immediately dismissed from the sick room. Typhus has this 

characteristic that after a very high fever, the temperature drops drastically 

and one becomes terribly weak. And that was, that was my fate. I mean, after 

a few days of very high fever, a decision was made to discharge me from the 

sick room. But I still, still, I..., my legs refused to walk, my legs refused to 

stand. So. Maybe I will also tell about the sanitary conditions that prevailed 

there.  So, there was no washing ourselves, no medicine. There was only one 

bucket, one pail, into which one could relieve oneself. That was, that, that, 

that, that, that, that, that, that was all. Oh, yes, there was also a plague of 

rats. There were many rats, and these rats ran over..., these rats bit off, still, 

these miserable remains lying against the block. So, that these rats..., well, 

gnawed on them, well, simply ate them. Because these dead were taken 

outside against the block and before a truck would come to take them to 

the..., the crematorium, these rats busied themselves with them. And also 

they would run all over our beds, so it was this repulsive feeling that ______ 

such a rat tried to bite a living, living, living person. That is where I survived 

my first Sortierung (ph)(G), meaning first selection to the gas. I did not even 
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have any inkling of what it is.  SD came - “Sanitete Dinskgerheirfe” (ph)(G), 

was the name. His name was SDG NiedŸwiedzki, he walked through the 

barrack, looked at the beds and which woman he did not like he would hit the 

bed with a bludgeon and they would drag down that girl, well, dragged her 

down from the bed and stood here there, in, in, in, in the hallway. He went by, 

and only later in the course of that I realized from the panic of my Jewish 

girlfriends, who knew what is happening, I remember someone saying, one of 

them said “It’s my mother that saved me, my dead mother saved me” ______, 

because she went through it luckily. Then a truck came, took those girls, I 

mean those women were taken and it drove..., and they were taken to, they 

were probably taken straight to the crematorium, I mean, those were still not 

those big crematoria, at that time there only such, so called, two little white 

houses, one white, one red, such temporary crematoria in the woods in 

which..., where [people] were gassed. I remember, in 1964 I testified as a 

witness at the Frankfurt trial in Frankfurt, of the SS crew from Oœwiêcim. A 

question was asked of me by the attorney defending these SS-men, how did I 

know they they  were taken to die?  How did I know that, that they, that, that, 

that this was Sortierung (ph)(G), that they were going to their death.  So, the 

judge my explanation, that I saw how they loaded them into cars and that 

then the auto drove on and went exactly in the direction, around the camp, in 

the direction of the crematorium. But, here, I must mention my girlfriend, here 

name was Marysia Strachak, and Marysia - I still could not walk after that 

typhus, my legs were so heavy that I could not walk. I was very concerned 

that I be able at least some three days stay in bed, before, before they 

discharge me.  And Marysia in exchange for three rations of her own bread, 

which means she did not eat bread, bought three cigarettes and brought them 

to the “Pflegerin” (ph)(G), meaning some such nurse or orderly and in return 

for these three days, for these three cigarettes I got three days, I remained 

three days longer.  Should I continue? 
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Q: I have one question concerning the person who was making this selection. 

A: well? 

Q: Was it a prisoner _____ ? 

A: It was SDG NiedŸwiedzki. I can tell you what happened to him later.  I 

mean during the trial, he was to be at that trial in Frankfurt. Besides, much 

later, much later he helped me, it was a totally separate story. And he named 

me as a witness for the defense, because he wanted me to tell..., so that I 

would tell that help..., that he helped me, but, well, I also had to say about 

that he conducted, conducted the selection and I was present there, that is 

true, he at that time still, later my mother somehow was able to contact him, 

so that he wanted..., wanted to hel..., help me , but more about this later. 

Q: was an SS-man? 

A: Pardon? 

Q: Was he an SS-man? 

A: An SS-man, an SS-man! so called sick room attendant, yes. That is how I 

would describe it. He was an orderly. 

Q: (audible acceptance of the answer) 

A: So now they discharged me from that station, so then I, barely walking, 

went, walked over to these my Schellkueche (ph)(G), hoping that they will 

take me in, that I will be able to sit. But kapo, Friedl, (ph) was her name, kapo, 

kapo, a German woman with a black triangle, which means she was either a 

prostitute or a..., yes, she was a prostitute, because a black triangle was worn 

by the prostitutes, a green triangle was worn by thieves. Because, in general, 

the camp was governed by ..., the camp, I mean, as first [inmates] came to 

the camp one thousand German women from Rav..., 999 German women 

from Ravensbrueck, who volunteered to organize a new women’s camp. 

These 999, it was a tiny group of Communists, very few, and the vast majority 

of them thieves and prostitutes and it was a terrible element.  They were 

worse than the SS-women. SO, then, I came and asked, could I return to the 
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group and I was simply punched in the puss, as the only answer, so that I had 

to go..., to return to the first block, the stone block and for the first several 

days I went to construct a road; a road was being built at that time to the 

crematorium.  The crematorium was not there yet, it was not standing 

yet,____ its construction was already started. So I, in any event, was on this 

section of construction of the road to the crematorium. 

Q: ___ interrupt _____. 

A: And this is only the very beginning. 

Q: Well, all right then. 

A: (laughs) I see - can I laugh? 

Q: Why, of course. ______ . 

A: (laughter) ______. 

Q: I think that you ..., do you want to stay here? [break]  

A: I wanted to return still to my recollection from the station. I have almost left 

it in my story, but I still want to..., I forgot to tell one thing, namely, there were 

three blocks in the station” 24, 23 and 22. Block number 22, of course, 

everything I am talking about now takes place in the year 942, later on 

everything got changed. So, in block number 22 there lived a German 

woman, so-called “Schwester Klara” (ph)(G) with a green triangle, meaning a 

criminal, and her job was to kill children. Because, in spite of everything, 

children were being born in the camp. They were born ..., that means, with 

these deliveries it was like this: with respect to the prisons, basically, if a 

woman was pregnant, she was kept until the delivery and only then she was 

being sent to a camp, that is all of these women who were in prison. But 

those who came with the transports RSHA, meaning these large collective 

transports, or from street dragnets, so when they entered the camp, if an SS-

man n..., if the SS-men noticed that she is in an advanced pregnancy, she 

went then directly to the chimney, absolutely. But, you know, pregnancies 

were not always visible, so, then these children were being born, not so 
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many, but still they were being born. SO, then Schwester Klara (ph)(G) -who 

was - before the war such women were being called manufacturers of angels; 

these were criminals who illegally, I mean, well, who did, above all, abortions, 

no, illegal abortions, so thus, no.  So, then Schwester Klara (ph)(G) murdered 

these children, if a child was born, well, then, she mur..., so, so, so, she 

smashed their heads by hitting them against the barrack. [clears throat]  It 

was a ghastly figure. I think she did not leave the camp, because I do not 

remember ..., I don’t remember [seeing her?] later. I think that there ..., that 

she luckily died there. So, it was just such an additional item to all of that 

which took place there, meaning in addition to all those sick room  horrors at 

that time, meaning lack of water, rats, corpses, lack of medicine, and, well, 

the killing of all the newly born children. And that policy of killing all of the 

newly born continued until forty three, in spring, I think, finally then there was 

a change in this, but maybe I will return to this subject chronologically. So, 

then, I started working to ..., on that road to the crematory, but I realized that I 

am not in a condition to work. There was such a ..., there was a large planing 

roller for the road, which women would pull.  There was ..., and we would 

carry, I carried, for example, dirt and stones in such “Traege” (ph)(G), so 

called Traege,5 it was such a large crate with two, with four handles, and 

three ..., two women had to to carry this dirt. In view of this I tried to escape 

from work, meaning, in the morning, after the roll call, not to join the 

Kommando (ph)(G)s marching out to work, but tried to hide in the block.  Of 

course, I would be helped by a girlfriend; well, not right away, but slowly, my 

girlfriends would try to help me, those who themselves worked in the camp. 

First, here is what we did first. First, I took care of carrying the corpses from 

the block, because so, there was high mortality. (clears throat) The count had 

to be ... (coughs), the count of the camp, the count of the block had to be  

                                                           
5 In Polish there is a word “tragarz,” meaning a porter. - TRANS. 
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always correct, so, when someone died before the roll call, she was lying 

there added to, to, to the block, as a, well, as belonging with the count of the 

living, right? But if she died after the roll call, so, then and ..., from ..., she was 

crossed out from the next so-called “Blocksterte” (ph)(G), meaning, meaning, 

meaning the block count. So, against the block [building] there were always 

lying there those, those remains. So we would carry these remains, meaning 

two of us, one holding the legs, the other one the hands and in this fashion 

we carried them to “Leichenhalle” (ph)(G), “Leichenhalle,” or, well, dead-

house.  That is how ..., that is how, that is how I would call it. It was such a 

large space, and we placed all of those, against, against the wall, and there, 

from time to time, would come an auto, a truck and took them. The reason I 

speak about that Leichenhalle and those corpses well, it was such a very, 

very terrible, gruesome sight, of course, and there was sitting, guarding them, 

an elderly Slovak Jewish woman, Frau Polak (ph) was her name. Frau Polak 

was responsible for the, for the corpse count of all of these corpses, which, 

well the count always had to ..., agree, the number had to agree, because 

always, always all of the difficulties and torment arose from this, that 

something did not add up. Well, the reason I am telling about Frau Polak is 

that in a little corner she had a tiny stove and on that stove she fried for 

herself that rationed liver sausage. And this is my such a very strong  

memory, that liver sausage smelled wonderfully and Frau Polak would offer 

me some of that liver sausage, a bit to eat, she herself did not have too much, 

but she gave me to eat some of that liver sausage, and then I thought to 

myself, that it is all so improbable, because all around us lie the dead, a 

multitude of corpses, we ourselves have no idea what will happen to us in the 

next moment, but that liver sausage must have been the best thing I ever ate 

in my life; never again did I eat something as good as this, this, liver sausage. 

Most likely, Frau Polak survived, but I retained some kind, some deep 

gratitude to her for that, that was such a very human reflex, right? that she 
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gave me a bit of that liver sausage to eat. And now, maybe, how did our life 

look in the block and the situation in the block. I am in that stone block, in 

block, first, seven; first I was in the first block, later I was in block seven and 

there there are bunks, there are no beds, there are only bunks. Those bunks 

are three story high, meaning there is the bottom, the middle and the upper 

story. Those on the ground were the worst. The blocks had no [wood] floors. 

They only had clay, firm clay. Now, the moment the rains started, and outside 

turned into mud, so, well, these blocks were also full of mud. And those 

women who slept on the bottom, on the bottom of the bunks, they all probably 

very quickly would die. Because, well, they almost slept in water there; so 

they try to put some bricks there, on the bricks were two straw mattresses, 

and ..., I don’t know how many of them had to lie there. I had the middle bunk, 

the middle, two straw mattresses would fit it, so, let’s say, two of us could 

somehow sleep adequately. But there would be four of us, and it was not too 

many, because at times six or seven of us had to share it, completely 

crowded one on top of another. What was the biggest aggravation? We were 

plagued - let me return to the lack of water - we continuously had no water. 

First time I washed my self in Oœwiêcim, in Brzezinka, it was three months 

after I arrived. My girlfriend worked in the kitchen and from the kitchen she 

carried out a bucket of warm water. I washed myself for the first time after 

three months. I did not, of course, wash either hands or ..., well, I did not 

wash at all. Maybe I will add here right away that women would stop 

menstruating. Well, with this there was no problem, because I so have 

________, that I think “God,  what will I do?” But, it turned out that right away 

they would stop ______, menstruation would end. So, then, the water. There 

were built, as you, Sir, saw on the plan, Waschraumy(ph)(G polonized) (ph), 

meaning places where there would be sort of a latrine and sort-of 

washbasins. The latrines looked in this ..., then in forty two, it was autumn 

forty two, then winter, that is the time I am talking about, because later, later 
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their construction was completed. These were simply cement pits, such long, 

narrow ones, only later there were covers added and some sort of openings 

and, and this took an appearance of a collective outhouse. And there was a 

faucet from which dripped water. And to get to the faucet stood whole lines of 

various miserable, so-called “Musullmans,” meaning very weak women, well, 

well, besides it is perhaps generally known what, what, what, how, how, how 

Musullmans looked.6 And there, there, these dysentery plagued women - 

because we had a great dysentery epidemic, dysentery, so these long lines 

would be there always for these, for these, for these, for, for, for those 

latrines, but, because they crowded each other there so much, well, well, it 

was terrible, it even happened that they would fall in and drown in these 

impurities. Lack of water, one more thing here, there was one well. That well 

is no longer seen in the camp, if one goes there, because it was filled.  The 

well was near the kitchen, the well in which almost every morning someone 

was found drowned.  It was because the women all thirsted so much for that 

water, that they all pushed each other towards the well, and always one of 

them fell in, and once having fallen in, drowned, so, in the morning would be 

drawn out and the well (?) water from the well, after all nobody cleaned this 

well, only continued to use it. And also I will tell of one more event very 

common, which existed almost to the end of the camp, but later to a lesser 

degree. That’s what it was, it was a form of suicide: walking into the wires. 

The wires were high voltage. Grabbing a wire, well, this caused a very quick 

death. In addition, on the other side of the wire stood SS-men, stood the ..., 

Posten (ph), or guards of SS, who would fire at such a person approaching 

the wire. So, death was assured. And every night, after the roll call, someone 

would commit suicide, sometimes, sometimes one, sometimes more.  Later 

they hung on these wires, because as they grabbed them, meaning, as they 
                                                           
6 “Muzu³man,” in a Nazi concentration camp jargon, was a reference to an extremely 
physically and psychologically exhausted prisoner. S³ownik poprawnej polszczyzny, PWN 
Warsaw 1995. - TRANS. 
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were electrocuted, they stayed so on ..., hanging on, on, on, on, these wires. 

So, then it was so: lack of water, walking into the wires and one more form of 

torture of that, this winter, because it was a terrible winter of  forty two - forty 

three - was the lack of light.  Lack of electric light for, please imagine this, a 

camp consisting of more than umpteen thousand women, without light. Now, 

how was the food, the food divided.  Working groups would return, who, after 

marching, but maybe still I tell you that in the morning a day would begin with 

the wake-up, coming out for the roll call. Coming out for the roll call was much 

much earlier than it was necessary; it was one of these big drudgeries. After 

the roll call, there was “Arbeitsformierung” (ph)(G), or com ..., or formation of 

columns, or groups, and these groups would start walking to work. And later, 

this .., an orchestra was organized in forty two, perhaps in forty three, this 

orchestra was organized and it would play to these work groups walking to 

work. Then, later, they would return in the afternoon and stood; we would 

stand again for a roll call, as a rule, we would stand there very long, terribly 

long, this was, of course, a form of torturing people, but we would also stand 

at these miserable roll calls because the numbers did not add up, constantly 

they did not add up, the block numbers, the camp numbers; and so they, we 

stood for hours, and those [women] counted, ran screamed, at time it would 

happen that, the reason was, that some woman stayed behind, lied down, fell 

asleep, maybe hid somewhere; there were also such naive, they were so 

stupefied, well, because the majority of these, the majority, a large number of 

these women were simply stupefied, frightened, deathly frightened, not 

understanding what was happening around them. So, when one of them may 

have hidden herself, the numbers did not add up, we stood for hours, later 

they would finally find her somewhere, so, she was beaten in the most 

horrible way, because the whole camp because of her, because of her we 

stood. Then, after the roll call, the division of food took place. Food, meaning 

bread and soup, soup. The bread, well, it was such a piece of bread, it is 
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difficult to say how large, how can I say, well, thick like this (gestures???). 

Yes, it was such a large loaf of bread divided into part, we each would get 

one-eighth of it, so it was very little of it, and a very repulsive camp soup, 

which was brought in big cauldrons from the kitchen. (coughs). Now it gets to 

be .., its late fall, winter is coming. There is terribly mud everywhere, women 

return from the field, terribly exhausted, wet, hungry, and now this food must 

be distributed among them. This food was being distributed by a candle, 

please imagine distribution of food to eight hundred women by two small 

candles flickering, standing up there somewhere on a beam. Naturally, in the 

course of this, we had wrongdoing and theft, and wrongdoing among the 

prisoners, because they finagled to get more of that soup or more of that 

bread. Then there would remain those who got nothing, so, screams, fights, it 

was very, it was all very terrible. So, there: we had no water, we had no light 

and we had lice. We had fantastic numbers of lice; this cannot be described. 

So, when ..., and I ..., I had already had typhus, so you don’t get spotted fever 

for the second time. But, nevertheless, we had to try to kill them. So, on our 

bunk, we would somehow get a candle, since it was the only source of light; 

of course, getting it meant buying it in exchange for bread, we simply had to 

not eat, in order to, to buy anything, but, sometimes, one would get something 

from someone as a gift. (coughs) So, then,  we kill ..., we would organize the 

killing of the lice. We counted who killed how many, so my, my record was 

one hundred of them daily. There are those who claim that they killed more, 

but, there are those who killed less. So, it was - at this moment I am realizing 

that it was terribly repulsive, but then we did not feel the revulsion as against 

something so disgusting. Our block was not cold; not because that it was 

heated, but because it contained so terribly many people. Oh, these stone 

buildings housed, let’s say in our block there were eight hundred women; 

eight hundred to a thousand. So, thousand was already a lot, but in the 

Jewish blocks they had up to one thousand three hundred, so there were 
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many more of them there, it was, they had even worse situation.  On the other 

hand, German women, Yugoslav women lived in wooden blocks, and there 

each one had her own bed, so it was, ... it was a totally different situation and 

the blocks were less numerous. So, I was sort of looking drifting, sort of 

looking around, trying to ..., oh, yes, I started helping on the block, I was 

trying, always there was something, some kind of help was needed, because 

the block ..., the block administration looked like this: there was a 

“Blockaelteste” (ph)(G), a block boss. There was her deputy, “Vertraeterin”, 

(ph)(G), and there was a so-called “Stubendienst” (ph)(G), or a group of four-

five women, who cleaned the block, kept it clean and were responsible for its, 

for its, for its condition. And, wait, wait, I stopped, so then .... 

Q: ___________ . 

A: Yes, it is winter. It is the winter of forty two-forty three, it is a terrible winter.  

There is snow, we stand for  the roll calls, oh, yes, and so then, in that period, 

we constantly have the Sortierung (ph)(G), these Sortierung, they were 

something horrible, from that one could, one could simply go insane.  During 

that period, constantly, there were selections being made from all the blocks 

to the gas. I suspect that maybe not in the German, I think that they didn’t, 

didn’t, didn’t select , they did not do it from the German block. But from all of 

our blocks, the Jewish as well as the Polish, all of them, almost, at that time, 

almost after every roll call there was an additional standing and  there would 

come “Aufsehober... Aufseherine Mandl, Reportfuehrerein Margot Drexler, 

Raportfuehrer...,” (ph)(G) - Raportfuehrerrein, I said Drexler. But there would 

come such an Anton Taube, of whom I have heard that just recently they 

have caught him, such a, such a, I don’t know if it is the truth or not. Mandl 

was hanged in Kraków, but Drexler, Taube, Hasse, she was 

Arbeitvitzefuehrerin (?) (ph)(G), Hasse; so, they would walk along the blocks 

and would select, and select people to, select people to be gassed. It came to 

this that once we had a Sortierung (ph)(G), because we had an epidemic of 
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prurigo itch, the epidemic of the so-called “krese”(?) (ph)(G); it was so called 

in German. That it was such a Sortierung (ph)(G), for, for, for the itch, for 

such a light, passing illness, they were taking them to that tragic block twenty 

five.  Now, about this time there is a lot to tell. So, chronologically taking it.  

Yes, for example, I remember when at the camp..., at the roll call, one women 

started giving birth. I was then so young and so terribly stupid, and so, I 

remember that I started telling her “Please wait, try to hold it back (laughing), 

well, of course, she could not hold it back, but somehow right after the roll call 

I took her to the sick room, because somehow I hung around that block and 

would help in some things, so I start..., among my duties was walking with the 

sick, escorting the sick, those who reported sick, taking them to, to, the  sick 

room, the sick room, and in a few days came Tottenmeldung (ph)(G), or, ah, 

a certificate of death for both of them, which means that they just finished her 

there, it was such a proof, you see, that they then would kill those pregnant 

women, simply kill them. I know, in connection with this, that they tried to save 

themselves in the sick room, just if one of the Jewish girls, one of them, and 

even it did not matter Jewish or not, it was all the same, if she was pregnant, 

they would try to abort, meaning try to stop the pregnancy, but there was not 

much of that, these were very rare instances. So, now, we have this terrible 

winter, we have no light, we have, have no water, and I remember this one 

horrible moment, I cannot describe who it was, where did these girls come 

from - before noon, all were caught, who stayed behind in the camp, 

because, of course, I was not the only one who was trying to hide from going 

to work in the field, there were more like me, they gave us such an extra roll 

call, they stood us up; there came an automobile full of very poorly looking 

women, very poorly looking young girls. Allegedly, these were Jewish girls 

from the booths.  These booths it was a separate Kommando (ph)(G), it is a 

separate subject. And it was one of the worst things I have seen in my life. 

Hasse and Taube were killing them right in front of our eyes, but not by 
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shooting them, but by beating them, beating them so horribly, that all of that 

was just lying there like a bloody mass, it was horrible. And I never learned 

who it was; they were saying that at the booths there may have been some 

mutiny, but this, this, I cannot tell, because I am not, because I am not sure. I 

only know what, what I saw, it was, it was, it was terrible. And it was Lizabet 

Hasse (ph) SS-man, meaning, Aufseherin (ph)(G) and Anton Taube who 

were doing it, by using, by beating with their revolvers. I was surprised that 

they did not shoot them off, but it was, some kind of cruel punishment, or, or, 

or something. And then they took them all to the block twenty five.  Block 

twenty five was the death block. It was the block where those women were 

waiting who were to be taken to the crematorium, I mean, I am saying now 

“crematorium” in  a general sense, by that I mean whether it is a crematorium 

already standing, the “two,” or “three,” or “four,” these big crematoria, or 

whether it is this, this little house. Whether they are there, well, well, I simply 

refer to them. This block was surrounded by a masonry wall, besides, you can 

see it today in Oœwiêcim, and in that block they, at times, those miserable 

women waited, at time they waited a few days, sometimes they waited as 

long as two weeks, until, until there is a transport to, to, to take them to the 

gas. This must have been the bottom of hell, block twenty five. They were 

generally ill, they were _______, in addition, they knew they were going to 

die, because those who were being brought in from the outside world, they 

did not know, while, on the other hand, Polish Jews, Polish Jews knew about 

it that, what awaits them.  On the other hand, the Jews from France, from 

Greece, had no idea about what is going to happen, but those {girls] in block 

twenty five knew.  On this block the block leader was Cili (ph). Here is again a 

thing about which, that I would like to say. Cili was a Slovak Jewish girl, she 

was sixteen years old. Please understand, they made a sixteen year old..., 

the Germans not only murdered, not only persecuted us, but they also 

demoralized, they tried to demoralize, destroy somehow human dignity. So 
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there was this sixteen years old girl, she behaved  terribly, slammed, beat..., 

later she told everyone that, o, yes, she loaded her own mother on the 

transport to the gas. It happened sometimes that when a daughter would be 

selected to be gassed, her mother would volunteer to go with her, 

volunteering was always permitted if you wanted to go to die. When, when a 

mother would be going, it would happen that a daughter went with her not, 

not, not willing to abandon her. Of course, this block twenty five, it was also 

an opportunity for big thefts, because these people were, almost nothing ate, 

but would get their rations, margarine, sausage, all of, all of those, what, what 

those provisions. Instead, they were all inhumanely thirsty and wanted, from 

that, from that block there were heard constant moans “Wasser, wasser!” Of 

course, nobody was allowed to approach the block. There was one incident 

about which I want to tell, that one French woman - now I am going a bit 

ahead in chronology - one French woman somehow through a window 

handed a bowl of water to someone at block twenty five. Anton Taube, the 

SS-man noticed it. Because it just so happened that at the same time came 

the truck to take these women to the crematorium, he put that French woman, 

a French Communist, on the truck with the others and sent her to the 

crematorium. She just managed to say, meaning she called out in French - 

there were two of us who happened to be there who both knew French - 

“Tell..., (crying) tell my son (crying; clears her throat) tell my son that I 

perished, like, like, like a human being, defending another human being.” And 

for, for, for that they gassed her, they killed her. _______ because she 

volunteered to die, she did not die with her mother, nor sister, or anyone in 

particular; she only died with those, all of those, who (coughs) who there were 

going to die. I wanted to say that these transports, which were going to the 

crematoriums, they were going full of these miserable women. But there 

were, and I remember it  perfectly, there were trucks which as they went, 

there was one with Polish women, they were all singing “Serdeczna Matko” 
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[Polish: “Dearly Loved Mother;” a Catholic hymn to Mary]. There were Jewish 

girls who also sang, I think, “Kaddish.” (Eyes filled with tears) Of course, these 

were...,  somehow.., so, they must have been in a better health, of course, 

because if they were lying in the truck, like..., like half dead..., so then...,, 

so..., but those, those..., I have several times witnessed with my own eyes as 

such a truck would be going to the crematorium and they would be singing 

“Kaddish.” (still tearful, looking nervously to the right, once, twice) 

Q: Would you like to take a break? 

A: Perhaps (nervously laughing) ... for a minute. 

Q: Good, perhaps we will just finish for now. (English) I think that it’s, that’s 

enough for this time. Let us go now to _______. 

A: What is this, intermission now? 

Q: ________ already _________ will come ________. 

A: (coughs). 

 

End of Tape One.
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Tape Two 

Q: We are now ready _______ still __________ 

(English - third person): Whenever you’re ready. 

A: Yes 

Q: Yes. 

A: in Birkenau and Oœwiêcim there was one more [way] of torturing the 

prisoners, and it was like this: we had the Sortierungs (ph)(G polonized), there 

was hard work, there were the terrible roll calls, well, as to the rest, dying was 

voluntary, death was caused by typhus, first of all by typhus, and, and by 

dysentery. The autumn of forty two, I remember that clay, that ..., which I first 

saw when I walked into the camp, changed then into terrible mud, mud in 

which one could literally drown to, up to one’s knees. Then, of course, we had 

no shoes, we only had wooden clogs. These clogs would usually fall apart, 

and, and, and, almost one was walking barefoot. I then, if I remember, would 

walk barefoot till November. So, it was very cold already. And it was a period 

during which - here I am talking a bit about myself -  during which I was the so 

called “mussulman,” meaning .. in ... in addition to being after that typhus, I 

was emaciated, snotty, forever, with the everlasting  Durchfall (ph)(G - 

polonized) [dysentery], floating ..., with a dull ..., with a vacant facial 

expression, I must have looked very bad. But I was clinging to that block 

number one and that help, I would walk to the sick room with those ill ones. 

And coming also there ..., there, at that time, I met such three very pleasant 

girls, they were: Herta Rott (ph), Mala Cimetbaum (ph) and Sala (ph), I don’t 

remember what was Sala’s last name. My acquaintance, Mala Cimetbaum 

(ph), about whom I will be talking later..., it will be later...; maybe I will discuss 

it later. But I wanted to say that then..., then close to that..., to..., to finish, 

nevertheless, I was helped,  people helped me..., my girlfriends helped me, I 

was helped by Karolina Wileñska (ph)(Polish) on the block, who was 

Blockschreiberein (ph)(G), and who started so take me under her wing to 
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help, to help in work, ..., I..., in...,no..., I was such an unofficial helper, 

whatever could be done, just like, to carry out the corpses, to escort the sick 

ones to the sick room, to bring in some cauldron, so somehow, somehow I 

could help. That was Lola Wileñska. At another certain time, I was helped 

very much by that Herta Rott, who..., these, these were “Lauferinein” (ph)(G), 

or pretty, healthy young girl prisoners, who were always at beck and call of 

the SS-men at the ..., they would stand next to Blockfuehrer Schtube” (ph)(G - 

polonized) then, they stood watch there. And whatever had to be taken care 

of at the camp, there would be yelling “Lauferinein” (ph)(G), and, and, and 

that girl had to run and take care of this or that, or ..., they were in a better 

situation, they were clean, they were pretty, they had gotten over that typhus 

before, somehow, in any event, the worst time was over for them. And they 

were very pleasant to me. I remember that Herta Rott gave me, for example, 

a small packet of tea and says “It’s for your Durchfall (ph)(G), best if you 

make for yourself very strong tea, or just chew that tea,” because it ..., it ..., 

there was no medicine, and this helps. And Mala Cimetbaum scolded me 

(coughs) scolded me; she said like this: “You have to wash yourself, you 

must, must take better care about your clothes, you can buy shoes from ...,” 

in such and such a place, from such a girl who worked in the warehouses. 

And so I say like this: “I don’t have any money to buy with.” And Mala says, 

“so, don’t eat - don’t eat for three days and you can buy shoes for three 

rations of bread. I did so - I bought the shoes. “You must take care of 

yourself, because otherwise, otherwise you will croak here.” It was such a 

rough way of speaking, but it had an excellent, excellent effect on me. And so 

I retained in very grateful memory these girls, meaning I retained in good 

memory all of those moments of help; help and human kindness, which were 

there so very ...,very important. And, so, in ..., it was, it was, it was terrible, 

everywhere again I remember such a gruesome moment in the .., in the mud, 

a dying women lying, I do not know whether she was Jewish or Polish, she 
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was lying in the mud and she had a torn ..., on our clothes, on our clothes we 

had a number sown on, a number, a triangle which identified, a red triangle 

meant political; a black one meant asociale (ph)(G?), or prostitutes, a green 

one  was “Kriminele” (ph)(G), or criminal, and a star marked the Jewish 

women. So, this, this dying one, literally dying there in the mud young girl, did 

not, did not have a number, meaning one did not know who she was. And 

over her stood an  aufzejerka (ph)(G - polonized), was beating her, kicking 

her and screaming: “Give me your number, give me your number,” the matter 

was..., she was concerned with being able to write down which number 

died..., right..., which number is dying. And it was so horrible..., I think, that it 

was this that was so horrible, that it was her hour of death..., right..., she was 

dying, and, and, and, and, and that other one would not let her lie ..., because 

she could not tell her the number, did not know what number, did not know 

what number.... So, then, we had this great typhus epidemic in the camp, 

luckily for us SS-men started getting sick also and die also, and.., so..., first, 

their method of fighting typhus was to kill all prisoners who had typhus. Later 

on, reportedly, Herman Langbein (ph) was instrumental in it..., - he told about 

it and it was for certain - who managed to persuade to his ..., “Standardardst” 

(ph)(G - polonized),the highest ranking doctor in Oœwiêcim, who also had the 

same military rank as the camp commander..., because it was two, true 

enough, two matters; a matter of a function which they performed in the camp 

and a matter of a military rank. So, Standardardstfuehrer..., Standardardst 

(ph)(G), was Doctor Wirt (ph), so then, he understood that, that not killing 

people, only killing the lice may help to..., to end this epidemic. (coughs) So, 

then these delousings started. Meaning, perhaps the idea alone was proper, 

but the implementation was terrible. First delousing was a macabre. I 

remember it was on December six, nineteen hundred forty two. I remember it 

so well because it was then that I received the first tiny such a tiny packet 

from home. It was the first package which to me appeared to be some sort of 
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a sacredness, simply, even..., I even did not eat it right away, because, that 

was something,  it was, I don’t know, a piece of bread and some kind of 

chocolate, maybe..., no, I don’t remember exactly what was in it. Now then, in 

the meantime, on the day of delousing, they came in and threw all of us out 

from the blocks, threw out all of our belongings, so, among them were, they 

trampled my package into the mud and us they chased to the Sauna where 

the delousing was taking place. The delousing took place, as follows that 

women were stripped naked, they again had to stand in the cold, all of their 

clothing was thrown into a cauldron to be deloused, and as a humiliation, 

there were men there, who were shaving the women, they shaved them in all 

of these places on the body where they had hair. So it was, it...,  it was, 

(clears throat) ..., after all they could have organized it, it could have been 

done by women, also, right? Who were there..., knew how to do it. But the 

purpose was to humiliate us to.., to..., to..., to the very, very end. And the 

worst was that from these cauldrons, not at all (coughs) from these cauldrons 

the lice did not die at all, it was somehow not done right, it was ...,we were 

getting back clothes full of lice .., even worse, I did not get..., no one got her 

own clothes, only like, like they gave them, such..., such..., this, this, this, this, 

this, this is what it was. After which they gave us nothing to eat or drink, after 

which they chased us from the camp into a so-called “Wiese” (ph)(G). 

“Wiese” was a meadow, I will show it to you later on the map, on the meadow 

which was in front of the block and there, there it was at times used by ..., by 

the camp for some such purposes. So, then, thus, they chased the who camp 

unto the “Wiese” (ph)(G), and then, frozen, not having eaten, after that bath 

which was cold and, and, and terribly unpleasant, and there in that .., there 

we had to stand, stand, stand, simply stand. I think tat then already they had 

connected these ..., because, after all, there was a bath, so I think that the 

water was connected to the few main points in..., in the camp, and like for 

example to the “Sauna,” or, to..., meaning, that is how it was called, it, it, it 
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was a place to bathe, which later was working, but at that time it was working 

only as an exception. So, when we stood on that “Wiese” all afternoon..., 

actually, the delousing took place in the morning on that “Wiese’ (ph)(G), 

again without anything to eat, without anything, again a Sorteirung (ph)(G) 

took place and again a whole mass of people were taken to the gas. It was..., 

it was such a terrible delousing on the sixth of December nineteen hundred 

forty two. So, then was Christmas. Well, with Christmas, so we had a quiet 

hope that - after all, the Germans celebrate Christmas very seriously, it’s their 

important holiday, while, in fact, Christmas and the Christmas Eve were both 

identical work days, like any other day, we got nothing better to eat; there was 

a quiet hope that in addition to the soup that maybe..., maybe there will be 

some additional sausage or something, so-called additional “Zulage.” (ph)(G)  

After which..., after the roll call, after a long roll call, we were permitted, we 

were lined up on Lagerstrasse (ph)(G) and there stood a Christmas tree, a tall 

spruce with lights - German women stood separately, the rest of the camp 

separately, so, and the German women sang “Stille Nacht” (ph)(G) - that 

German carol, then they let us sing..., Polish women they allowed to sign one 

carol in Polish, and then we saw that from the gate at the..., there by the 

Blockfuehrerschtube (ph)(G - polonized) someone is entering the camp, enter 

a few people into the camp, led by an SS-man. It was a woman with two 

children. The two children may have been seven or nine years old, such small 

children. One child was blind. Where did they get them? They came 

completely by the ..., just simply they were from the area around Oœwiêcim. 

They did not do anything, except that the SS-man accused them that they 

stole from him a rabbit, I simply do not believe that they would have stolen 

that rabbit from him, and, and, and into this hell walked in these two children 

with that, that woman, well, I think, that what, what, what will happen next, 

well, it will have to be something terrible, and one of the children was blind. 

But, somehow Anna Weis (ph) managed to arrange something, the same 
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whom I mentioned earlier, from the sick room, the..., the head doctor, the sick 

room doctor, that they were taken right away to the sick room. The child went 

immediately to the sick room and luckily for him died immediately. So, that 

no..., no..., what was this business with a blind child all about? So, so, so the 

only solution for him, the only saving for him was, it, it, it, it was in fact death. 

So, that Christmas Eve was so gloomy, but the Christmas Day turned out 

even worse, because the next day, that is Christmas Day, nineteen hundred 

forty two. Next morning, we were ordered “Blockspere’ (ph)(G), or closed 

blocks, we were not permitted to walk out and I was in block number thirteen 

from which I could see what was happening, because we could tell that 

something bad was going to take place. Well, now, reportedly, we so heard, 

that the SS-men who did not get a free day on Christmas..., because they, 

too, wanted to have..., to have their free day, they organized a private (clears 

throat), such a private game. That means, they chased the men out of the 

men’s camp, most of all the Jews. And these people would run around with 

such, in such, it..., it..., it was all insane. They in their jackets would carry sand 

and, and stones, while the Germans would beat them..., the SS-men beat 

them and shot at them, “Freiluchen - Freinaiveinenacht” (ph) (G) fired and, 

they were shooting. When they killed one they would dump that sand on him 

and continued shooting, It was something terrible and I have no idea how 

many of these men they murdered. Later on there was a trial and I was being 

questioned at the trial, because someone was suspected of having been the 

organizer of this, this, this, such a macabre, such a macabre. But, after all, 

plenty of corpses were lying there on the Lagerstrasse (ph). Then one of my 

colleagues was so terribly frightened, because she was wondering if her 

father was not, not, not, not among them. Later these corpses were removed, 

the blood was covered with sand and that was the end of our holidays. 

Terribly gloomy holidays. Later on, it is January forty three. O, yes, just to say 

this much, that in all of them, the rule was such that for those..., meaning, the 
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rule was such in our camp: there were Jewish women, there were Polish 

women. As to the Jewish women, it was known, that they should never leave 

the camp alive. We, theoretically, had a chance to get out of the camp alive. 

But there were no releases. Generally ..., very, very few persons went, I don’t 

know, maybe a few for, for, for, for the whole, for the whole that time. So, and 

now in January forty three such news made rounds in the camp that they 

brought in French Communist women. There came a group of women from 

France, there may have been perhaps two hundred of them, there were 

many. These were, this was some kind of French elite, these were only 

intellectuals, writers, one of them was Marau..., Marie-Claude Vallaine-

Coutoulier (ph), who was a Communist deputy. Marie-Claude Vallaine-

Coutoulier..., then there was..., no, now I forgot her name, alas. One was, I’d 

say, that one was a university professor, a professor of.., that..., biology. Also 

came Danielle Cazanowa (ph), she was also a Communist activist, all of 

those were extraordinary women, and they entered into..., oh, yes, and they 

all came under..., I mean this whole group had a cryptonym “Nacht und Nable 

(ph)(G), meaning “Night and fog,” in other words they were to disappear, 

because, theoretically, they had a right to write home as Aryans. They also 

could, possibly, get packages, but they were crossed out of the..., I mean, 

they were not crossed out of the camp records; they were crossed out of the 

records on the outside. So, these women, these girls, entered the camp and 

when they saw it all, this terrible camp,  so, they started singing  “La 

Marseillaise” (light laughter). This whole group was marching through 

Lagerstrasse and singing “La Marseillaise.” This had a shocking effect even 

on the Germans, because this camp looked terrible, right, it was also covered 

with snow. There were these super-gloomy stone, but what..., oh, yes, 

moreover, later, when they were, they were, they, at the reception, when they 

were being listed, because each one of us when we came, right, had to fill 

out, fill out a so-called “Fragenboggen (ph)(G), or a sheet of questions, for 
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what..., for what she came..., for what..., when arrested, father’s name, 

mother’s last name, well, such a..., such a..., such, such, such statistics, and 

then they would shave heads and change clothes. So, then, these French 

women, even before paint.., painted themselves with crayons, put  on some 

rouge, exactly, they wanted to show that they..., that they were not afraid of 

all that. But the Germans managed to take care of them. They went, all of 

them went then to block twenty seven, in January forty two (sic) it was a stone 

block that had no glass in the windows and they were not given any blankets. 

And a terrible block leader was assigned to them, Stenia Starostka, Polish 

woman, who later was sentenced in Muneburg (ph) to ten years of prison and 

remained..., remained in Munenburg (ph) she committed suicide. very bad 

woman, actually I don’t know whether so very bad, or whether so very...,well, I 

don’t know - a coward. 

Q: In January of forty three? 

A: Pardon? 

Q: In January forty three? 

A: We are now in January forty three and the French women just arrived and 

so it..., so it itself..., (clearing throat). With this, I say more about these 

French, because, because I knew French and I knew that they were terribly 

poor, because they knew neither in German, or in Polish, or in Slovak, 

meaning they could not speak any of these dominant languages in the camp, 

they could not communicate. So, I would go there to them and tried to help 

when they had to try to bet shoes, something, something there and that. And, 

besides, they interested me very much, because these were, these were 

really inter..., interesting and wise women. Danielle Cazanova (ph) shortly 

died from typhus, maybe even right away, I will finish with what was 

happening later. Of them died, well, I don’t know how many remained, maybe 

a few, maybe a dozen or so. Then by such a, such an unusual camp method, 

the minute when this transport almost completely died out, then these a 
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dozen or so women went to a very good group, to Rajsk (ph), or to 

“Prantzentzuch (ph)(G), which means, it was..., it was a farm, an experimental 

farm which grew, was attempting to grow “Kok-Saghys” (ph). Kok-Saghys was 

a plant from which the Germans were planning..., hoped to obtain artificial 

gasoline. So, this..., to..., to..., and..., well, and they had there good barracks; 

there were also there Polish and Jewish women, there were there all..., all..., 

all nationalities were there. It was outside Brzezinka. And the air was decent 

and they could get some vegetables organized, they could get something, 

something, something to eat, and they all had a very good chief, who took 

care of them, and, again, this chief, Doctor Cezar (ph), who imagined that he 

will create artificial gasoline from these plants, was in the same rank - he was 

“Sturmbanffuehrer” (ph)(G)..., Sturmbanffuehrer - he was the same rank as 

the camp commander, so then, again, the relationship between these two..., 

he in...,   he in a matter of his own...,  his own people could stand up, true, 

because, because, it is something different when it was a little 

noncommissioned officer, and something else when it was a colonel; he was 

a colonel, so, so, so then it looked completely differ. And they there very..., 

were very happy in that Rajsk, well, they had good work. Although it was hard 

work. But, but, but in fresh air, besides, experimental..., growing of 

experimental plants, it looked totally different than construction of a road to 

the crematorium or digging ditches, or.., or..., or..., or something like that. So, 

then, these French women wound up there. 
 

A: (continued)  There were also a few Jewish women, maybe even not a few, 

I mean, I am speaking about those few who..., who survived, because, 

because these in the transport..., so.... So, there was this Marie-Claude 

Vallaine-Coutoulier (ph), very well know person; later she was a witness at 

Nuremberg, while..., at the Nuremberg trial, while Danielle Cazanova (ph), 

also a French Communist activist, well, she died of typhus. ... She, too, 
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managed to get some kind of good work, because she was at a "Zahnstation" 

(ph) (G), or..., or a dental station; such a dental clinic. So, that is how, that is 

how it was with the French. Now, January forty three. Now, it continues to 

be..., it is still very bad and very, very, very terrible in Oœwiêcim, in Brzezinka. 

Now comes one of the worst..., one, one of the worst of my recollections. I 

mean, memories with respect to the, to the fate of the entire camp. They 

organized a general, a so-called general roll call, on the sixth of February, 

forty three. In the morning they chased everybody out of the barracks. The 

work groups did not go to work, but the whole camp was sent unto that so-

called "Viese" (ph), I will later show on the map how.., where it was - and on 

that "Viese" we stood all day long without food, without..., and without 

anything to drink. Now, please pay attention (sic) that there were elderly 

persons, sick persons there, it was, well, after all, the healthiest human being 

would feel very bad in, in, such, in this situation. They stood on this..., we 

stood all day long on that so-called "Viese," because that is what a meadow is 

called in German; whereupon, in the evening, the team of Ma..., Aufseherin 

Mandl D..., Blandl (ph) and, above all, Aufseherin Hasse (ph) opened the 

camp gates and ordered us to run. We had to r..., they stood with bats and 

were beating us. We had to run. If someone tripped, she went to block twenty 

five at once, it was a form of such a terrible Sortierung (ph)(G - polonized). If 

someone had, of course, these legs stiff, frozen, well, hungry, weak, well, we 

had to run from that "Viese" into the camp and they kept hitting such a person 

and when she hit ..., hit harder, and that one fell, she was sent to die. And, at 

the same time, Aufseherin Hasse (ph), who, it seems was showing off, 

simply, simply with her hitlerite loyalty, because there already stood cars..., 
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there stood prepared trucks to take [people] to the crematorium, all of that 

was prepared, because it was known that there will be more people than the 

block could hold, so, then, somehow, because Hasse thought that all of that 

was going too fast..., too slow, she pushed aside that driver of the truck, sat 

down behind the wheel herself and personally was driving those transports, I 

mean, not only she; because there were a few of those trucks to the 

crematorium. This is one of my worst, the most macabre recollections from 

such a, such a..., such a mass murder, because it was..., it was a mass 

murder. Then, when we found ourselves in the evening in the block, because, 

well, I managed luckily to run through and there..., there these different 

women..., through..., we realized then, I remember there was such a moment 

of complete collapse, that it is not worth fighting, because, well, because I 

cannot stand it anymore, it is not possible to stand it. If they organize a couple 

more of such blocks..., such roll calls, so then, one will have to die, even 

though, after all, one wanted to live. And there was there such a magnificent 

Polish woman..., he.., Tipi (ph), she told Mrs. Tichauer..., Tipi Tichauer, told 

about her, well, it will also be later, Mrs. Tosia Pi¹tkowska. Tosia Pi¹tkowska - 

and I will never (light laughter) I will never in my life forget this:  all..., all of..., 

the whole..., all of us returned totally..., totally frozen, hungry, tired, wet, well, 

and scared, totally finished and Tosia climbs high on ..., on, on the highest 

bunk and screams to the whole block:  "Girls, don't you worry about anything! 

In two weeks we are going home!" (light laughter) Well, we started to laugh, 

because it was obvious that in two weeks we will not go home, and nobody 

knows when we will, but it was, you know, Sir, it was..., it was some sort of an 

interruption of this..., this, th..., this terrible atmosphere, simply, this 
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atmosphere burst, so we started moving, we started drying our shoes, we 

started looking for something..., to drink something warm, somehow the stove  

fire was started, so, so, in one word, we returned to normal, this was, so, so 

spe..., "girls, in two weeks we are going (light laughter), this is..., and this is..., 

sixth of February, forty..., nineteen hundred forty three, which means the war 

will.., ho.., ho. Yes. Well, now then..., give me a moment to think what..., 

what..., what comes next. 

Q: ______ to the chronology. Back to the chronology, if we could ____? 

A: Well, I am going back..., I am returning to..., to the chronology. So, then, 

oh yes, ..., now, then,... about the life in the block, well, I think I talked about it 

already, that..., that there were these bunks, the worst was the bottom ones, 

because there one essentially died there, let us say, the block leader was 

good, she tried to prevent anyone from living on those bottom bunks. But, first 

of all, not all block leaders were kind, and, secondly, well, when we..., when 

we were crowded, now then..., then, had to..., [some] had to lie down below. 

So, in the morning, we would get up very early for the roll call, after the roll 

call the work groups would march out and the sick ones were escorted to the 

sick station, then, in the afternoon, the cauldrons with food were being 

brought to..., and the bread was being brought to the block, and so. There 

was such a question then, at the time, when I talked to my friend, Mrs. 

Tychauer, where is it better, in the men's camp Birkenau - I am talking now 

about Birkenau, because..., because at that time we [were] "B-Einz-A" 

(ph)(G), that is the women's camp, while "B-Einz-B" is the men's camp - or in 

our camp? So, I cannot agree with her, because she says "[men were] more 

industrious about their camp" and..., and..., that it was cleaner - because we 
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tried very hard. But men knew how to make everything for themselves. They 

installed electricity very early, because, let's say, Lagerfuehrung (ph)(G), 

com..., this..., these camp authorities did not object if they said "we have 

wires," or "we will make..., we ... this light," and so on, so, this..., this..., this..., 

so they had it good. The roofs were repaired, there were..., there were no..., 

leaks, because, well, because they knew how..., they knew how to do it. They 

paved with stones their barracks, in the stone ones, they made, I mean, I 

mean again, there was no such terrible mud, like in our blocks, and also with 

running water they had it easier. Well, these were all plusses, which..., 

which..., which existed in the men's..., in the men's camp in Brzezinka. On the 

other hand, in our camp, everything was occurring terribly slow, because it 

took place only when the camp administration, simply when the camp 

authorities decided to do something. But, men's work groups would come to 

our camp, indeed, whether to repair some roof, or something, so, then many 

things were being done illegally. Illegally consisted of this, that those who 

came would get a stick of margarine, or..., but it was mostly a stick of 

margarine, because that margarine was such a medium of commercial 

exchange. So, they then..., and..., and..., and something, and it was possible 

to do something, improve something, something..., something..., something 

..., to organize something. That, of course..., how did this work..., this was 

based on stealing from prisoners, because, the block leader would get so 

many stick of margarine for so many prisoners, she would get so much bread, 

and would get so much cheese - that cheese was awful - or, at times, there 

would be sausage, sometimes it was liver sausage, or...,, so, well, so then in 

such a situation she would divide it, in this situation she would so divide that 
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there was something left for her, either for her own needs, or,..., or to..., 

why..., why..., why..., why..., why..., why..., why..., to take..., to take..., to take 

care, to take care of something for the block, but most..., mostly..., mostly..., 

mostly she took advantage of it herself, so..., so..., so...,so..., let's..., let/s 

have no illusions, that..., that..., that they were. But the object of the greatest 

theft were of course, most terribly robbed were those in block twenty five, 

because there, those women, in reality, could no longer eat much and (sighs) 

and I- I am still returning to that second fifth block, and to that girl - she was 

such a beautiful girl, this sixteen..., sixteen years old, Cili (ph) Slovak girl. She 

survived to the end, she kn..., she was very cruel, she was afraid, she beat 

these..., her..., these that belonged to her..., persons, these, these, these..., 

this..., these, these - she was repulsive. 

Q: repulsive 

A: but after all they have ruined her life, because she came out, she came out 

[of the camp] and return to Czech..., returned to Czechoslovakia, and so they 

put her on trial - no, I don't know, how..., I don't know if they put her on trial, or 

not, well, there had to be some trial, in any event, they prohibited her from 

studying at a university and all her life she had to work in some kind of PGR, 

meaning in some kind..., 

Q ___________ 

A: such a state collective farm. 

Q: (audible acknowledgement of the answer) 

A: I mean, I don't know if for the rest of her life, because naturally she also is 

now old, but..., but..., they ruined her whole life, which..., which she managed 

to save for herself from that Oœwiêcim, but in such a cruel manner. Was she 
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able - I wondered more than once - could she refuse to be a block leader? 

What..., what..., what kind of..., what reaction would there have been from the 

camp authorities to her refusal to be in that block? She could only somehow 

________(?) this, but I think that there was not a single candidate who would 

have gone in her place. 

Q: Couldn't she have been less cruel while already a block leader? 

A: She could have. I think, there was nothing she could..., she could not save 

anybody, save she could not, but I think, that she could have gotten for them 

more to drink, like cauldrons with tea, the so-called tea, something..., 

something there could have been done - only it was the bottom of hell. So, it 

is easy for us to talk, that..., that something could have been done, but one 

must remember, that it was an absolute bottom of hell; Cili, such a beautiful 

Cili.... So, then, now oh, yes, ..., and now, in forty three, starts already..., now 

starts..., now starts the big operation of bringing in of the Jews from the whole 

world; there start coming in apr..., in April, forty three, come transports from 

Greece, first..., first big transports from Greece I was told in Oœwiêcim, my 

colleague Smoleñ told me this himself, that at the Oœwiêcim railroad station, 

at this ordinary railroad station used by people, someone found in some bales 

forty thousand train tickets imprinted :"Saloniki - Auschwitz," which means..., 

whether..., those..., those people were told that they are going in t.... And now 

will take place with..., in..., actually in our camp life, there will take place a big 

change. Because big transports are beginning to arrive, This rail line is being 

built..., a rail line to the crematorium is being created, and the crematoria are 

being built, the SS-men are beginning to be occupied more..., first of all by 

the arriving transports, especially because this was an opportunity to enrich 
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themselves, to steal, after all, these transports carried in them incredible 

things; after all, people were bringing with them all of their treasure, all of 

their..., and he said..., these..., things from these..., possessions of those who 

were being killed, things of those who went to be gassed, were being sorted 

in so-called "Canada," "Canada" was such a labor force where these things 

were being taken care of. I know this from the girls who worked there and, for 

example, these ill-fated Jewish girls who came a bit before me, or a little later 

than I, from Holland, as their profession, - because in these lists that I 

discussed earlier, that I saw everywhere next to [their names] crosses, there 

were predominantly as an occupation "Diamantenschleiferei" (ph)(G), or they 

were diamond cutters - these, these..., they worked with diamonds. There 

was reportedly such a wig, one of the Jew..., of one Jewish woman, which 

was inside lined with diamonds..., which they found. So, then, what was being 

done..., of course, part of these things had to be turned over, but they also, 

very bravely, conducted such sabotage action, as much as they could; what 

did this sabotage consist of:  whatever was possible was thrown somewhere 

into a latrine, somewhere..., somewhere..., somewhere it was being 

liquidated..., later on as they told me, that, for example, when there was some 

kind of beau..., if there was a bolt of beautiful silk, or some kind of beautiful..., 

well, in any event some kind of material, some kind..., well, not a rug, but..., 

some kind, in any event, some kind of a gorgeous shawl, they would cut out a 

whole in the middle, to damage it, since the whole..., all of those possessions 

was sent later to Germany, into the German banks, to, exactly..., to some 

kinds of institutions in Germany and was being used, naturally, for war 

purposes, and so forth. Now a certain loosening of discipline takes place in 
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Oœwiêcim, because prisoners were used to handle those things. And with..., 

not the SS-men, and, of course, there would be an SS-man responsible. but 

ordinary SS-men, other SS-men had no access to it. And, of course, they 

knew about this gold, about these..., and these gold dollar coins, and about, 

well, above all, gold, gold, gold, gold and jewellery, and about all of that. In 

such a case, a prisoner would be bribed, which means that for a flask of 

vodka some gold ring was exchanged, or something like that, and so om, so 

that the SS-men were bringing just.... Well, I did not have directly anything to 

do with it (clears throat), I know that gol..., gold, watches, many, many things 

which they managed to carry out..., besides, even if they carried them out, 

they were doing it risking their lives, because, of course, if they were caught 

with it..., that she was carrying from the warehouse something like that, then, 

then, of course, the penalty was death. And the death penalty was terribly..., 

was terribly swift there, terribly..., could take place. So, then, simultaneously, 

begins a great demoralization of the SS, which means, contacts begin to 

develop between prisoners and the SS-men, men were especially doing it, 

more men than women, but women also, also had, had opportunities to 

steal..., so, it is in January in forty three..., so, maybe now I will start the long 

story about  Katya Singer (ph), because it is a person about whom..., so, 

then: We stand at these terribly long roll calls, because the numbers 

constantly do not add up. It must be told that these SS-men, they were all..., 

our crew of the SS, it was a very boorish crew, these must have been.., farm 

hands, I am not sure, these were people without education, if anyone finished 

third grade it would have been a lot. Well, well, they were terribly primitive. 

Now, the bureau..., because, just exactly, everywhere was terrible 
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bureaucracy, meaning, everything had to be written down, written up, and 

added up, this way and that-a-way. Responsible for this were SS-men, the 

Raportfuehrer () was responsible for the roll call; for the status of labor, the 

so-called Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G), which was sent to Berlin every day, was 

responsible again Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G), which involved this that..., it 

was such a bureaucratic callisthenics. So, then, in the morning, after the roll 

call, work groups would walk out and, at the same time, this very 

Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G) office but in reality that..., primarily that..., this..., well..., 

that kapo of that Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G) had to prepare a roster of what each 

prisoner of the camp was doing..., literally. Which means, of course, that it 

was a phoney roster..., under..., unde..., this..., this..., this..., this.. was not, 

this was not,  it was not true. I imagine it like this, after all, it was an 

impossibility, there were a dozen or so thousand in all, so, so many groups 

went here, so many groups went there, and so many there, and she had to do 

it in a very short time, because a courier would arrive from Men's Oœwiêcim 

camp..., an SS-man, or higher than an SS-man, generally, or a prisoner, and 

took it and carried it away and all of that went to Berlin. Every day went a wire 

report to Berlin about what is happening in the camp..., what..., what..., what, 

who, where and how, how it works; now never in any life was there a single 

Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G) who was able to do it. So, there wa..., they 

were totally dependent on their kapo, that means, the one who stands at the 

head, she was called..., a moment, a moment..., I will tell in a moment how 

she is (clears throat) ...was called. In any event, kapo of Arbeitseinsatz 

(ph)(G) U..., Ula Ra..., Ula Rate (ph) was her name, Ursula Rate (ph) was 

preparing it at a gallop writing it on a typewriter, and..., and..., and..., she 
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prepared it. So, then, constantly, they could not manage; constantly they did 

not know how many people they have in the camp. I mean, as it pertains to 

our..., to our..., our Frauenlager (ph)(G). I was just telling also Katya Singer 

(ph),about whom I will be talking right away, that..., to the end of the camp, 

when the state of the camp was organized and everything was already..., 

was..., was..., was..., with..., with..., added up, to the end of the camp..., they 

still had to enter into the roster "zwoelf unbekannte Leichen" (ph)(G), "and 

twelve unidentified bodies." Well, because, somehow, they could..., they 

could not come out right, and Berlin was demanding, to know something 

about every prisoner, what happened to him. So, then Katya Singer (ph) she 

was a Jewish girl from Slovakia, who came..., who came from a small..., a 

small town of Marykova (ph) in Slovakia and this is just, the most..., one of the 

most unusual romances, that would..., - by that I mean not romances - 

stories..., - that took place at Brzezinka. She was a very intelligent, she had to 

be, and very gifted girl. She was probably about eighteen, so she could not 

have had any higher education, but inside of her head was very well 

organized. And, at a certain moment, she became Raportschreiberin (ph)(G), 

meaning she was Raportfuehrerin (ph)(G), that SS-woman from..., Margot 

Drexler (ph) responsible for..., the state of the camp, for the numbers, 

because Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G), he was for..., was responsible for the 

, for the work, while, while, while Raportfuehrerin (ph)(G) she was responsible 

for the status of the camp, for the agreement between the roll calls with who 

did what where, and this..., where..., where who was, and so on. So, her 

counterpart among the prisoners was Raportschreiberin (ph)(G), or Katya 

Singer (ph). This terrible standing for the roll calls for hours at a time, which 
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were taking place before, in forty two, were the result not only of a desire to 

torture us, but also from the fact that they constantly could not count right, 

they were counting, counting, and still could not make up the sum. Katya 

accomplished this unbelievably intelligently, by that I mean, she let us out into 

that..., we came out again into that "Wiese," on that meadow, which - besides 

- we were terribly afraid off, what will happen, and Katya swore to us that 

nothing will happen and she wrote down..., lists..., all were listed - all 

numbers. All the numbers of the living were listed, separately they did the 

hospital, but all the living who were working..., working in the camp. Perhaps 

by then we were all tattooed, because to..., were were tattooed only in winter 

after the escape..., after one Polish girl escaped, Bieda, Zofia Bieda escaped, 

and then first..., then..., then they us..., then..., all of us were tattooed. In one 

word, Katya succeeded in bringing an order to the camp. And, so, it was, 

simply a miracle for the SS-men, because suddenly they started to add up, 

because it was then known that in this block there are so many, and in that 

block so many, of course, it took some...,  work and she was being helped 

there by Schreibstube (ph)(G), she was helped by that Tipi Tichauer (ph), 

others helped her, but, in any event,..., her achievement is this:  that she 

organized the count...,  of the prisoners. And now there is something, that I 

consider was very important, and, maybe about...,  and maybe nobody knows 

about it especially. So, then, one day, - well, I knew Katya..., we knew each 

other..., not especially close, but..., but we knew each other. One day, Katya 

came to our block to this Polish block, this..., that so..., let's say, Slavic block, 

because..., because there were also Czech women and Russian women, - 

and together with the block leader and me, while sitting in such a corner, says 
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- she said like this - of course, the worst..., one of our biggest afflictions, were 

those German women from Ravensbrueck, those with the black triangles, 

who were kapos , or block leaders, but they thrashed awfully, beat us terribly, 

kicked..., they were brutal..., why, they were venal, why, they were repulsive,  

they were informers..., they were foul. Even all of that is an inadequate 

description for them. And Katya said like this: "Listen, the situation in the 

camp is such, that, as a result of typhus, plenty of these German women 

have died. At this moment, I have vacancies; there are vacancies. All sorts of 

work groups are without their prisoner leaders, there are blocks without block 

leaders.: So, Katya said like this:  "I cannot fill all of them with Jewish women. 

We must get an understanding; the Jewish women and the Polish women. 

We will have some Jewish, some Polish, on..., on..., on all of these positions." 

I think that from that moment on, it changed significantly..., the situation at the 

camp changed significantly, because, after all, there very many decent 

persons - I do not maintain that all the Poles were decent, I don't claim that all 

the Jewish women were decent, but the majority these were respectable, 

decent persons - they started..., we started taking care..., we started 

somehow to bring order to the camp. It was also possible because, at the 

same time, came..., started arriving huge transports and the SS-men had 

their attention concentrated on..., on..., on..., on these transports. Near..., It is 

then that these incessant Sortierungs ended at the camp, because that it 

was, after all, far more interesting..., to rob those who..., who were coming, 

than..., than those miserable wasted prisoners who..., who were.... And, so, 

this is..., the great - oh, yes, Katya's great credit, and, at this opportunity, that 

is how my own career (mocking smile) at the camp commenced, because, 
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after that, begins my career and less difficult..., is less..., signi..., significantly 

better. Are we talking further? 

Q: Why, yes, of course. (English) 

Q: (third person) (English): Ask her, just ask her if..., if internal selections 

stopped. Obviously, when the transports come in.... 

Q: Uhuh... 

Q: they selected people, but ask her if that's what she ______. 

Q: (in Polish) Was..., were these..., that what you were talking about, does it 

mean, that those internal selection, which were.... 

A: yes? 

Q: in the moment when the transports started to arrive, in this way ______. 

A: They diminished, very..., very much. 

Q: They diminished, they were not _______. 

A: No, that they were completely stopped, and I think, it so seems to me, but I 

will not swear, that from forty three..., from the spring, they stopped..., they 

stopped selecting to the gas from the Polish blocks, meaning the Polish 

blocks..., 

Q: Uhuh... 

A: Ar..., aryan, so called Aryans. On the other hand, they continued at the 

hospital..., they continued at the hospital, among the sick, and, actually, they 

actually diminished significantly also. 

Q: Uhuh... 

A: I..., I no longer have it in my memory so many..., no, I cannot tell, that they 

stopped altogether..., so..., so..., so thus, such a..., such a situation only took 

place in forty four, it came out that it was permitted to select for the gas, but it 
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was not until forty four, in forty three they still select, but they simply don't 

have enough time, to..., to attend to it. So, now, then, Katya Singer, as that 

Raportfuehrerin Drexler (ph) liked her a lot, had total confidence in her and 

was, naturally, very grateful to her, because she realized that she organized 

the whole state of the camp for her, right, the so-called "Lagersterte" (ph)(G), 

at last it was known how many..., how many prisoners there are, how..., 

how..., how to operate it..., So, Katya knew how to take care of a great many 

things with her. We were just discussing that this..., this..., understanding, it 

was not official, of course, it was, of course, not Katya who nominated..., I 

mean, Katya did not nominate block leaders, but with the agreement of 

Raportfuhr..., Raportschreibe...,bother...,yes, Raport..., 

Q: ...fuehrerin 

A: ...fuehrerin, would agree - Katya would suggest: "to such and such a block 

can go this one." And Drexler generally agreed, because, after all, she had it 

of her head. She was the one that was supposed to do it, but Katya all of that 

suggested to her. And it was then when an idea arose, I don't know who 

thought of it, to create a model block, a model block that could be used to 

show to all the guests who possibly come. And this..., to be this model block, 

they made  block twelve , that is the one that is next..., right next to..., the 

barbed wires, meaning, it was right next to the road to the crematorium. So, 

on that block found itself the orchestra lived there, lauerferki (ph), 

Schreibstube (ph)(G) lived there Politischeabteilung (ph)(G) lived there, just 

because, the whole organization of the..., the camp administration rested 

upon this that there were SS-men for certain sections, right, 

Politischeabteilung (ph)(G), well, that was the political section, there was 
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Aufnahmeabteilung (ph)(G), those that received the newcomers, 

Arbeitsdienst (ph)(G), this was employment, then Schreibstube (ph)(G), that 

was this..., it was the roster..., the roster of the camp and all the possible files 

and so forth, and each was headed by an SS-man, as I say, generally 

speaking, a stupid SS-man, and his..., but his right hand and absolutely - it 

was, as we were laughing about it, this was such a method in Oœwiêcim, to 

make each such..., in such a position became "unersaetzlich und 

endberlich(?)" (ph)(G), meaning, not..., irreplaceable and and the only one..., 

the only one able to perform those functions; of course, it was in the interest 

of such a prisoner, right, that nobody else could replace her. So, then, Katya, 

Katya got a reputation in the whole Lagerfuehrung (ph)(G), because Mandl 

(ph) also liked her; she spoke good German; this was the difference between 

the Polish Jewish women and the Slovak Jewish women - the Slovaks spoke 

proper. The Poles spoke Yiddish, and because of that it was much more 

difficult, it was a much worse situation for the Polish Jewish women than the 

Slovak Jewish women. The Slovak ones first came earlier, we must start with 

that, they came first, and those who came first,  were better, because they 

took over all the possible functions - then they would pull their own, of course,  

while the Polish Jewish women had a very difficult situation, because, in 

reality, they could not..., anywhere..., it was difficult for them to push their way 

anywhere; well, of course, that..., that..., that..., they did, that they were, but..., 

but from..., from among the Slovak women, none was going for 

Aussenarbeiten (ph)(G), or, into the fields. Well, Katya was a Slovak. So, her 

un..., unusual situation..., at the camp stemmed from the fact that more and 

more matters matters went into her hands, meaning, more and more 
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function..., meaning not functions, because officially she was what she was, 

but her..., her influence was greater and greater. Above all, firstly, Drexler 

dearly loved her, secondly, she firmly believed that everything Katya was 

doing is good, good and exemplary. And I think that the great merit..., what, 

parenthetically, is Katya's great contribution, is the fact that she managed to 

save a multitude of persons from the gas. This her great..., whatever other 

different things she may have done stupidly or wrong, this..., this..., this is her 

undeniable...,..., what is it - this was saving human lives, this..., this..., this..., 

this..., this..., this probably is..., is... the most important. Katya..., how did it 

take place - if there was a Sorteirung (ph)(G), then numbers of those 

unfortunates, selected to go to block twenty five, were written down. From 

this, from those..., those notes made there, Katya later would collect and in 

Schreibstube (ph)(G) an "SB" list would be prepared. These lists that have 

been preserved, :“Sonderbehandlung" (ph)(G), that, that had to be..., 

because the files for those..., those...., those..., those...,persons, right, those 

girls condemned to death had to be pulled out. So, then, a name, family 

name, the number, where is she from, all of that..., all that was listed in it. 

Now, how was magic accomplished. Well, I mean, how an effort was made. 

From these notes were entered numbers.., in place of these numbers..., 

(clears throat) a list of numbers of the dead. Well, a mistake, a mistake, a 

mistake..., us..., well, us, well, well, so, there took place a simple mistake. So, 

then - after all, this was always taking place in an atmosphere of great 

tragedy, crying, some confusion, and so on, so it was possible to make a 

mistake. So, in this manner, someone who was listed there was saved, 

because she did not go to the gas, because, because it was not her, it was a 
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number of a dead person, a dead girl..., on this, on this was based the 

technique of saving, because usually, after she already selected and 

delivered that group, meaning they selected and delivered that group, marked 

to die, they were then there guarded, right. We would..., we would list them, 

list those numbers of those..., those..., those..., those all, but later on, during 

the last listing, it was over. So, then, Katya - Katya was an unusual person, 

she was such a pretty girl. Oh, yes, and then she made me - it is her that I 

owe indeed my career at the camp..., me, she organized that model block, 

block twelve. And, so, and in that block twelve, a German..., the block leader - 

Blockaelteste (ph)(G) was named a political German woman, how did she 

ever find this one political German woman? ... because, in truth, there were 

hardly any political German women there. Bertl Wagner (ph), Bertl - Bertl 

Wagner-Kabelka (ph) was her name and I became her deputy and the two of 

us were together managing on that block and then I have learned a little more 

German, because..., because..., well, because I was with that German. That 

German woman was very decent. And then, later, when the transfer took 

place, the move of the women from B..., I mean, the enlargement of the 

women's camp (coughs) from B-Eintz-A (ph)(G), we went to B-Eintz-B 

(ph)(G), but that means that both of them remained women's camps, both 

segments, B-Einz-A and B-Einz-B (ph)(G) they were for women. So, from that 

block twelve we have gone to the so-called block four, also a wooden barrack, 

so about this block four there will be plenty more, plenty more..., plenty to tell. 

Katya started a bit, if I may say so, to describe it..., started to have a swollen 

head,  but to the end, to the very end she actually remained helpful and, 
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when it came to a possibility of saving people, so then, so then she would 

offer bottomless help, and with her one could take care of very many things. 

Q: How old was she? 

A: She may have been eighteen, twenty years of age, twenty years..., twenty 

years..., such was..., well. Anything else? 

Q: Yes, yes. We still, we still have _______________ 

A: Now, then, I will be still talking about Katya. Katya, Katya later lived on that 

block four. So, then, among such amusing things, so then Katya ..., organized 

for herself, she wore, she had a whole court of her admirers, and it was 

partially her family, partially, she had her own cleaning lady, she had her..., 

she wore a blue coat and started coloring her hair, that was, after all this did 

not look not at all pretty on her, because she was very pretty, really, but when 

she painted her hair, she bleached her hair, she looked much worse. But 

these are..., these are trivia. How she was able to persuade all of these SS-

men, that without her they won't be able to do a thing, was best proven when, 

later a certain change took place and Mandl _______ selected, I no longer 

know for what reasons, she left a for a while, and there came 

Untersturmfuehrer (ph)(G) Hessler (ph). Hessler quickly learned one thing, 

that without Katya he himself will not be able to run that camp at all. And that 

is - perhaps nobody will today believe it, because it is hard to imagine, but I 

know it for certain, that Hessler was bringing for Katya cookies baked by his 

wife. So (she sighs)... 

Q: (light laughter) 

A: Oh, yes, Hessler had an automobile. He would come by car and to please 

her, he would take her for a ride along the Lagerstrasse (ph)but only from the 
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gate, from the gate to the gate for a ride along the Lagerstrasse Ph). These 

are such..., such complete paradoxes in Oœwiêcim, because, on one hand, 

in Oœwiêcim there exists terrible poverty, terrible, terrible misery and terrible 

murdering of people, and, on the other hand, there is a mass of gold, massive 

opportunity, plenty of improbable careers, which people suddenly made, and 

then these careers would end, as it is, the career of Katya, too, will later end. 

So, then,..., so the..., so then, that is how it was. But Katya's merits are 

enormous when it comes to, exactly, to saving peo.... 

Q: And when with her ____________? 

A: I did see her later, after the war. 

Q: Exactly, this is what I wanted to _____________. 

A: I saw her after the war. First I was in Prague and that is where I saw her. 

She came out, came out intact from the..., but before then she had a 

gruesome story; she was arrested and many..., many things with her.... She, 

then had many different admirers, also from the men's camp, the boys liked 

her very much, what I mean by the "boys," the "boys" meant the male 

prisoners, she was liked very much, they took care of a great many things 

through her, because if someone's mother came, or someone's sister, she 

somewhere had to be taken care of, put her up in a good group, all of that 

could be taken care of very well through Katya, exactly Katya. But Katya 

hersel - to be exact - Sir, can I ask something? 

Q: Yes, of course. 

A: But, but not..., so that it would not be recorded. 

Q: Yes. 

A: Yes? 
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Q: During the break, the break maybe. Because we literally have one minute 

to go. 

A: Oh, yes, literally a minute. 

Q: Uhuh... 

A: So, then, I had very good relations with Katya and , rightly, was..., was 

that..., although..., Raportfuehrerin Drexler disliked me personally very much 

and would  give it to me right in the puss with great relish, but (sighs) ..., but 

Katya knew how to take care of  a whole mass..., mass..., mass..., mass..., 

mass of things and the relations with her were very good. 

Q: We can end now. 

A: So, let's finish on this. 

Q: Yes, good. (English) The end. 

A: No, because.... 

End of Tape Two.
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Tape Three 

Q: OK 

A: We are now in the year, in our story, we are in the year nineteen hundred 

forty three. During this year will take place a move from section B-Einz-A,..., 

also to B-Einz..., I mean, a sizeable enlargement of our women's camp will 

take place. But I also wanted to add a few words on this subject, what still in 

forty two..., we are still in camp "A" at this moment; I am at block twelve, on 

the block I spoke about that Katya decided to organize, meaning not that 

Katya ordered it, Katya suggested it that such a model block be organized. 

This block was right next to the wires, I will show it in a moment on the plan, 

how..., how it looked. From that block one could clearly see people who 

walked into the camp and who went to the crematorium, or those who were 

being transported by car. At that time, there was still no construct..., a ramp 

was not constructed at that time, meaning those railroad tracks were not 

ready which until..., which exist till today, which led all the way up to the 

crematorium, only..., that..., that place for unloading of the arriving transports 

took place closer to Oœwiêcim, I am not able to exactly say in which place, I 

was never there. But clos..., closer to the men's Oœwiêcim, I am talking about 

Auschw..., Auschwitz Einz. And from there they were either transported by 

cars, or escorted on foot, just like for example in my case...,also, I was walked 

in on foot into..., into..., into..., into Brzezinka. Now, from..., it was always a 

very depressing sight as one looked, that these people are walking, do not 

enter the camp, but keep on walking with the little suitcases, with things, so 

calm, because convinced that they are going somewhere to some place of 

settlement, somewhere, where..., somewhere, where they will be allowed to 
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go on living. I have one such a very grim memory of one night. They were 

carrying by cars, on trucks, children. These were the children, the Polish 

children, these were the children of the Polish Jews, Polish Jewish children, 

who were screaming, because these children probably saw that something 

terrible will happen to them, they were crying..., this..., meaning, this convoy 

of truck momentarily stopped. S..., more or less opposite our block. These 

children were crying "Mama, Mama, Mama, Mama," and I remember this 

bellow of an SS-man: "Deine Mutter is schoen beim Teuffel" (ph)(G) - "Your 

mother is already with the devil." So, this..., this..., this..., was awful with these 

children going by. (a sigh) So, and then, in July forty three takes place 

enlargement of our camp; the men's camp moves out to section B-Zwei 

(ph)(G), on the other side of the railroad tracks, and we take over B-Einz-A, 

which means that there remain B-Einz-A and B-Einz-B, even though it was 

planned that B-Einz..., that B-One, I don't know, is it better to say it in Polish 

or in ger..., in German? 

Q: It does not matter. 

A: So, B-Einz-B was to be a camp, it was called, that this is a labor camp, and 

there were located all the offices, and, in general, there were, there were to 

be work barracks, it was so planned that B-Einz-A remains as a sick station, 

or as a hospital and a quarantine. It seems to be, that it was not exactly done 

accurately (sic), meaning, from that camp also went out to work..., because 

the Germans at times planned something, there was a lot of noise, and then it 

would not come out the way they wanted and it would end this way. So, then 

we are moving, at this moment I am talking about myself and my closest 

girlfriends from that model block twelve, we are moving to block four, B-Einz-
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B. For some reason, Bertl Wagner (ph), who was the block leader on..., - I 

just remembered why..., she was writing a letter to some..., some man and 

that letter was caught, was intercepted and for that she was sent to 

"Straffkommando (ph)(G), meaning to a penal group and was demoted from a 

block leader, of course. And then I became a block leader. And I was the 

block leader till the fall of forty four. It was a rather unusual block, and quite 

different, atypic..., completely atypical for..., atypical for Brzezinka. This me..., 

it was similarly planned like..., like block twelve as a model block [to be 

shown] to all the high visitors who..., who Oœwiêcim..., who..., who would 

come and..., and.., look at it. But, the first contact with this block was even 

(quiet, short laughter), maybe even a bit funny, if one can say that, because in 

that block, vacated by the men, there was an improbable quantity of fleas and 

rats and lice. So, that, when we first entered that block, those fleas have 

jumped all over us, because they were so starved, because the men moved 

out a few days earlier, a few days before, they simply were gorging 

themselves on us, these..., these..., these fleas. So much so, that the first 

night we spent it sleeping completely outdoors, besides it was summer, 

and..., nothing..., nothing..., nothing happened to us because of that, but the 

Oberaufseherin  (ph)(G) Mandl, whose ambition it was to have this block..., 

such a showcase, she ordered the gassing of the whole block, meaning 

simply, disinfecting it. I remember how we would say to each other: "why, yes, 

they gas rats, fleas, with the same gas that they gas people," you know, 

because that same gas was..., was used. This block was organized in such a 

way, that..., there was an entrance - it was a wooden block - first part was 

Schreibstube and Scheifenstube (?) (ph)(G), first there were such two 
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cubicles. One for the block leader to live in - that's me - and the second one, 

across, was for Katya, or Raportschreiberin (ph)(G),it was immediately next 

to..., at the very entrance by the..., next to the gate. Next to..., - because the 

blocks, the wooden blocks have such high, big ga..., big..., big gates, no..., 

much bigger than the stone blocks. Next was the office of Schreibstube and 

Scheifenstube (?)(ph)(G), next was - an unusual thing for Oœwiêcim - or, 

there was a so-called "Tagesraum" (ph)(G), it was a spacious ..., a hall, in 

which each one of us had a tiny little cabinet "Dreiteilgeschraenk" (ph)(G) it 

was called, it was such a little wardrobe divided into three parts, and each 

one of us was entitled to have there some sorts of personal belongings in one 

of those three. This was also unusual, ... completely..., unusual privilege for 

Oœwiêcim, because the principle was that no one was allowed to possess 

anything, no one was allowed to own anything, and from time to time 

aufzejerki [Aufseherin] (ph)(G - polonized) would organize an inspection in the 

blocks, and, generally, it was kept..., whatever one possessed, be it some 

change of underwear, or some parcel, or some kind of something - it was kept 

in the bed, so, because, where could it be kept? So, and it came..., the 

control came from time to time and aufzejerki (ph)(G - polonized) would throw 

out everything, trampled on it, destroyed it, well, it was very brutally treated. 

By contrast, here, we had the right to..., to have such a small..., I don't know 

how big..., a piece of something of our own. And one-third of the block was 

Schlaffraum (ph)(G), it is there that were the beds and we had very good 

blankets. The blankets and first ..., we even received bed sheets. It was the 

height of heights, these bed sheets. In connection with this, I want to..., to 

note..., maybe it will sound malicious, that in other concentration camps it was 
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without comparison cleaner and better, because, for example, Ravensbrueck 

had its own bed sheets, while for us a bed sheet was something completely 

head-spinning, something..., something..., not to..., well, improbable joy. Only 

our block had the bed sheets; other blocks did not have them. That is how it 

was..., these were the parts of our block. Now, when it comes to the 

membership of the block, there were not many of us; we were maybe ninety, 

hundred, maybe a bit more than a hundred, there were never more of us, 

because, let’s say, the number of prisoners was limited. There was a 

multitude of nationalities. I handled..., as the books for the block, I maintained 

Nummerbuch (ph)(G), or the book of numbers, Namensbuch (ph)(G) or the 

registry of the last names, Apelbuch (ph)(G), that was the most important 

book in which the roll calls were entered, and besides those, there I had to 

maintain Nationalitaetenbuch (ph)(G), meaning such a list of nationalities. So 

from that, for this reason, that I maintained this roster, I remember that there 

were eleven nationalities in our block; there were not not eleven..., I mean, it 

all depends how we'll count them, because the Jewish women were counted 

in accordance with the countries from which they came. The majority of my 

girlfriends in this block were Jewish, but it was, more or less, let's say, some 

sixty percent, seven..., yes, about sixty percent, let's say so; the rest were 

women from Poland, Yugoslavia, one Austrian, Czechs, well, also Russian 

and Ukrainian, in one word, the whole national mosaic. They all had good 

work. All - it was the ..., it was the very elite, for that reason we know and 

remember so much, those that were in this block, because in our block, 

actually, concentrated all the news from..., like this, if..., if some worked 

already in Schreibstube (ph)(G), others worked in Politischeabteilung (ph)(G), 
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the third ..., one girlfriend worked..., was a secretary for Mandl - 

Oberaufseherin (ph(G) Mandl (ph), it was Lola Wiliñska, and..., and..., 

otherwise..., she was called Lagerschreiberin (ph)(G), that was her title. And, 

well, there was Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G), as I said, there were Lauferinen 

(ph)(G; Lauferinen, I have already mentioned them yesterday, that they were 

messengers, to..., to..., to carry SS orders throughout the camp. So, then, 

when all of these came together, we, de fact, knew everything that was 

happening in the camp, because everyone brought in some kind..., some kind 

of a detail from somewhere, some news. And for that reason those of my 

girlfriends who lived at the Four, and have good memories, have an idea 

about the totality of the camp..., about what..., about what was happening 

there. So, there was this question, I was once asked, how did we respond to 

the SS orders; of course, an order, when an SS-man's order came, well, it 

had to be obeyed instantly. What was our response? Is it very harmful to us, 

is it not very harmful to us, can it be somehow bypassed, I mean, will it be 

possible somehow it..., well, howl, well, somehow to minimize it, to lessen it, 

or is there to help, it must be executed as is. And that was..., simply saying, 

we had it in our blood. It was..., I mean, there was an order and immediately 

we'd start thinking how to handle it, how it should be dealt with. There was 

talk about..., well, how..., there were, there were such questions about..., 

about resistance. A movement of resistance, I personally was not in the 

resistance movement. When it comes to..., I say, I stress this because today 

very many persons tell stories what..., what they have accomplished in the 

resistance movement, but it seems to me that this resistance movement in 

the women's camp was very weak. By that I mean that it was not weak, it was 
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different. There was a tiny Communist organization, to which belonged, well, 

undoubtedly belonged the deputy to the French Parliament, Marie-Claude 

Vallaine-Coutoulier (ph), to which belonged, as long as she was alive, 

Danielle Cazanova, also a French woman, Betti Vens (ph), an Austrian 

woman, these are all Communists. I presume that Wanda Jakubowska, I 

think so. They together formed..., Eda Heller (ph), Slovak Jewish woman, 

they..., these..., they tried to put together such an organization, but it seems 

to me, that what they accomplished, - I have all the sympathy and all the 

respect for them..., they were, by the way, meeting together in our block, but 

they could not accomplish a lot. There was a very well organized resistance 

movement, resistance movement in Maennerlager (ph)(G) and it was there..., 

that was that organization which was led by Langbein (ph), first of all, there 

were still many men, whom I cannot name, among..., from Poland, was 

Cyrankiewicz, and then..., further..., well, I don't remember at this moment 

any of the names of other people who were there,... well, Smoleñ, for sure, 

because Smoleñ was sending all of those messages about the conditions in 

the camp and about what was taking place at the camp, to the outside. They 

were..., they had a contact with the guerrillas and were sending the messages 

to the outside. These messages, I assume, were extremely important, 

because thanks to this information, a whole mass of things could be 

reconstructed that were taking place in the camp. But they pertained only to 

the brick camp...,or, perhaps.., no..., they pertained to that which went 

through the office of the main camp, they could copy that, while, on the other 

hand, that what was happening in our camp, for example,..., I am saying this 

on the basis of that, that recently I was perusing a book by Mrs. Danuta 
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Czech (ph), which is, I think, that it is a great work, regardless of error, which 

are probably necessary (sic) in such a great..., such a great volume, they 

must be..., must be _________ . So, there, there is a lot of information. 

However, there is no information about that, which did..., did not go through..., 

through the office of the camp..., the men's camp. For example, yester..., for 

example I was talking about that terrible roll call which took place on the 

second..., the sixth of February.... 

Q: __________ . 

A: the sixth of February forty three. well, that roll call when they beat and 

chased to the twenty fifth block and sent them out. Perhaps, Mrs. Czech 

about this roll call did not..., but she relies on the statements of Marie-Claude 

Vallaine-Coutoulier (ph), who testified at the Nuremberg trials..., and spoke 

about it. Which means, that she had no notes from the office of the men's 

camp, the one at the main camp, where there was no mention of it. Same 

with the delousing, there is mention there of the delousing, that terrible 

delousing about which I also talked..., also is not mentioned in these..., in that 

Czech’s book, because, again, it..., it was an event, or..., or this..., or this 

terrible story about with this killing of the Jews..., during Christmas..., on the 

second..., on the first day of Christmas. All of those were, if I may say so, 

events..., well, it's hard to say "private," inter-camp, that is how I would 

describe them, inside..., inside..., inside Birkenau. So, so then, in that block..., 

block four, we had only camp celebrities. Well, first of all, Katya Singer (ph) 

lived there, about whom I will be talking more, she had her booth there; the 

Laufer..., Lauferinen (ph)(G), or "lauferki" (ph)(G - polonized), to be exact, 

Mala Cimetbaum (ph), Herta Rott (ph) and..., and others. Later they moved 
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out of there somewhere, because they found a better location. All of that..., all 

of that was the camp elite, ... we had a difficult problem there in that block; of 

course, I am not talking about any screaming, or beating; none of such things. 

This..., the problem consisted of something else; there were very many camp 

celebrities, whose.., with whom..., whom one had to..., had to..., so that they 

would be co-operating with each other, and one had to, simultaneously, all of 

that had to function within the framework of the rules..., concerning..., 

concerning the block. For example, the morning coming out for the roll call, 

well, this was my hard work, to through out the whole company out of bed, 

well, none the less, all the same they would come out..., because..., because 

they knew that they must (light laughter), but they would do it in the last..., 

last...,second and only when the "aufzejerki" (ph)(G - polonized) were running 

around..., running and were ready to count. But these are such care-free 

things, but less care-free, I mean, were the conflicts..., were conflicts, 

because in such a group..., a large group conflicts must happen, it is almost 

impossible.... For example, the Yugoslav women; they were Communist and 

there were nationalist, they would not talk to each other, even though all 

Yugoslav, but we somehow tried..., well, there was such a story, maybe it will 

be, maybe it is rather an anecdote than..., than a significant matter..., one of 

the Yugoslav women, a Communist, very groovy, a very.., brave person, 

courageous, generally, a magnificent girl, would receive enormous packages 

from home. She would receive..., these were gigantic packages. I will be 

talking more about packages, because it is such an important subject. So, 

enormous packages from home, and she would divide them among this group 

of Communist Yugoslav girls, they..., they.... One day, a big scene - some 
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fruits disappeared from one of the packages, there were some dried fruits and 

that..., well, was stolen. Well, I don’t know, which is improbable that someone 

in our block would steal, its is impossible. Later, one Polish woman, Mrs...., 

Mrs. Tosia Pi¹tkowska, whom I have mentioned before, and so Tosia 

announces: Yes, I took the fruits and made a compote out of them and took it 

to the hospital for that sick Yugoslav woman from the group of, - what was his 

name, their at that time prime minister of Yugoslavia, I mean, not a premier 

any more, because he was removed.... 

Q: Mihailovic (ph) 

A: Mihailovic. For Mrs. Mihailo..., you see, Sir, you reminded me, for Mrs. 

Mihailovic I took that compote, she's dying already, in very bad condition, and 

that. Well, Stefka, of course, was an opponent of Mrs. Mihailovic, well, but 

she said: "Well, it can't be helped. Mrs. Tosia did the right thing." This is an 

example, one, she was an rabid Communist and that Mihailovic (light 

laughter) was her mortal enemy, you know, but she recognized that, well, that 

one was sick, Mihailovic had absolutely nothing, was..., was hungry, was 

poor, so then that one took that compote to her; so that's.... So, this is..., this 

is such an example (light laughter) of international..., some kind of co-

operation, and I..., I was totally despairing over that theft, this..., this..., this..., 

this..., of that..., of these fruits from that package, because it was never 

happening, nobody took anything from anybody among us. So, then, there 

were various conflicts. There were Ukrainian women who would rather have 

their hackles up at the Polish women; they were very...,yes..., yes.... So, then, 

this is about diff..., nationalities. Maybe I can tell now, right away, since I am 

talking about the conditions inside the block, about something that we 
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managed .... Please, remember, that we have then very good conditions, and 

in the whole camp the conditions are also better, not as good as ours, of 

course, but, first of all, there are now..., the Waschreumen (ph)(G) and pipes 

with water are functioning; so there is water. This does not mean that we had 

water in the block..., to the end..., to the end of existence of the women's 

camp there was no water in the barracks. Very..., it was very funny..., 

because at..., almost at the end of the existence of the camp, work 

commenced on installing water pipes in the blocks. And so they just finished, 

after which they moved us all to B-Zwei (ph)(G), so, that we..., never..., never, 

well, never, we never had the advantage of that, but had to have buckets, 

buckets for clean water and buckets for dirty water. And one time, there was a 

ruckus, I no longer remember about what, and obe..., Aufseherin Drexler (ph) 

said that for that..., as a punishment, the block leaders will be cleaning the 

buckets, Eimerputzen (ph)(G) Eimerputzen, and all of these buckets were, of 

course, worn out, which means, they were very ugly and we had to sit and 

clean them with bricks until they were white, so that they shined, as the block 

leaders, all of the block leaders, as a punishment "you have it too good, you 

don't know any more what..., what..., what you would want, so, you will be 

cleaning..., cleaning the buckets. And now I will discuss our male colleagues, 

my colleagues after the war. Well, I was talking after the war, I wrote there 

some kind of..., such an..., about the organiz..., I wrote such an article about 

the camp organization and about..., the remaining files...,about the 

Oœwiêcim's archives, all of that is..., - what I am saying now is about what is 

happening after the camp. And I spoke with Smoleñ and with such a good 

expert on the subject of the camp, Mr. Brandthuber (ph), since deceased. 
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And I told about how we were cleaning those buckets. And he asks: "What 

did you need the buckets for, after all, you had water in the blocks." But that 

water never started to function, it was..., it was installed, but the pipes never 

functioned. - Nevertheless, well, there was, there was an opportunity to bathe, 

the blocks would go to bathe, every, what, perhaps, every week, it seems, 

or..., or maybe every two weeks, the whole..., from the whole camp the blocks 

would go to bathe, in any event, the epidemic of typhus ended for all intents 

and purposes. Perhaps, for sure there were some isolated cases, but the 

epidemic already..., already was gone, and the lice were also gone. And now, 

it is terrible what I will say, but it was the truth. What I mean: as the giant 

Jewish transports start to arrive, those massive ones sent by 

"Reichssicherheitshauptamt" (ph)(G), it was called "RSHA" from Berlin, 

organized..., these are from Dranca, from Westerbork, from different, various 

camps of the whole world.... So, then, first, above all, those Greek, French 

were coming all the time, well, and then those horrible Hungarian ones; as a 

result, in the camp begins to take place..., for..., know...,the conditions are 

beginning to improve. First of all, the attention of the SS-men concentrates on 

the transports. They all want to be at..., employed with the transports, 

because there they could somehow enjoy a healthy dose of thievery, they 

were stealing undoubtedly - and so they have no time, or, simply, the 

prisoners have more self-government; that is how I would describe it; a 

greater possibilities. Our food improves, because a part..., a part of these 

things taken away from those miserable people who were going to the gas, a 

part of those food parcels would come to..., to the kitchen. So, let's say, this, 

that, this soup becomes more tasty than..., than it was before, because they 
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throw into it some fat, some kind..., some, some, some, some such things.  

Besides, the packages arrive. Packages arrive in Oœwiêcim; packages, as a 

rule, were given only to Aryan women - no, those French women who were 

"Nacht und Nabel" (ph)(G) were not getting them, meaning..., meaning..., 

meaning, they did not exist. Packages arrive for Jewish women, but these 

parcels are not being delivered. This is so very sad. They would sometimes 

learn that a package arrived for them. Instead, they are being divi..., there are 

very many so-called "Tottenpackette" (ph)(G), or par..., parcels for the dead, 

because packages would arrive and the people were no longer alive. So 

these Tottenpackette (ph)(G) would be distributed, no, I don't know whether, 

oh, oh, well, for sure, SS stole them also. But the Tottenpackette (ph)(G) were 

distributed in the camp for some kind , you know, well, as an reward. There 

would be a work group that worked well, or someone..., someone..., let's say 

those Lauferinen (ph)(G) would get these Tottenpackette (ph)(G), or..., or 

Katya, or everyone, or people, simply, I mean, simply well, well, for good 

behavior, for some kind of..., as a reward, these Tottenpackette (ph)(G) were 

being distributed among the prisoners, so that the food situation and 

everything is significantly improving. Also improved is in connection with this 

also the possibility of repairs in the blocks, repairs, beside this, in forty three, 

Oberaufseherin Mandl (ph), I cannot remember any more for what reason 

stopped being Lagerfuehrerin (ph)(G) for some time, and for a couple of 

months she is gone. Whether she was sick, or had some, no, I just don't know 

why. In her place comes Untersturmfuehrer (ph)(G) Hessler - Hessler (ph). 

Hessler, who was by profession an Ovensetzer (ph)(G), or a..., a builder of 

stoves..., 
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Q: A stove fitter. 

A: ... because he was telling us this. And he was from Frankfurt, well, well, 

well, he had a company and built those stoves. And immediately he started 

building stoves in our barracks, it was, it..., it..., it was to his credit, because it 

became warm, it became much better, but the beauty of it was, that the 

minute he walked into one of the blocks, one had to direct his attention to the 

ill-functioning stove, or that the stove was doing this and that; besides he 

always walked first of all to look at the stoves (light laughter), this was..., this 

was our great joy, but he..., he..., Hessler was hanged, for sure he had his..., 

for sure he did..., did different cruel things, I don't know; on the other hand, in 

our camp, he conducted himself very decently. First of all, he did not beat 

people, he would never strike a woman. He did not beat, simply, did not beat. 

Secondly, thanks to him, roofs were repaired, rain spouts were made, he 

secured for us..., better, well, I don't know..., better straw mattresses, well, 

well, in general, better equipment for the women's camp. He was of the 

opinion that women could not live like that. Well, well, somehow..., somehow, 

he had..., had..., some SS-men would beat without..., without..., without 

consideration for sex, but some reckoned that women somehow should be 

treated a little better. Indeed, we were being treated better, but a..., but he 

especially did a lot.., when it comes to these various installations..., these..., 

he activated the washraumy (ph(G - polonized), he connected the water to...., 

to..., to..., to the camp. And such things. 

Q: I am sorry, what year was it? 

A: Also forty three. 

Q: But it was later in forty three? 
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A: Why, yes, it is, it is by then forty three, spring - summer. 

Q: Spring - summer? 

A: Yes, Is this the end? 

Q: No, no, no, three more minutes; we still have three minutes. 

A: Oh, yes, we still have three minutes. Well, what can I say. Well, to 

something..., more tell something about that Four. So, then, in the Fourth, as I 

said, lived all the celebrities of the camp, please consider it, of course, in 

quotations; there lived, lived Katya, there lived also still living and known to 

you all Mrs. Tipi Tichauer (ph), or then she was called "Tipi," simply "Tipi," or 

Helenka Szpicer (ph), that was her name. She had constructed, put together 

such a separate "buda" (Ph)(Polish for booth), because that is how we called 

them, that is such partitions, that were being made in the blocks - 

Zeichenstube (ph)(G) and there in that Zeichenstube (ph)(G) had an, if I can 

say so, an absolute free hand. She constructed, that is what I know, what I 

remember, she constructed an absolutely exquisite three-dimensional plan of 

the camp, meaning a plan of the camp, but it was all..., it was all..., I don't 

know how it is called. 

Q: A model. 

A: A model, she made that model, a model of our camp. She made it very 

nicely, very carefully, well, this sent the SS-men into general rapture, 

especially Oberaufseherin Mandl (ph), whenever came to her, would bring..., 

bring in general they would bring to us a constant "Hochbesuch" (ph)(G), 

meaning, high, very important, important visits would come always to us into 

our block. Well, and they were shown how pretty it is here, that he is 

Tagesraum (ph)(G), here..., and here is Schlaffraum (ph)(G), and here is 
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Zeichenstube (ph)(G), in any event, all of these accommodations. Well, but, 

the height of it all was precisely that camp of Tipi, for which, in addition, a 

friend, electrician, added lighting, so, that..., that..., the camp was lit. Well, 

they were all of them very impressed with that, that, that, and it was, well, 

pretty, it was pretty, and as I just learned from Mrs. Tichauer, the men's camp 

did not have anything like it, meaning that the women were..., the female crew 

of Oœwiêcim was very proud of that, that they have something like that. Tipi 

was highly individualistic, a decided individualist and one had to respect her, 

but at the same time she was very friendly and very kind to..., to..., to..., many 

of those, so, then, she had a contact with the resistance movement. What, 

what did it consist of, it is difficult for me to say, in any event, she, she would 

tell this better. She would be visited by such a Henio Porêbski..., Henio - 

Henio Porêbski, in a minute I must still say a few words about him, I don't 

know, whether now, or or..., are do we already..., 

Q: Then...,perhaps, then, after the break. 

A: Good. 

Q: Because it is already ______ (English) Yes. 

Q: (third person) OK. 

A: Tipi did a lot of work. She liked to have her door closed, to that booth of 

hers, and, actually, kept secret what she was doing. We thought it was a bit 

funny, but, after all, we knew that she is actually doing something. She 

worked very closely with Katya, she prepared for her some kinds of 

statements, I cannot, I am not able to tell what she was doing. She also 

worked at night, because she claimed that only at night she was able to have 

peace and quiet; this somewhat interfered in the pattern of work at the block, 
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you know, because when we had "Lagerruhe" (ph)(G), or silence, all the lights 

everywhere were to be doused, well, but Tip..., at Tipi's the light was on, 

because she was preparing those some kind of statements. She was doing it 

for..., so, then these..., what she was telling us abo..., she is able to tell about 

it much better for sure, what she was actually doing, she drew something, 

some diagrams, I know about it a bit better..., I did not ..., it means, I know..., I 

know that she was doing it, but cannot tell what it consisted of. She had 

undoubtedly had contacts with the resistance movement, or, with that Henio 

Porêbski, whom I mentioned, who would come and visit her and always had 

with her some secret business, but we would not ask, it was better not to 

know, than to know too much, you know, finally..., finally it was..., it was 

dangerous. She was very kind and, for example, if it was possible to arrange 

that someone from the men's camp would come over, because, after all..., - in 

a moment, I will say something about the relations among men and women, 

by which I mean about what were these understandings - and one had to 

arrange some kind of unofficial meeting of some kind, a sister with a brother, 

or a lover with a lover..., there was a colleague who..., who had a girlfriend, 

his name was Michal, so then Tipi was able to come out of her schrei..., from 

her Zeichenstube (ph)(G) and let them come in so that they could alone talk 

to each other undisturbed. She was a very kind and very helpful colleague, 

but what she did, what she did for the resistance, what kinds of statements 

and so on, I cannot exactly tell. How did the relations between men and 

women look; so, it looked like this, that, of course, we were prohibited from 

talking to men, we were prohibited from maintaining any contacts, none..., no 

letters. Women were even prohibited from reading newspapers or smoking 
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cigarettes, while men had the right to the cigarettes and to read papers. 

Women..., we were prohibited these things. For..., for such an offense we 

would get Meldung (ph)(G). Meldung was an official report that an SS-man 

would write to the appropriate au..., authority, that such and such prisoner 

committed such and such offense and for that there was a punishment. Very 

often the punishment amounted to Straffkommando..., Straffkommando 

(ph)(G), or penal company, it was very difficult and very..., well, it had an 

abbreviation "SK." It..., it..., it would be a very serious matter, because in 

Straffkommando (ph)(G) it was very easy to die. And for..., exactly, some kind 

of a letter to a boyfriend, or a letter to the family, a letter to the father, or a 

letter..., or a letter..., or on the other hand, a letter to the wife, a mother, to the 

loved one, exactly, the Straffkommando (ph)(G), or..., threatened. This was 

very..., they had a very..., very bad..., very bad chief SS-man - Mokrus (ph) 

was his name, I just remembered this very moment, Mokrus, he was cruel, 

and..., and..., in general..., was..., they were being used for the worst work, so 

that it..., it..., it..., it was..., it was a very serious matter. But, as the big 

transports started to arrive, there progressed..., took place also 

demoralization, demoralization of the SS-men. Big transports, represented a 

mass..., a mass of gold, dollars, so I have mentioned that already, which 

would come to the camp. The SS-men all wanted to have it, but, of course, 

they had to access to it. So, then, black commerce, black market arose, 

existed - in Oœwiêcim existed black market. And, for example, and..., and..., 

my adventure, this is rather such an anecdote, because it was nothing 

important. Once to our block came..., but, oh, yes, first, I will explain one 

thing. Who came to.., to the women's camp? Special work groups came, such 
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as Dachdeckerkommando (ph)(G), or those who repaired roofs, a group of 

electricians; well, these would go everywhere, because, first of all, electricity 

could fail anywhere at any block, secondly, electric..., the electric wires had to 

be checked constantly, if..., if..., if they are high tension and if..., if..., if 

everything works correctly. So, then the electricians had the greatest freedom 

of movement. Painters, carpenters..., plumbers, all, well, all of those who did 

the work, who conducted ..., did construction work at the camp, at the 

women's camp. How did the tricks work? If we,.., let's say, someone from the 

men's camp joined this electricians' work group, with the approval, of course, 

of that..., because every work group when it came to our camp men's..., from 

the men's camp, well, it came with an SS-man, an SS-man led them. He 

would report at the Blockfuehrerstube (ph)(G) at our camp - over there, "A," 

"B," as you can see on the map - he reported the men..., that he is bringing 

so many men to the camp, well, he is responsible for him (sic) , their, their 

numbers would be entered, all of that was.., exactly..., done very thoroughly. 

Now, when it came to some meeting, to organize a meeting, well, then, again, 

the boys would take this with their SS-man, so that he agreed to having 

another prisoner, who did not belong to the group..., that work group, going 

with him, let's say he was not that Dachdecker (ph)(G), was not that roof 

repairman, nevertheless he would go with that group, because he wanted to 

meet with his mother, or wanted to meet with his sister. So, this was the way 

these little swindles were ..., were accomplished, these little combinations. 

Well, those groups that would come to the men's camp - to - to our camp, of 

course, would bring..., smuggle letters, because there existed secret 

correspondence between..., between women, between men, between 
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different camps. This was very dangerous, because exactly for such a letter 

one would go to..., to..., to... the penal..., to..., to..., to the penal work group. 

But, as long as there were men and women, after all these were all young 

people, so then there existed, naturally, flirting, sympathies and love, so, 

among others, it was Katya Singer who had her very many admirers, very 

many boys, who were interested in her, well, they would tell her pleasant 

things, they would be in love with her, she was such a camp star, one may..., 

one may say. Moreover, regardless of the fact that..., that they would be in 

love with her, they could also, through her, have a lot of things taken care of. 

Well, because there was such a camp system of taking care of things. It was 

in a sense, I think, that all of that was a part of the resistance movement, all 

of that which we did beyond the orders and the control of the SS-men. Well, 

maybe now I will tell already a few words about Katya, right? I will return to 

that story to finish that story, it was really an unusual figure in the camp and 

she deserves a bit of attention. Katya reached that..., she was able to 

persuade the camp authorities that she was to them indispensable and 

irreplaceable ; that she..., that, for example, Raportfuehrerin Drexler (ph) 

could not imagine at all the functioning..., the functioning of the camp, the roll 

calls, and so on, without Katya. So then, then, then, then, and I think, that she 

felt a great liking for her, I suspect that..., that Drexler had some lesbian 

inclinations, maybe..., maybe, maybe not, but maybe yes. In any event she 

adored Katya. But, alas, Katya found for her..., I mean, later on..., arose that 

matter with Palicz (ph), which means with a terrible SS-man, with an SS-man 

who performed death sentences. For him, to take out the revolver and to 

shoot anyone..., just like that..., that was not..., not..., that was not..., that was 
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not a problem. How did it happen that Katya fell in love with him, or..., was it 

that he fell in love with her, in any event, that love was a very risky love, 

because her punishment would be death, and for him, a penal camp and 

dismissal from Oœwiêcim, even though he, in the camp hierarchy, was 

very..., among the SS-men of the men's camp hierarchy was a very 

important..., was a very important person, precisely for the reason..., for the 

reason of the unheard of count of murders, which, which he committed. So, 

then we all knew about this existing mutual attraction and, I will admit, that I 

personally was dying of fright, because I was afraid of Palicz (ph), I was 

terribly afraid, that Palicz (ph) that, that something very bad may happen in 

connection with that love, regardless of that, what can happen to Katya, what 

can happen, well, well, there could be some fatal consequences. And, of 

course, at the end, - now I will tell something, what, what I only heard about, 

namely, Katya started spreading information that she is not of Jewish 

extraction, but that she is an Aryan, only through a mistake, together with 

some transport she got in as a..., as a..., as a Jewish girl. Well, she came 

from Marykova (ph) in Slovakia. And to such a degree Lagerfuehrung (ph)(G), 

or Mandl and Drexler, were charmed by her or bedevilled, or how should I say 

it, that they decided to conduct..., that they determined to conduct a 

proceeding in order..., that would determine whether she, after all, is not 

Jewish, that it was an error with..., in how she was registered that she is 

Jewish. What I will be telling now, I know, because there may be differing 

version on this subject, but I heard it from Karolina Wiliñska, a girlfriend, since 

deceased, who was a szrajberka (ph)(G - polonized) who was a secretary for 

Oberaufseherin Mandl (ph), or in the sick room (sic), which means that she 
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was at the so-called "Lagerfuehrung" (ph)(G), meaning, at the very 

administration of the camp. SO, she said: "Listen, they lost their heads, these, 

these, these, these SS-women, they want to petition for this that, that Katya is 

not Jewish, to conduct such a proceeding to recognize her as a Slovak, an 

Aryan." Of course, Katya wanted it very badly, she was very anxious for it. As 

it seems to me, at this moment, the Gestapo started showing great interest in 

Katya. Gestapo, or Politischeabteilung (ph)(G), specifically speaking, the 

und..., no..., I don't know his service rank, Hustek, Erber Hustek (ph). I was at 

his trial, he had a trial in Frankfurt and I was at the trial and I testified about it, 

or I spoke about exactly this story. He started showing interest in Katya..., I 

presume that there were some stories about her that reached him on the 

subject of a romance between Katya and Palicz, well, and so both were 

arrested. And Katya, it very..., after all, it sounds funny, that in Oœwiêcim that 

they were arrested, but they went to ... block number eleven to Oœwiêcim 

through, ... meaning, here was competition between Politischeabteilung 

(ph)(G), or Gestapo, and Lagerfuehrung (ph)(G), or the administration the 

camp administration, a conflict arose. Well, this..., of course, Gestapo won, 

because they were above all. Katya was placed in block eleven, Palicz was 

also arrested. Interro..., from what I heard, Gestapo interrogated in Marykova 

(ph) Katya's family that was still living there, her brother, to be exact, so that 

this brother confirmed, that she was a daughter of his..., his..., his..., his 

father, that there were five of them there, that she was not any adopted child, 

and then some kind of...,some kind of such, in any event - in any event this 

came out, naturally, to Katya's disadvantage. Now Palicz was sent to a camp, 

was sentenced, went to a camp for SS-men, into a penal, to a penal camp for 
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SS-men. Palicz, this may be hard to imagine today, was a very important 

figure in Oœwiêcim, he was..., he was an awfully important..., important SS-

man, one of the most important. So, Katya was sent, as a punishment, to 

Stutthof (ph)(G), to another camp. She was not murdered, she was not 

gassed, she was not shot, even though Rassenschande (ph)(G) and the 

crime was enormous. I think that she must have known a whole lot of things 

about the SS-men, for sure. Being so high and having such good relations 

with these highest authorities at the camp, she had to know plenty of things 

and they were simply afraid of her further..., her, her further interrogations, 

that she will start telling something..., what..., so, in any event, it ended in 

such a manner that I will explain right away. Katya was as a penalty sent to 

Stutthof (ph)(G). With her volunteered to go her cousin Bo¿ka (ph) and 

another such a small lauferka (ph)(G - polonized), Elzynka (ph). The three of 

them, with an aufzejerka (ph)(G - polonized), went. The continuation I know 

from the very lips of Katya..., Katya visited me in Krakow, and I was..., I 

visited her in Prague, then Katya was two times in Krakow and this is how she 

tells it. I repeat what she told me. I think this was the truth. They had gold with 

them. How much of it they took, I don't know how they smuggled it, in any 

event, they managed; she was somehow treated a bit better, since they did 

not strip her naked, did not take everything, only, they let them, them like this 

leave. On the way, according to what Katya says, on the way they started 

talking to the aufzejerka (ph)(G - polonized) and so the aufzejerka (ph)(G - 

polonized) that accompanied them, who was taking her to that Stutthof 

(ph)(G), of course, they travelled  by train, showed her two papers. One 

documents was about..., that it is "aus Auschwitz nach Stutthof ueberstellt" 
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(ph)(G), or handed over, transferred from Oœwiêcim to Stutthof, and the 

second paper, that after coming to Stutthof she is to be immediately gassed. 

For - the death sentence..., means, I don't know, gassed...,immediate death 

sentence. After which Katya me..., as she said it -"That was already..., it was 

such a lucky coincidence, that au..., I persuaded the aufzejerka (ph)(G - 

polonized) to give them in Stutthof only one letter, the one that she is 

ueberstellt (ph)(G). In other words, on the way, she must have paid her for 

that, you see. With..., they had that gold, so she must have..., must have 

known how to bribe that aufzejerka (ph)(G - polonized). And so this letter 

about the death sentence..., besides, one has to take into consideration, that 

it..., it...., what I am talking about now, the year is forty four, the Russian front 

is coming ever closer, the Germans are no longer so sure of themselves, as 

they..., they once were, that the Reich will last forever. This will be..., this will 

be, probably, September, October, forty four, the Russian offensive has 

started. Aufzejerka (ph)(G - polonized) also undoubtedly no longer believed 

any more in a successful outcome of the war, as she did..., as she did before. 

In any event, it is a fact that nothing happened to Katya and [after the war] 

she could be visited. She happily returned to Prague, married a Czech officer, 

a non-Jew, and when we came to Prague with, exactly, Wanda Maroszani 

(ph), my girlfriend, in forty..., no..., no..., not in ; in fifty fiv.., four, more or less, 

we came to Prague to visit our girlfriends and we also met with Katya, but, 

before we met with Katya, we met with other Jewish..., Jewish girlfriends, who 

told us: "Listen, we here in Czechoslovakia do not talk about..., about that 

matter with Palicz, and Katya's husband doesn't even know anything that she 

is Jewish. So, we ask you..., ask you that you about it not...," So, we complied 
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with it. Katya saved so my..., so many people from death, she has done so 

much when it comes to human lives, that this is not important. So, then we 

really complied with that, and today, because this romance of Katya is in the 

literature, because Langbein (ph) mentions it in his book, exactly, it is he who 

mentions only there about Katya's romance with Palicz, this is actually unfair, 

because, well, but he did not know, because he did not know about Birkenau, 

...(stutters) in any event, he knew very little. So, then, then, it simply seems to 

me that because about this..., about..., about this story with Palicz is being 

mentioned, in view of this, for this reason about her..., about her I also told 

that. And then we asked Katya: "And what happened to Palicz?" So, Palicz 

died. He died, reportedly on the Hungarian front and Katya knew about it, I 

mean on the Russian front..., the Russian front, at the time when they were 

entering, meaning that he went after..., after that..., after that stay in the 

camp..., the penal camp, he went to..., he went to the army and undoubtedly, 

as a..., oh, yes, he was stripped of his rank, so he went as a..., as a private, 

so, then and he was died. So, then, such is the history of Katya, who..., 

remains in (sic) a very beautiful memory of her Jewish, Slovak countrywomen; 

but not only them, because I think of her very highly in my memory, and she 

is remembered by very many Polish men and women, whom she also helped. 

I would so very much like that a good memory of her remains, and what she 

did, well, my God, after all, it was an ordinary eighteen-year old, or later a 

twenty years old girl, who at a certain time had enormous power, enormous 

importance, know..., power over..., de facto, thousands of people, this..., 

this..., this could have gone to her head a little, and, in fact it did go to her 

head a bit, but harmlessly, because, let us say, it was..., she became very 
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vain, she considered herself..., but these are silly things, silly and 

unimportant, of little importance in the face of all of that good, so very much 

good that she did. She, too, encountered certain unpleasantness, because at 

the time when..., when she started that story with Palicz, with whom maybe 

she was in love, maybe was in love, because Katya was in a position, if he 

was courting her, she could have allow herself to let him know that she is not 

interested, right? Well, there are, told..., there was different gossip, the gossip 

was that Drexler thought that Palicz was coming to her, that he wants to see 

her, while in truth it was about Katya, but this already..., this is not already..., 

all of that is already not..., not..., it is not important. Well, but it turned out, that 

her - her life's test - I mean, later men from the Polish camp, the Poles, but 

actually not only the Poles, only men in general, started to boycott Katya 

somewhat, I mean, they thought that because of that..., romance with this..., 

this murderer, well, they would let her know, that this is something very bad 

what she is doing. But I think that, in summing up, well, in general, she 

remains a very positive figure, as far as the women's camp is concerned, in 

any event, she played that role, and through her one could take care of a lot 

of things, a lot Lots of things could be taken care of through Katya. She knew 

how to take advantage of good humor of the SS-men and suggest something, 

whisper something well, besides that, they were..., were totally terrified when 

she was..., was demoted. In her place came Ria Wolf (ph), so-called 

"Mischling" (ph)(G) from Frankfurt, so, then, somehow, somehow there that 

Ria Wolf managed, well, because ultimately these were..., these things 

were..., were understandable..., doable things. Well, and..., and Ria Wolf 

remained till the very..., oh, yes, Ria Wolf was additionally an acquaintance of 
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Untersturmfuehrer (ph)(G) Hessler, because they lived in the same house in 

Frankfurt. And from that we knew it..., oh, yes, they were from, Ria Wolf and 

Elsa Wolf (ph), these two came from a..., a mixed marriage. And Hessler 

helped them and took care, that they came in as..., not as Jewish women to 

the camp, only they entered as Germans, with a red..., a red triangle, they 

were "Reichsdeutsche" (ph)(G), they were "Reichsdeutsche" (ph)(G). Well, 

and undoubtedly, Hessler influenced this that Ria Wolf became that 

Raportschreiberin (ph)(G) after Katya. Well, well, this..., this..., this was 

already not such a pleasant person, well, well, but with..., but she was not, 

she was not harmful. Because, because, because that Elsa Wolf was 

unpleasant, but  already..., they, th..., let's say, they were not harmful, they 

did not..., nobody..., especially..., did not harm anyone, at least it so..., so it 

seems to me. So, this is a history (sighs) history of Katya, about whom maybe 

someone little..., about whom rightly it would be worth it for us even give..., 

separate..., separately write, because it.... 

Q: I have such a question. How, in your judgement, how did Katya know what 

happened to Palicz? 

A: That I don't know 

Q: uhuh. Stutthof 

A: We asked..., Katya says..., said to us then, it was in Budapest, no, not in 

Budapest, only in Prague, in some cafe. She..., about..., this I just don't know, 

where she knew about it.  

Q: Uhuh. Well, it is interesting. Did she have..., contact with the family, or... 

A: Some kind of contact - or maybe she still had some kind of contact with 

him..., or maybe she still had some kind of contact with him. Palicz had a wife 
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before that, who died of..., typhus, because, luckily, SS-men also died of 

typhus..., it is Langbein (ph) in his book "Menschen in Auschwitz" (ph)(G) 

recalls such a..., this was already so shocking to him, as his..., his chief, that 

Standartarzt (ph) comes to him and says: "do..., Langbein, do you know what 

happened? The wife of Unterscharf..., Untersturmfuehrer (ph)(G) Palicz died 

from such typhus; it’s terrible!" And it was Langbein who thought it terrible that 

the wife of Palicz died. Those..., thousands of dying women and men in the 

camp did not make on it (sic) any impression, but the fact that the wife of 

Palicz died did. Well, and Palicz later, later found for himself , found Katya. 

So that was this great Oœwiêcim romance. And now, after we have moved 

to... - I still would like to tell two other things connected with block four. One 

thing, so that I would not have return to that Four. So, as I was telling, we 

managed to maintain mutual good relations and helpful relations among..., 

among all of the girls, who..., who were there, besides, this..., well, simply, all 

understood, that it is in our own common interest to live well with each other, 

and that..., and that..., that there be peace. Well, of course, there was a large 

group of Polish women. And now, Christmas is coming, the second 

Christmas, because my first Christmas, it was that terrible one on 

Lagerstrasse with all these, the blind girl and so on. Now is the second one..., 

second Christmas, we are now rich, because it is a bit..., Oœwiêcim, it is like 

this, like in a human life, one who grows prosperous, comes to something big, 

and then falls and loses it. So, we decided that we will organize a communal 

Vigil Supper, a communal evening meal. We managed to acquire a Christmas 

tree, a real tree, well, simply, the work group that went to the woods, stole a 

tree in the woods, and this tree was smuggled it into the camp, for which we 
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gave them some packages, some kind..., something good, well, food, I 

presume, that this is how it was. Well..., and..., for..., as for the rest, paper, 

well, also, just, there was the Schreibstube (ph(G), also was Scheifenstube 

(?)(ph)(G), so that later we..., we managed to trim that tree. And - this did not 

bother the SS-men. This is amazing, how some..., some things would cause 

monstrous repercussions, while this..., so..., that..., that..., Christmas tree..., I 

remember, was Unterscharfuehrer Reuters (ph) came, looked it over says: 

How nicely you do that,  heh, heh, heh Weinachten." (ph)(G) Weinachten, 

well, it is such a beautiful holiday. Well, so, now it is to be a communal 

supper. And now, please remember, that there are Polish women, Christians, 

Jews, Communists, Ukrainians. And now we have a conflict. The Christians, 

well, the Poles announce "After all, it is a religious holiday." But I was of the 

view that all of us have to sit together, together at that table (light laughter). 

Yes. The Jewish girls first started shaking their heads and I started explaining 

this that this is a holiday. It does not matter whether it is Christian holiday, 

what matters is, that this is to be a holiday of some kind of collective 

reconciliation - a holiday of hope for us all and, some kind of holiday of peace, 

well, this supper is to be joint for all of us. The Ukrainian girls said: We don't 

have a holiday now, we have holidays in a week," and so on, and so forth. So, 

I again on the same motive: "Listen, it's not what it's all about that this is a 

Christian holiday, what it's all about is that this is our joint evening, which we 

are to spend together and somehow with that hope that somehow, that after 

all maybe we will come out of the camp. Well, it succeeded - they all came. 

Came.... 

Q: The Communists too? 
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A: Yes (with light laughter) and that was difficult. This was a hard case. Well, 

and then, a week later, I was invited into a corner and in the corner sat there 

the Ukrainian girls, because they have their holidays later. And they had 

made..., had put together such a mini-"kutia" (ph)(Ukrainian), such a 

something, such some kind of a little ritual for themselves they..., they made. 

So, then, I thought, that perhaps somehow..., that perhaps somehow this all 

succeeded, that..., that..., that..., that it came out. And those Communists 

were.... 

Q: (English) Ask Anna if the Jewish women celebrated Jewish holidays in 

Block Four? 

Q: Did the Jewish women celebrate Jewish holidays in Block Four, at all? 

A: My Jewish women, they not..., I think they were not very religious. 

Q: uhuh. 

A: No, well, one of them, generally, would attend and study..., claims that she 

was reading a short history of WKPB7 by Stalin (light laughter), I don't know, 

whether she really did it, but in any event, but they in general were not 

believers. Well, these Yugoslav women also were..., the Communist women 

came, too. I am not sure..., I am at this moment wondering whether Betti 

Vens (ph) came. I don't remember, maybe she got washed (?) somewhere. 

Well, but..., but I paid attention that the Jewish girls came. No, if..., if..., if..., if 

they celebrated, perhaps they would do it two or three of them separately and 

very quietly, but they did not make a holiday out of it. 

Q: You have now _______. Perhaps we can finish now, because there is one 

minute remaining only _______. 

                                                           
7Greater Communist Bolshevik Party 
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A: Oh, yes? 

Q: Yes. 

A: Is it time already? My! I may get a permanent position with you! 

Q: Good! (laughter) 

A: well, because it still...,still, after all... 

Q: Well, yes, but it is ________ 

A: I still have an awful lot to tell. 

End of Tape Three. 

 

Tape Four 

Q: OK 

A: We were talking about this, that with the moment when big transports start 

to arrive, the situation in the camp improves. It also improved, as I was 

saying, in connection with the packages that would come. Here, I would..., 

would add one thing, namely that there was a problem with packages for the 

Jews. The Jewish packages were not being delivered. As I already said, 

sometimes someone felt very hurt, because a package came for her and it 

was not..., was not issued. But in the vast quantity would come these, so-

called "Tottenpackette" (ph)(G), or the parcels for the deceased, because the 

families were either not informed about someone's death, or..., about 

someone's..., about the death of a given person, or, or they believed..., did 

not believe the news and in spite of it would send packages just in case. 

Packages came from the Red Cross for..., for the Jewish women. Packages 

would come from the Red Cross for the Jewish women, in connection with 

which we would often talk about it, that these packages, that..., that there was 
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no American help for them, that not..., that nobody from America..., so..., 

so..., our Jewish girlfriends would complain, that, after all, in the United States 

there are so many Jews, and, in reality, with respect to some help, organizing 

some kind of help for..., for them, even minimally, there was none. These 

packages were..., they came from Spain and, I mean, these packages, such 

little parcels for the Jewish women sent by the Red Cross, came from Spain 

and Portugal. These were little parcels, but it's not important..., it was not 

always important even what was in that parcel. This was some kind of a 

signal, that someone somewhere in the world is still..., still interested in that 

person. I talked earlier about, that with the moment..., with the moment of 

coming to the camp women would stop menstruating. It stopped, simply, the 

end, it was no more. It would come back. With the onset of better conditions, 

better food, better, well, perhaps more dignified..., dignified, human way of 

life, we all got our menstruation back. Later - maybe I can jump ahead just a 

little bit - later came the horrible..., horrible closing of the camp, or evacuation, 

terrible evacuation, some scores of kilometers in winter on foot, the whole 

time without, essentially almost without stopping - one night we  spent the 

night, we stood, we simply stood for several hours on a street, it was our only 

rest; then the second night, it seems, we spent the night is some kind of a 

primitive..., shed..., Scheune (ph)(G), well, Scheune (ph)(G), or a barn, and I 

will be taking more about that, as well, if there is enough time for that. But, 

returning to the matter of menstruation, with the moment, when we so 

marched out on the way, I say: "Well, listen, but what will happen if..., well, 

what now..., what will we do now?" One of them starts laughing and says: 

"Don't you worry about anything. It will stop again." And it did. None of us had 
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a period, until we returned to freedom. In my case, in three months after 

returning to freedom (clears throat) started..., it started, well, I don't know, 

maybe someone else...,don't know how someone else..., but it was typical 

that the menstruation again..., again was interrupted. And now I would like to 

return to the year forty four, we have already moved into that, into that new 

camp, meaning into that to..., B-One..., B-One-B and one of such completely 

macabre recollections - we talked about it, that the gassing actually 

diminished significantly inside the camp, I mean, the selections for the gas, 

but they did not end at the sick station. And in nineteen hundred forty four, I 

remember, in January, terrible for me...,..., removal of women from the sick 

station, selected for the gas, naked. It was January, and they gave them 

nothing, well, they even stripped them of their shirts, it seems, so that it would 

be simpler, this..., this..., this... convoy was led by Arbeitssysthemfuehrer 

(ph)(G) Schultz, I have never heard that Schultz, for..., for his...,  was tried for 

his crimes, but this, this never..., till the day I died I will not forget this, these 

naked women in January being transported to..., to the crematorium. One of 

them still managed to escape from that..., from that transport, she started 

running around the camp somewhere, so, of course, they would chase her 

like a baited animal, and take, so this is such a very grim..., grim..., grim 

memory of those naked women being transported to the gas. It was, after all, 

well, a bit of a distance, and besides, besides, it was January. The second 

such a bad memory, it is totally different, namely - maybe I will show it later 

on..., on the..., on the plan, I will have an opportunity to show - after our move 

to section B-One-B, for some organizational reasons, our bath, or Sauna 

(ph)(G), was separated temporarily for some short period of time from the 
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women's camp and three blocks surrounded by the wire, and there men 

remained. By that I mean, it is not correct to say that that is where the men's 

camp remained - there remained "Abteilung-Aufnaume" (ph)(G), or receiving 

of Zugaenge (ph)(G). Probably they were simply not ready in B-Two, in 

section B-Two, most likely it was still not organized and there remained one 

block leader - no, a French Jew, but I think that he had to be either Russian or 

Ukrainian Jew. He spoke Polish with such an eastern accent. His name was 

Pinkus. He was..., he was..., he was a terrible man, a terrible man, he 

behaved terribly, I know that after the war he was being sought in France, 

they were looking for him, because he came out of the camp. Pinkus..., 

Pinkus had a sobriquet, he added it himself "Pinkus-Chmielnicki" was called 

and..., how. And for us he was very courteous, because conver..., we were 

able to converse through the wires, so to the women very..., very..., 

courteous, he even joked, because there was at the camp such a very 

handsome Ukrainian, meaning in the men's camp, whose name was 

Komarnicki, Bogdan Komarnicki. He was a stool pigeon, an informer. We 

were all generally afraid of him, well, so, beside that, and one of such jokes of 

Pinkus-Chmielnicki was "What would this handsome - and after..., 

Chmielnicki was also repulsive, hideous and physically very, very ugly -"What 

would this Bogdan give to have my name, Chmielnicki." Chmielnicki, well, he 

was a great Ukrainian hero. One day they brought in a whole transport of 

men, a whole transport of crippled men. They were without legs, or without 

hands, well, somehow maimed, with some kinds of prostheses, but only..., 

this..., this was from some..., as if from some monstrous picture, so they..., 

they crawled to that bath, because they could not walk, or they jumped on 
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one leg. They were brought up from some other camp, at this moment I have 

forgotten again from which one. I knew, but I have forgotten the name of the 

camp. From another camp they brought them simply to be murdered, 

because they all went to the gas. That whole transport went to the gas. That 

is... 

Q: And it was in forty four? 

A: This is forty four and I presume that it will be to..., to..., aut..., well, it may 

be the beginning of the autumn, because they, because later that..., that point 

of rec..., reception of the men's zugangs (ph), the newly arriving men, was 

liquidated - we got it, we took over the entire camp and that, too. But that, it..., 

it..., it..., such two horrible impressions, my recollections these are..., those 

are these naked women being transported to the gas and those crawling, 

those crawling crippled ones, who had to crawl from the barrack all the way 

to..., all the way to Sauna (ph), later on they were probably loaded on the..., in 

the morning they were gone. (coughs). Well, maybe now I wanted... 

Q: What was the role of that Pinkus? 

A: Why, he was the block leader, he was for..., responsible for..., for that..., he 

would scream and holler at them (clears throat) and would even push them. 

(cough) Pinkus in general played a very bad part, because he was..., was..., 

was being sought after the war as , for..., for..., for..., near..., for..., for the 

cruel treatment of other prisoners. 

Q: Uhuh. 

Q: (English) Ask her about the joke, about Kamarowski (sic) - the joke 

Q: Yeah. 

Q: Ask her. Did she say it? 
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Q: Yeah, yeah, she said it. Yeah, she said it. 

Q: Uhuh. 

Q: I'm sorry. ...,- about ...,- Chmielnicki and Komarnicki _____  

A: ______ Chmielnicki and Komarnicki. 

Q: Yes, that you told them. 

A: And that was a joke. 

Q: Yes, yes, yes, it was a joke. 

A: It was a joke. And now maybe I will talk about the transports, because this 

is perhaps the most important matter; it's the transports. 

Q: Yes. 

A: So, as I said. the Greek transports star..., started arriving in for..., with the 

spring of forty three. At that time there was no ramp, still..., still..., they still did 

not arrive before our camp, and those were huge transports, it seems that I 

already talked about those forty thousand tickets, yes, I have already 

mentioned that. Well, and such a..., my own - very closely concerning me 

memory - a sixteen year old girl, Daisa (ph) a Greek girl. She was sixteen, 

who, as she entered, she got into..., into my block. Well, and soon, as she 

realized..., as she found out what is..., how is...,what is..., and where she is in 

general and what is happening, she started terribly crying and despairing. She 

came with her mother. Her mother was young, she was thirty something, was 

very good looking, she had all the chances to enter the camp. But over there, 

where their train pulled up, would come up..., were also cars..., were also 

trucks. And an SS-man would propose (cough) pro..., would ask: "Who is not 

feeling well, or..., well, or is sick, please kindly get on the truck, the rest will 

walk." It was a terrible form (sic), because those who got on the trucks went 
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all to the crematorium. And Daisy, because instead..., told her mother: 

"Mamma, why should you tire yourself, you will be tired, maybe it is a long 

way, get on the truck and I will walk." So, the mother went to the crematorium, 

and the daughter entered the camp and..., this child for many long nights.., 

cried in the night, cried, cried that she sent her mother to the crematorium, of 

course, without knowing it, because..., well, because she meant well, she 

wanted her mother not to get tired and she sent her mother to death. This is 

such a memory about the Greek transports. Then, the year is forty four, 

summer, actually perhaps from May to, maybe June, I do not remember 

exactly the date, when the Hungarian transports begin to arrive.  And this was 

really maybe hell, because it..., these were..., this was the biggest series of 

transports, even though the year forty four , they are all terrible quantities. So, 

these chimneys - and we..., our camp was, after all, adjacent to the second 

crematorium - after all, these chimneys would emit smoke without 

interruption, there was fire day and night. At that time they could not, they had 

such masses of people that had been gassed, they were not able to burn 

them in the crematoria, only burned them in pits. I did not see it, but I know, 

that it was so..., I know very well, that it was so. The stench in Brzezinka was 

so terrible, such terrible stench from the burned bodies, this..., this..., this...,it 

was not possible to breath at all..., it was not possible to breath. This was 

being done in such a way, that a train would pull up (clears throat) and from 

the train would come these people, before the train..., before 

Blockfuehrerstube (ph)(G) "B" always stood Lagerarzt (ph)(G); had to be 

there. There was Lagerarzt (ph)(G), or a camp physician, well, and a few 

important SS-men, so Mandl was there, was..., was..., Drexler was there, 
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there was Politischeabteilung (ph)(G) from the men's..., from Oœwiêcim, so 

there was Boger (ph), so, there was, then was Hustek (ph), well, in one word, 

the whole..., the whole company..., company..., the whole..., the whole group 

of these SS-men stood there. Basically, it was the physician who pointed - to 

the left- to the crematorium, to the right - to the camp, these were such death 

sentences being issued, right? He, if in that direction, to the left, this was the 

direction of the crematorium, of course, these people did not know that, they 

would form groups, so that to..., to the right, they enter..., enter..., enter..., 

they entered the camp. But..., this does not mean that only the physician 

would make that gesture, because others also made it, too, know..., because 

they were, after all, helping each other, so that it would go faster, right? They 

would get then special Zulagen (ph)(G), special extra rations for, for that work, 

and a special, special ration of vodka, SS-men to..., to..., because it was very 

hard work, this..., this...., this work with the transports. So, then, those..., 

those who entered the camp, well, at that moment they were subject to the 

normal camp routine, meaning they [feminine} went to the bath, they had their 

heads shaved there, registered and then they would enter already, the same 

as we, so did they. And the other ones walked in the direction of the 

crematorium. And then took place, to be exact, in our block a few tragedies, 

because with us we had the Slovak Jewish women and among the Hungarian 

transports came also a few Jews from Slovakia. So, then, they were..., they 

were tragic those girls, because they all the time were, well, in wild, in wild, 

nerves and fear what..., what will happen if they see some loved one. Well, 

just a moment ago I mentioned Cili Weiss (ph). I don't know what her name is 

now, I know that she lives happy; she was in our block. And with her own 
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eyes she saw nine people from her family go to the crematorium. She stood 

there, looked, hidden somewhere there and..., and was able, was able..., able 

to see it. One..., one of her sisters entered the camp. Later on..., Cili brought 

her to our block, naturally, this was forbidden, but, well, were a little better 

conditions. And I remember how they shaved that girl, also so young they 

shaved her, with a little kerchief, all spent wailing and sobbing terribly, 

because she just learned from her sister that all those went to their death and 

she was the only one that entered..., entered the camp. Then, there was 

Edith Linx (ph); Edith Linx worked in Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G), ... no, Edith Linx 

worked in Politischeabteilung (ph)(G), I think, yes, Politischeabteilung (ph)(G). 

But also had the ..., Politischeabteilung (ph)(G) also had the opportunity to 

see what is happening, because these were..., these were those who worked 

right next to the main road, where Blockfuhererschtube (ph)(G) stood; 

Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G) was working in Blockfuehrerstube (ph)(G), through the 

window they could see, of course, they were forbidden to look, but, when  the 

SS-man was not there, or turned away, or went somewhere, then..., then, of 

course, all of them looked at what was happening. And  Politischeabteilung 

(ph)(G) also had its office there. And Edith Linx saw her sister, and she saw 

her mother, or grandmother, and the sister had a child in her arms. And Edith 

managed to cry to her through the wire "Hand the child to Grandma." Do you 

realize what it was? This means that she decided about the grandmother's 

death, the child's death, Edith by calling that, ah, wanted to save that sister. 

But the sister (witness breaks down and is crying) did not hand the child over 

to the grandmother, only pressed it to herself and..., obviously she was 

realizing already what is happening, she knew by now what will happen. And 
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she went into the crematorium. Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G) had such a..., well..., 

oh, yes, and in the crematorium fires were burning day and night, one could 

lose one's mind simply, because..., a person can get used to anything, a 

person can get used to the most horrendous things; we were used to that 

crematorium, which was burning so, especially, since SS-men very often 

would say so sweetly to us: "What are you fussing about, one way or another, 

you will come out through the chimney." It was such a..., such a favorite 

saying..., when..., when we would go there to take care of something, or if I 

ask if, if I can..., or something - "What are you fussing about, one way or 

another..., " ... durch Kamin geine (?)." (ph)(G) "One way or another, you will 

come out through the chimney." So, then, that is..., that is how he thought. 

But then, when these Hungarian transports were arriving, it, it was terrible, 

because - a train after train, train after train, day and night these Sortierungen 

(ph)(G) would take place. The SS-men, of course, mad, drunk, enraged 

and..., and that..., well, and these people, crowds, crowds, crowds, I don't 

know how many of them arrived, perhaps two hundred fifty some thousand, I 

don't know, some such horrible number. (coughs) And all of them went. And 

now how..., about some kind of a human reflex of an SS-man, and, at the 

same time, about how horrible it was. Then, Arbeitseinsatzkommando 

(ph)(G), working there was Wanda Maroszani (ph), whom I am already 

mentioning. Besides, they all lived on my block. She worked in that 

Blockfuehrerstube (ph)G) immediately next..., next..., there, where this 

Sortierung (ph)(G) was taking place. And there, one of our girlfriends, - oh, 

yes, I know now, her name was Friedman (ph). Two women named Friedman 

were working there, two Friedmans, (light laughter) that means, there was 
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Elsa Friedman and..., Elzynka (ph) and the second one I don't remember just 

right now. They recognized..., recognized their..., their. Well, they went 

completely berserk and an SS-man, who was their chief, his name was 

Perschel (ph) - he was not good at all, at all - he did not belong at all to the 

so-called "good SS-men," but whether he wanted..., whether he was moved 

by their despair, or wanted to show how..., how important he is, he got on a 

bicycle and he followed that transport to the crematorium, to save that girl. It 

would have been..., it probably took place like this, that he put someone else 

in her place, because the count always had to agree. He rode to the 

crematorium; came back from that crematorium, himself called Wanda, 

precisely Wanda Maroszani, and said: "Wanda, I don't have the courage to 

tell this, tell her you, when I got there, that girl had already entered the bath." 

meaning the gas chamber - "She had entered the bath and I could not get her 

out." So, if anyone ever tells, sometimes, sometimes, once in a while I now 

meet..., that someone starts telling me, "how I was already in the 

crematorium," and they let him go, this, this is not true. Who once entered 

into..., into that bath, he..., he..., he...he..., he did not return. About what was 

happening in front of the crematorium, we actually know very little; actually 

don't know much; of course, Sonderkommando (ph)(G) knew. But I recall 

such a story about a girl, just a moment, one moment, I'd like to recall the 

name of that SS-man. (clears throat) B..., a girl, who..., very pretty, 

supposedly she was a dancer, very pretty girl, to whom, along the way, during 

the time when they were waiting there, or waiting in front of the crematorium, 

in any event somewhere these..., these people were standing, designated for 

death. He started making passes at her, started molesting her, some kind of 
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an SS-man. Memory..., at this moment..., at this moment I have forgotten the 

name, well, maybe I will recall later this..., that SS-man, because it was very 

well known story. And she..., she must have realized, I mean, what is going 

on, then she responded to him somehow with a smile, she started seeming to 

flirt with him, whereupon she pull out his pistol and shot him. This was the 

only event of this kind and it was Schi..., no, no, well, I regrettably, I forgot the 

name. 

Q: ____ this name is known, also ______ 

A: This is also a known name, because it is a well known story, 

Q: But, I am curious where did you know this story from? Did you hear it while 

still in the camp? 

A: Yes, of course. 

Q: yes. 

A: It is obvious that we all knew right away. well, first of all, there was a 

terrible  clamor that an SS-man was killed, SS-man killed and from..., well, 

well, right away everyone knew. However, however, that..., that 

Sonderkommando (ph)(G), when they would be returning from work, they 

would pass by this Blockfuehrerstube (ph)(G), so somehow, we managed 

through the window, they called out something, said something..., something, 

well, this was, after all, a tremendous event. 

Q: When, yes. 

A: This was..., this was an unheard of event. So, then, these..., to be sure..., I 

think that these..., most of this gossip, if I may say so, what was happening in 

front of the crematorium, was..., was heard precisely, most likely, from 

Sonderkommando (ph)(G), who were going by, walking home, returning to 
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their block, and along the way managed there still to tell something, share 

(clears throat), they had greater opportunity. About this, how Moll (ph) would 

shoot at women in front of the kommando..., in front..., in front  of the 

crematorium, shooting once in the left breast, once in the right breast and 

then murder them. All of that..., all these things, where would we know it from, 

but we knew about it in the camp, you know, so then it is most likely, this is 

how I explain it to myself at this moment, it was..., it was known only to 

Sonderkommando (ph)(G) and it must have been they who passed these 

stories. So, such were these..., these tragedies, actually, this..., this whole 

thing was one enormous tragedy, especially with these terrible transport 

and..., these Hungarian transports it was something..., something horrible, 

something horrible. SS-men would say later, that these were poor transports, 

because they would bring, they..., the Dutch..., the Dutch would bring with 

them diamonds. the Belgians, from France, they would bring gold, because, 

after all, they, they were told that they are going to be resettled in some kind 

of a special camp, and there they will be able to work, there they will be able 

to live, so they would take with them whatever they owned, the best that they 

had, most precious they took it all with them, they tried to take as much as 

they could. Of course, all of that was being taken away from them and the 

Germans were enriching themselves with that, the Third Reich was enriching 

itself on that and the SS-men were enriching themselves, and [the news 

about] all of that was circulated also around the camp. On the other hand, 

about the transports, about these terrible transports from Hungary, it was said 

that they were poor. Here came the Jews from the region of Ruthenia beyond 

the Carpathian Mountains - there was before the war such a concept - and 
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these were poor Jews, these were same way poor Jews, like Polish Jews 

were poor. They would bring with them bottles of lard, some, some kind of 

provisions, some kind of..., such..., such..., such..., such little, well, little 

things, I remember that they would bring that  lard, this they brought..., this is 

what the Jews..., the Jews..., the Hungarian Jews brought with them. Well, 

now, perhaps, we should change the subject, maybe I will tell about Mala 

Cimetbaum (ph). (clears throat) Do we have enough time? 

Q: Yes, yes. 

A: Now, then, about Mala Cimetbaum (ph) I will be telling with great liking, 

because I knew her personally, actually, I knew her better in those very 

difficult times in forty two, when she was still not doing so well, and I was 

doing even worse, it is she who yelled at me that I have to start washing 

myself, to get some shoes, and so on, and so on. So, she, she was a very 

decent girl. Besides, we would entertain ourselves; Mala spoke French, I, too 

spoke French and this was some kind of an escape from all of that that was. 

Well, she would be waiting for her charges by the sick station, because she 

would escort back from the sick station those who were discharged and I 

would wait for mine, so we would be talking to each other. So, she was telling 

me that she comes from Brzesko (ph) that she has a family in Krakow, that 

her family lives on Lubicz Street, do I know Lubicz Street, well, such..., such 

was..., such was our chatting. And among other things..., during the war there 

was a popular, very popular such a song..., in German it was called "Komm 

Zurueck" (ph)(G), come...,return..., come back - "They will return," or 

something like that in Polish. 

Q: ________ in French. 
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A: Yes, yes (clears throat). So, and..., and  Mala says: "Did you know, I know 

this, and I know the words in..., because it is such an international song, it is 

crossing..., crossing the fronts. And..., and in..., in France, and in Germany 

and in Poland - because it was known in the whole of Europe..., because, 

well, it was so..., such a..., and she taught me, taught me the French words: 

"J'atandre, j'atandre toujours le jour, et le nuit j'atandre toujours t'en retours. 

Carl..." (ph)(French), well, so much for that, never mind the rest. In any event 

"Carouasu qui ca fui vien trouvez - cherchez son- son nee-" (ph)(French 

something like that. Just now..., I got nervous just now (laughter) and don't 

remember exactly. But this is just such my pleasant memory of Al..., of Mala, 

that, th..., this, th...,this, this French song. Mala spoke Polish but she spoke it 

poorly. She spoke French, she spoke German, she..., was a translator. She 

was not only the messenger, but was also a translator, again, awfully highly 

regarded and liked by Raportfuehrerin (ph)(G) Drexler (ph)who, there was 

Katya and then there was Mala another one, who, another of her favorites. 

The whole..., later, Mala was for some time on, on, on, on the Fourth, on the 

fourth block, together with other lauferki (ph)(G - polonized), and, then, they 

went from there, from there they found for themselves somewhere in another 

block a special shack for themselves and they moved out. Then I had less 

contact with her. Only once I asked, because it was known, that, that that 

there is Edek Galiñski and that Mala is in love and that Edek is in love with 

her and that this is, generally, such a pair. Well, ___ there were such..., 

again, such a memory - I was asking: "Mala, Mala, what is new with you?" 

And she says: "I'm in love, I am so very, very much in love." and then, 

suddenly, oh, yes, one more thing. Mala was sick..., Mala had fever before 
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and from time to time she would get attacks of fever. And, besides this, Mala 

was out of her wits scared of dying in Oœwiêcim; this was her hang-up. Well, 

we all were afraid, we all had it hammered into us by the Germans that 

nobody will come out of here alive, that there is no exit from here. But 

somehow, simultaneously, some kind of self-preservation instinct tells us, that 

we will be fighting to the very end, in order to survive. To survive, at any price 

to survive. But Mala, somehow, did not believe in it, she constantly was..., 

const..., horribly was afraid of being gassed, even though, after all, she had a 

very good position, she had an excellent..., an excellent job in the camp. 

Were it not for that escape, Mala would have survived Oœwiêcim, for certain, 

because, well because, because she went through typhus, the worst was 

behind her, later on it was - those who survived - those who managed to live 

to the end of the camp had all the chances to live through..., to survive the 

war. But, Mala was afraid. Well, and, reportedly she talked Edek, meaning, 

she was that engine, to, to escape. And one day, we stand for the roll call, the 

roll call is Not adding up, one person is missing. Missing, missing, missing, we 

stand there and stand, these are already these good times when we don't 

have such long roll calls. Finally, it comes out who is missing, missing is..., 

missing is Mila Cimetbaum (ph); Mila Cimetbaum (ph) is gone; at that time 

she no longer lived in block four, she was in block six under Hilda Leffler (ph). 

Hilda Leffler (ph) agitated, well, nobody knows what happen with Mala. 

Drexler says, why, after all, I just saw her." And - how they related to it - they 

said: "But, Mala, Mala may have fainted, may have fallen somewhere, she 

has that fever...." How...,.how human was their attitude to her. (clears throat) 

Let's look for her. Well, the search for Mala started, somewhere, along the 
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way, maybe she fell into some ditch, or something. Well, well, well there is no 

Mala, well, we stood there, stood there for a long time, finally, they 

announced, besides, at the same time we got the news from the men's camp 

that Edek Gliñski had escaped - so then we knew already that they escaped 

together. 

Q: Uhuh. 

A: Well, Mala's further story is known: there is a book described (sic) about 

her, so, besides, ... it is only known that after two weeks they were caught, 

probably after two weeks they were caught. There were certain difficulties: 

Mala (clears throat)..., they were escaping, if I can say it, privately, this was 

not an escape organized by the resistance movement, this was not an 

organized escape by..., well, because the resistance movement was of the 

view also - the romantic escapes they do not organize; they organize only if 

someone can somewhere come out something, carry out some materials, do 

something, and so on, and so on. But in this case, they were escaping on 

their own. Of course, they had money..., Mala spoke poor Polish, so it was 

feared ab..., must be..., must be that mainly Edek would be speaking, 

addressing people, because (clears throat) because she was, she drew 

attention to herself with that poor Polish. Well, finally, they caught them in 

Bielsko, I think. I think. But this, I don't remember. In any event, after two 

weeks they were arrested, caught, arrested and brought to Oœwiêcim and 

put in block eleven. Should I continue? 

Q: Well, please finish .... 

A: Are we, are we, are we finishing now, or maybe______? 

Q: We will finish in a moment, but, please still..., 
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A: Yes. so, Mala was put in block eleven, well, and there - I just..., just 

yesterday spoke to a girlfriend of mine from, from, from, from Oœwiêcim, with 

Mrs. Alicja Rel (ph), who was also in block ten at the same time as Mala. And, 

so, just yesterday I found out about..., I mean, the day before yesterday. So, 

then, Mala was conducting herself in an exemplary fashion in that block, 

which means...,because, of course, they were being tortured to..., to admit 

about who..., who helped them. Obviously, someone must have helped them, 

because they were not able to run away [by themselves]. Mala left the camp 

in a cape of an SS-woman, no..., in a cape of an SS-woman, or in..., how..., in 

any event, these things have been described, so, it is better..., better known, 

than..., than I knew. (clearing throat) They were first kept in that block ten..., 

nobody..., they did not give away any names. 

Q: Uhuh. 

A: Well, and then came the death sentence. Edek Galiñski was hanged in the 

men's camp. Edek died very bravely, by this I mean it was considered such a 

Polish badge of honor in the men's camp; not only in the Polish camp; 

because others did it, too; namely: when one stood on that little stool and the 

noose was on his neck and the hangman was ready to remove the stool from 

under him, they would shout something. Well, then, the Poles would shout: 

"Long live P..., - "Poland shall not perish!", Communists would shout some..., 

something "We shall win," something in..., something like that and then he 

himself would kick the stool from under, meaning, he did it himself..., not..., 

not allowing the hangman to hang him; so, then, Edek die like that. Well, but 

Mala was brought to the camp at Birkenau. And, now, suddenly, they called 

the roll call, such a sudden one, an unexpected roll call; all of us in..., in bl..., 
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in "B-Einz-B right in front of block four, they all stood there, we all stood, this 

was during the, meaning, absent were still those who went to 

Aussenkommando (ph)(G), because they were working, but everybody else, 

all these [women] who worked in the camp, within the camp, were called in, 

stood in formations, came Aufseherin (ph)(G) Mandl, Oberaufseherin (ph)(G) 

Mandl (sic) and came Unterscharfuehrer Reuters (ph) - they brought Mala 

out. We stood quite close and..., someone, one of the girls, I think it was one 

of the Lauferinen (ph)(G), it was, I think, Lea, managed to come up to Mala 

and give her a razor blade. Someone else maintains that someone else did 

this, in any event, I..., I think that it was Lea, and Lea - Maria - Mala was able 

to instantly cut her veins. Oberaufseherin (ph)(G) Mandl stood there with 

some kind of piece of paper and we presume that it was the sentence, I think 

so, because she started reading it, but did not get very far, because there 

started a commotion, because Reuters (ph) noticed that Mala, Mala has cut 

her veins and is bleeding and he broke her arm in such a way that the arm..., 

the bone cracked. And then Mala, with the broken arm, with the bleeding..., 

well, well..., slapped Reuters (ph) in the face. And I believe that this was one 

of the biggest events in the camp, that a woman prisoner, condemned to die, 

struck a uniformed, armed SS-man, who was performing his function, you 

know, because he..., he..., he..., and she struck Reuters (ph) in the snout. 

This was..., there has not been another incident like this, probably, in the 

history of the camp. This was..., this was something high-spirited. Because 

she was bleeding profusely, but they still wanted her..., to kill her, - they..., to 

be able to kill her, then she was led..., they led her into the sick station, they 

bandaged her there and in the band..., in a wheelbarrow carted her out in the 
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direction of the crematorium - that is what we know. We conjecture that 

Reuters shot her there. I speculate that he shot her, that she did not go to the 

gas, only that he simply shot her. This was also a better death - being shot, 

than that. On the other..., besides..., because he was so humiliated by her, 

then, perhaps, maybe so..., but this I do not know for certain. On the other 

hand, it is not true the tale, that there stood in Oœwiêcim..., that there stood 

gallows in Brzezinka and that Mala was hanged on it -that is in the movie by 

Wanda Jakubowska, but it was not..., that is not how it was in truth. And it is a 

characteristic thing that a whole line of Polish women prisoners swears, that 

there was the gallows, because the movie of Wanda Jakubowska was made 

very quickly after the camp, we all have seen it - these impressions, these 

recollections of the camp; and besides, it is a very faithful movie, because this 

film is very accurate, very, very close to the truth, that is how I would say it, 

(clears throat) it simply this..., it..., everything blends in together and a whole 

line of my girlfriends keep saying "but there was the gallows, there was the 

gallows." Not once in Oœwiêcim..., in Brzezinka in the women's camp there 

was a gallows, not for Mala, not for any of those girls from Union (ph), who..., 

who were hanged. On the other hand, with these..., these gallows with that 

Mala, for example, the Slovak women..., do not remember the gallows, the 

German women do not remember the gallows, well, because they did not see 

the movie so right away and they were not so taken by that movie. This is 

something characteristic for human memory, how this one thing saddled itself 

on the other. For certain, with all certainty - I will say it, Wanda Maroszani (ph) 

will say it, a few other people will say it still - there was no gallows, only Mala, 
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Mala, Mala was carted out in the direction of the crematorium and it ended 

like that. The end? 

Q: _______ also. 

A: So, so, so (coughs). Anything else yet? 

Q: A half hour has passed, let us go now for a moment, so? 

A: Let's go, why.... (a pause) 

A: I would like to return in my memory to..., the subject of an earlier time, that 

such a very bad period of forty two, which I forgot about in the chronological 

order of recollections. When ...I was such an auxiliary writer in block seven, 

there came a transport of twenty young girls from the Zamoœæ region..., 

from the Zamoœæ area. These were hostages, they were so called, that they 

are hostages. These were very young girls, seventeen, eight..., sixteen, 

seventeen, eighteen years of age. They were Polish. And then it was to my 

b..., big, big surprise, but they asked me if we saw any soviet soldiers. Well, in 

forty two one had no idea about the soviet soldiers. In the meantime, it 

appears that there they already had Soviet partisans in..., in..., in their area. I 

do not know why they came. I only know that one day I received an order that 

they are going on a transport and that in view of that I am to escort them to 

the sick station for a medical examination before departure. So, I just told 

them only, that it is very good that they are leaving Oœwiêcim, because it is 

very bad here and that always, wherever they go, will be better and I escorted 

them to..., I escorted them to the sick station. They sat there, they waited 

there on a bench in front of the building and I entered the Schreibstube 

(ph)(G) of the station. In the Schreibstube (ph)(G) of the station, I, also had 

good friends - there worked Gerda Fuchs (ph) about who maybe I will still be 
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talking; there worked Monika Galicyna (ph) and Halina Kinalska (ph) - all my 

good..., my good girlfriends. And I look - and they are filling out 

Tottenmeldungen (ph)(G), or death notices. I ask: What are you writers 

writing?" They say: "We this..., you know, we are writing for these girls that 

are sitting there in front of the building." They all received an injection of ph..., 

phenol. All were murdered. I don't know, no..., I did not understand much 

why, whether they were hostages, something happened, and for that reason 

a death sentence was carried out on them; but for me this was totally 

shocking how I talked with them, laughed with them and at the same time I 

saw that on them death notices are already written. These..., such little forms, 

that came to the block to cross out from the camp register. In two days, well, I 

left that place so that I would not have to meet them again, because I could 

not at them..., I am scared to look at them. And, indeed, in two days, came 

the death notices, about the deaths of these girls. This was such a mass 

murder that was committed. And then, still such a maybe small recollection, 

but again from the same times. I was there in the afternoon, there was 

something I had to take care of at this sick station, in this..., this..., ambulance 

(sic) and I saw lying on a table a little child, no..., a new-born wrapped in 

lignin. That child was crying. I was so stupid that I asked what is..., what..., 

what is going on with this child, why is it here? well, to this, I think, Orli 

Reichert (ph) - Orli Reichert was such a senior camp leader at the station. 

She said: "You're stupid. Don't you know why it is here? It's waiting, it has 

rose [med. erysipelas]" Whether it was later this..., this tiny one, injected..., 

whether..., whether it died, whether, whether it just had to lie there, until, until 

until it died, this, this, this I don't know. But this is a very gloomy recollection, 
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of this such a tiny new-born, newly born child, who..., who had to die. Well, 

yes. (sigh) Well, then, now I return to another period. I would like to.... 

Q: (Sneezes) 

A: ... say something about the camp orchestra. Oh, yes, I want to say 

something about two things: the camp orchestra, and then still about twins 

and Doctor Mengele (ph). Then..., ... because the men's camp had an 

orchestra that played while the groups were taking of for work, and when they 

were returning, the sight of it was also a bit macabre with that orchestra. Our 

Aufseherin (ph)(G), our Oberaufseherin (ph)(G) developed a desire, that the 

women's camp cannot be any worse, in view of which we, too, must have an 

orchestra. So, then she found..., Zofia Czajkowska (ph) from Tarnów, who..., 

who..., she...., she was an orchestra conductor. And Zosia organized that 

orchestra, in connection with which, it took a very long time to explain to the 

Oberaufseherin (ph)(G) Mandl (ph), that..., female orchestras, women's 

orchestras were not..., those were usually not brass bands, meaning, 

orchestras with those ..., with trumpets, with these..., with all of that, only that 

it is an orchestra, how is it called - a chamber, or ... a a drawing room 

ensemble. In any event, (clears throat), consisting of violins, cellos, of other..., 

of other instruments, but without trumpets. But at least we had cymbals, these 

cymbals, it was, it was a great..., great joy - the whole joy, and we had those 

cymbals, that..., that provided the rhythm.. So, this orchestra was put 

together..., first..., organized. They start..., they started playing and it did not 

go bad at all. First we lived in block twelve with there..., later, when we moved 

to B-One-B, it was a real orchestra..., they got their own block, together with 

such a little hall for practice, where they could be preparing, so then they'd 
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start selecting , now they'd pay attention, selecting from among Zugaengen 

(ph)(G), if there were singers among them, if there were..., were ..., were 

violin players, they would be then engaged with the orchestra. Finally, one 

day they engaged Alma Rose (ph). Alma Rose was brought to Oœwiêcim - 

Alma Rose was a niece of Mahler (ph) was a great Austrian violinist, very..., 

very well known, so that even..., perhaps, even our au..., auzjerki (ph) may 

have heard of her. So, then started, if I may say so, our orchestra started to 

flourish. First..., to..., Alma Rose had more..., well, first, in general, she must 

have been more talented than her predecessor. But, first of all, she had the 

full support of..., the camp au..., au..., authorities. The orchestra was..., was 

growing, practicing, it organized concerts - there were concerts on Sunday, in 

addition to those...., this daily music accompanying the daily departures. 

There..., there..., there were concerts, which were attended by the SS-men 

and we were also allowed, had the right to listen to these..., these..., these 

concerts. There were female singers who would sing various songs. And 

there was such a song, which..., "Der Alte John Schpiltz Harmonika" (ph)(G) - 

that is "The Old John is playing the harmonica and to him listens whole 

America" - "und hoert zu" (ph)(G), something "ganze Amerika" (ph)(G) - so 

then the whole (coughs) the whole our..., the whole our (light laughter) joy 

was in this, when they sang this..., this refrain in that song - that one word 

"Amerika" (repeated laughter)..., all of us repeated, so very laud, that, so that 

it  sounded somehow..., a bit triumphant, that, nevertheless, there is 

somewhere that America, who maybe will finish this war. And..., and I, too, 

especially with Alma Rose (ph) was not close; of course, I knew her, I listened 

to her concerts, I very much..., I loved her playing very much, but I only know 
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that all of that ended very sadly, because she became ill and she died. There 

was gossip that she had been poisoned. It does not seem probable to me. 

well, because why would she be poisoned and in such a way, I don't know. I 

heard, I heard, but those are..., those were all such gossip stories, that there 

was a party somewhere, a birthday of Franci Schmidt (ph) and Franci 

Schmidt (ph) was a chief of Bekleidungskammer (ph)(G) and Franci Schmidt 

(ph)(G) was a secretary to Benesz (ph) - she was with president Benesz (ph). 

Q: Uhuh. 

A: She was a Czech woman. She had a red German triangle, so..., 

Q: Uhuh. 

A: So, then (clears throat), she ruled over that Bekleidungskammer (ph)(G), 

very..., for me, personally, she was very unpleasant. Well, then, supposedly, 

there was a Namesday party organized at Szan..., at Franci Schmidt, of 

course, everything illegally, all secretly. Well, and that they were drinking 

some kind of alcohol, which was..., well, was not safe alcohol, I don't know 

whether..., I don't know what it was..., what..., what..., what kind of alcoholic 

drink it was, but, but these are..., well, well, not known..., simply put, Alma 

Rose one day died and - she, too, was an unusual figure, unusual thanks to 

her talent and her..., meaning that she..., she continued to feel like a star 

while being in Oœwiêcim, it was extraordinary, that she continued to fell..., 

if..., continually..., continually considered herself a..., well and justifiably, that 

a great violinist, considered, that - besides..., in this, I heard, that one book, 

some kind of a book, a book is being written by a gentleman from Canada, 

because, in any event, he was visiting and collecting information in Krakow 

from these girlfriends, who at that time were in the orchestra - there are only 
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two such alive, who remember how it was and..., and.... She was such an 

unusual, also unusual, unusual figure in Oœwiêcim. Well, at some moment, 

there appeared on the horizon a Doctor Mengele (ph). Do we have time, yes? 

Doctor Mengele who had his madness about twins. (clears throat) He was 

developing a theory, Mengele was a lot written and talked about, maybe even 

more than..., than..., than..., than..., he was worth it..., he had a theory - he 

wanted to raise may..., possibility, meaning, he wanted to raise twins, who 

would be having more twins, for the purpose, so that..., that the population of 

the great Reich would be doubling much more quicker than..., than with a 

single..., a single child birth. And from then on, there started the collection of 

the so-called "Zwilingen" (ph)(G) - Zwilingen (ph)(G) means these are, 

exactly, in German, in German.... If Mengele was at the transport, if he saw 

some twins, he immediately would pull them out of that..., this..., this 

transport. If..., if someone said that he was..., inadvertently said that he was, 

that he had a twin brother, or a twin sister, he..., he was also, if possible, 

pulled out and I don't know, don't know what were his further plans. 

Girlfriends believed that he intends..., these twins later somehow group 

together and join them into couples and to try raise people..., wanted simply 

to know whether..., if twins will have twins next, following..., in the following 

generation also twins. Whether he also wanted in this to apply some other 

means, that I don't know, in any event, there were plenty of twins in the camp, 

maybe they were all in a special block, because it was something weird; we 

would walk along the Lagerstrasse and suddenly here one face the same and 

there another face the same, there was an awful lot of those twins. Besides, 

later on, I was returning to..., to Poland, returning home with two older Jewish 
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twins from £ódŸ (ph).They were older women, quite older..., meaning, older 

women, well, then, they were forty something. (clears throat) How..., how 

were the Mengele's plans to look, exactly, that I don't know. I know that for an 

assistant, he found himself Mrs. Maria Puzyna..., no..., Gabriela, I don't 

remember, after all, Puzyna (ph) who at one time had been an assistant to 

Professor Czekanowski (ph) in Lwów, he was such a famous Polish 

anthropologist, known to Mengele and, besides, known throughout the world, 

Professor Czekanowski. So, and Mengele when he found out that 

Czekanowski's assistant is in Oœwiêcim. he pulled her out immediately; 

made her..., made out of her his assistant. She never testified after the war 

and never said anything that she became - and at this time she is no longer 

alive. From that which she would privately tell, it appeared that it was all just 

big plans, who were to be in the future...,and whether he in fact some kind of 

experiments started to conduct, about that...,, that..., that I am not able to say. 

With respect to the rest, Mengele was the same as other camp physicians. At 

this time, there is such a ..., stock belief that generally everywhere, wherever 

someone speaks about some crimes of the Oœwiêcim physicians, inevitable 

Mengele is mentioned. He was exactly worth the same as his predecessors, 

or relatively speaking, his predecessors were worth the same as he. I mean, 

there was one exception, it was Doctor Rode (ph). Doctor Rode, who, by the 

way, was hanged. Such is the most curious irony of fate, that sometimes they 

hanged..., that sentenced and hanged were people who not..., they were not 

the worst, and those who were the worst, somehow managed to escape 

punishment or survive or, for example, for example Drexler (ph), for example 

Taube (ph), never..., Hasse (ph) I never heard that they bore the 
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responsibility...,I mean that they did not bear the responsibility for..., for what 

they did. But Doctor Rode, when he came to Oœwiêcim, and found out that 

mothers with children are being killed, this was forty two, somehow, maybe 

March, or..., or..., what..., not forty two..., forty three beginning of March, or 

something along these lines, he reportedly intervened in Berlin, reportedly, 

that is what they would say at the sick station. In any event, it is a fact that 

after Spring of forty three, they stop killing every new-born infant and each 

new-born, I mean, each new-born child; and that means, equally, a Gypsy, as 

well as Polish, as well as Jewish.... And these babies, of course, they, they 

generally would die, because they were not capable of surviving in these 

conditions; nevertheless, there was no beforehand death sentence for..., for 

that hapless little new-born. Now, I have a whole another story about 

Mengele, should I continue to talk, or? 

Q: (English) ... how..., how long do we have still? 

Q: Seven, seven minutes, 

Q: Yes, we have exactly seven minutes. 

A: Yes, continue to tell? ... so, such a personal remembrance of mine - 

contact with Mengele. In the meantime, of course, the camp was growing; 

there came Theresienstadt (ph)(G), I did not talk yet about Theresienstadt 

(ph)(G) came Theresienstadt, came the Gypsies, all of that was coming to 

these..., to..., these sections of B-Zwei... (ph)(G), about which, about..., 

what..., about, about which I mentioned. And there were also further sections, 

simply stated, the camp was growing ever more; it was the so-called 

"Mexico," into which they herded women that were not even tattooed, as yet. I 

don't..., I don't know, whether they had no time to do it, or whether they 
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thought it to be just transitory. And, so, they lived there in horrible conditions, 

they lived there again in such horrible conditions like we did in Brzezinka at..., 

at..., at the very beginning, which means, no..., no..., there were not enough 

bedding, nor..., nor any kind of beds...,they slept there partially on, slept on 

the outside...., and..., and they had no opportunity to wash' it was very, very, 

very bad for them there in that "Mexico;" later on the conditions there, seems 

to me, improved somewhat. But it was supposed to be such a 

"Durchganglager" (ph)(G), or a transit camp. From there, transports were to 

depart to Germany to the factories, because, at the same time, there was, 

after all, a tremendous need for labor force in varied..., varied German 

factories, and so, after all, we were delivering..., after all, there was "I.G. 

Farbenindustrie" (ph)(G)m which took advantage of this labor force, there 

was..., there was, was, because, simultaneously there were created a whole 

slew of the so-called "Nebenlager" (ph)(G), or those adjacent camps, which 

were under the Oœwiêcim administration, but..., but they were so like some 

kind of colonies of sorts, separate. And, so, from that..., from that very 

"Mexico" were sent transports further into the world. This was taking place in 

this manner that a certain number of women were brought in, would come 

into our camp; first, there would be conducted on them a selection, of course, 

then, part of them was being prepared to..., that means, and those that 

remained went through those selections, survived through...,they were 

prepared for a transport. I was personally a few times at such transports. This 

took place at night when at the camp was all peace and quiet, so then I 

remember such a transport, which came, and - there were naturally more 

than a thousand, because a thousand healthy women were to leave, and..., 
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always some were counted off, that..., that..., that..., a part will be..., will be 

selected for the gas. Well, and I recall perfectly such a..., such a selection, 

because I was working my shift then as a block leader, as extra work, 

together with another Slovak colleague, ... Suzi (ph) was her name. Mengele 

was selecting to..., selected the healthy ones and separated from those that 

were sick. All of this was taking place in front of Sauna (ph)(G), meaning 

before that bath where, there was a bath, right?, a big bath hall, besides that 

there were two toilets, you know, and besides that there was a side entrance, 

in one word, this was such a bit complicated, enlarged building. And, so, in a 

moment (clears throat) when Mengele duly made that..., this..., this..., 

selection of these..., these..., these girls for the gas and started doing 

something else, Suzi agat(?) - quick as lightning, without communicating, we 

push those better looking through..., through...the little doors into..., into the 

toilet and from the toilet to..., to..., to that hall where they were to go, had to 

bathe. I - it just flashed through my head in a split second, that, after all, we, 

too, are doing another selection, because, from among those already 

selected to the gas, who were all condemned to die, we would select five or 

six of such who had a chance..., by their looks, not to differ from..., from the 

group. So, we were just doing, with Suzi, we were doing another selection. 

Nevertheless, we managed to do it and there..., we would push them there..., 

to..., to..., to that bath hall, well, and then their numbers had to be written 

down, those that he returned, we had to write down the numbers of those 

who..., who..., who were selected to go to the gas. Now there was this 

question, (clears throat) was it possible to do anything..., and..., what and if at 

all it was possible to manage and help, and it seems, that almost in any 
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situation, something, a little, may be helped, and on..., in life at times there 

are situations so terrible, that in reality nothing can be helped. But here, 

maybe, it will be an example that, well, at times, something succeeded. So, 

then, these were the Hungarian Jewish women..., well, very badly treated, 

well, in that :Mexico," terribly frightened, completely hysterical, because they 

were convinced that they are going..., because by now they knew about the 

gassing, so they were convinced that they are all going into the gas, and now, 

they had to be, to take a bath, get food, get shoes, and, in one word, to have 

them change clothes, so that they would be prepared, prepared to this..., to 

this transport. In other words, here are found one thousand hysterical, beside 

themselves, terrified women, going mad out of fright, with whom I have no..., 

there is no..., there is no..., not known, what to do. So, then, I call to one of 

them, I say: "Find me one who" - oh, yes, they spoke - on top of that - spoke 

all Hungarian. (sigh) So, I call to them: "Which one of you speaks good 

German?" So, then, they were found so..., in German, because announced, 

we said to them in..., in this..., in this way: "Listen: You have a chance to get 

out of Oœwiêcim, only you must calm down and do all of that, that matters. 

You will get washed. If you will gather your wits about you and calm, shoes 

will be selected for you" - because selecting shoes was also a horrible thing, 

because these shoe..., shoes were tossed in a heap, and now, supposedly 

they were in pairs, but, after all, in such a mob, and in this..., this..., this..., this 

was a terribly difficult problem. "And that you should all get bread and you 

have a chance to leave from here." I already remember that I said to them: 

"Bloss weg von Auschwitz." (ph)(G) - "Only away from Oœwiêcim, nothing, 

nothing more." And so they did calm down. By that I mean, they did not calm 
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down in a second, but, slowly, this was accomplished, that is, they really 

washed themselves, they really changed their clothes, they got those shoes, 

got the bread, well, and then, in the morning we escorted them to the gate. 

Indeed, there was a train standing there; it is true that sometimes these trains 

would go to the crematorium (ironic laughter) still further, but here..., one 

could see, that they..., that they are..., they are leaving for a transport. And I 

say - I tell them:... 

Q: We have one minute. 

A: Beg your pardon? 

Q: We have one minute. 

A: Oh, yes. So we will end right away. Well, and (clears throat) it seemed to 

me later, that they were saying 'good bye' to me, I mean, that I was saying 

good bye to them" Go on, Go on" something there like that, and they were 

pouring their blessings on my head.... (light laughter) 

Q: (light laughter) 

A: So, well, I thought so to myself, that maybe that is why I walked out of 

Oœwiêcim, because they me..., so that I would return happily home, so that 

the Lord God would bless him (sic), that the Lord God would bless. They were 

so very, very amiable. And so they went, they went fortunately..., all of that 

ended long ago, I have forgotten it all so long ago, I returned to..., the war has 

ended, I have returned home. I walk along the Szewska Street and suddenly, 

a terrible screaming in the street, someone flings herself on my neck, starts 

hugging and kissing me, I have no idea who this woman is and she screams: 

You have saved my life. You have saved my life." Because it was one of 

those who walked into the toilet. The one that we managed to push into the 
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toilet and later..., later..., later..., she recognized me; I would never in my life 

recognize her, I don't know, and she starts: "What can I do for you? How can 

I help you? How can I repay you, you have saved my life. And, so, I was 

terribly embarrassed, because she was screaming so loud on the street, that 

it passed human imagination. 

Q: The end. 

A: What? 

Q: This is the end, the tape has ended. 

A: But still the most beautiful moment was this, that she told me later: "I can 

do everything for you (laughs) - my husband works for UB8.” (breaks into 

laughter, covering her face)" 

Q: (laughter)  

A: And so.... 

End of Tape Four

                                                           
8 Urz¹d Bezpieczeñstwa, the Polish Communist Secret Police. 
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Tape Five 

 

A: Some additional few fragments of my recollections, which dropped out of 

the chronology. One, very important, is a remembrance, a short one, about 

Theresienstadt (ph)(G). At some point, a whole transport of people from 

Theresienstadt (ph)(G) came..., was brought to Oœwiêcim from..., from 

Czechoslovakia. I have never been there, on the other hand, my girlfriends 

were very interested in what is going on there. Reportedly, there..., these 

were..., they were a bit better treated..., they were better..., somewhat better 

treated. First of all, families were not separated, only the families stayed 

together, and somehow, reportedly they..., they were able, still, in such harsh 

conditions, to organize their lives extraordinarily well. There were children 

there, so these children had, had some kind of , some kind of playtime, 

everything was..., everything was..., everything was excellently organized. 

This was some kind of such a complete model. But at the same time, we, in 

Brzezinka, had a constant suspicion: "All right, good, but why did they bring 

them here?" If - if they have such assured, better conditions, is this..., are 

they to beset as an example for others, some kind of an encouragement to 

settle in Oœwiêcim..., well, no, we didn't..., didn't know what is it all about? 

So, then, one day, I..., I..., then, alas, cannot..., cannot tell any more about..., 

about that Theresienstadt (ph)(G) - I know very little. Only this: One day they 

were ordered to write letters home - which means they had the right to 

correspond. So, then all wrote..., letters home with a date..., predated, by that 
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I mean let's say, with a date, let's say, of June 30, but they were writing them 

there on the first or second of June. After which they were all taken to the 

gas. They were all murdered. Still, in Czechoslovakia, they did not want to 

believe, because that news about that, that they were..., after all, the news 

was spreading. So, somehow, the news came that (clears Throat) all of these 

people were gassed. That they were killed in Oœwiêcim, because this..., 

details were not known. But then later came letters from them. So, these 

letters written in their own hand..., with their hands...,already, already after 

their dea..., after their deaths. So then it was not believed that it was..., that..., 

that..., that this was not true, that all of the news were not true, after all, during 

the war, there were great many different improbable and uncertain news, so, 

then, that is how..., with this Theresienstadt (ph)(G)..., that is what they did. 

Another one, such a separate camp was the Gypsy camp. One day they 

started brining in the Gypsies to Germany...,from..., to..., from..., also from 

Germany. These were most peculiar things, for the reason, that..., for 

example they bring in a soldier, a veteran who was..., who was in the First 

World War, in the Second world..., world war, who had the Iron Cross, 

meaning the highest decoration, but as a Gypsy, he was brought in, because 

he was..., because he was a Gypsy. He was brought to..., to the camp. They 

brought in, I know, such a female student of medicine..., or from somewhere, 

so, this did not apply to these nomadic people, these roaming Gypsies, who, 

after all, I dare say, have the right to live - but people, who were already 

assimilated in Germany. Regardless of this, they were brought in. So, then, 

this Zigeunerlager (ph)(G) had its..., its certain freedoms; this means they 

would not march to work, they did not work. They sat there, some orchestras 
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played a little bit; gypsy orchestras, girls would be dancing; SS-men would go 

there..., stared at it a little; they treated them so..., they were treated a little 

easier. It was known, because they..., they threatened that if they were to be 

murdered, if they were to be gassed, they will mutiny and they will not allow 

themselves to be ..., they will not allow themselves to mutiny (sic), in view of 

which, one day, they were told that the whole camp is leaving on a transport 

to another camp. Trains pulled up, they were loaded into those trains, they 

got in, and they were being transported somewhere back and forth a little, 

back and forth, I don't know exactly how it was; any way, left..., they 

seemingly left...,notwithstanding, they returned to the crematorium and on the 

second of June..., second of August nineteen hundred forty four were..., were 

all Gypsies also gassed and mur..., murdered. From other camps, which..., 

actually, from other which, which had a little better deal, I have already 

mentioned yesterday Rajsko, that was such a group, where experimental 

work was being done and where Doctor Cezar (ph), Obersturmbannfuehrer 

(ph)(G) was the chief. So, it was they, they conducted these tests on koksagiz 

(ph), which were to lead to creation of artificial gasoline. There, they had it 

very good. There were all the nationalities, there were Polish women, Jewish 

women, French..., the very French women I was talking about. And I go... 

Q: (a signal from the tape recorder - interruption) (English) Sorry. 

A: So, then Rajsko (ph) and Gaertnerei (ph)(G) were such two good groups 

where one worked outdoors, where, indeed, conditions were very good. I 

remem..., it was like this..., one of you, Ladies and Gentlemen, was 

wondering, whether we were not being envied these good conditions in block 

four. Of course, that in a certain sense, yes. But we were simply assigned to 
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that..., that certain group of very privileged blocks, because, in addition to the 

Fourth, I told you, the girls in Stabsgebeude (ph)(G) had it very good, also 

well taken care of were the girls in SS-Kueche (ph)(G), SS-sick station, 

besides, all of them probably belonged to that to..., to that Stabsgebeude 

(ph)(G), had ..., (clears throat). Again, with respect to Rajsko, well, there was 

also such a n ..., anecdotal story - Lagerfuehr..., they...., here it was a 

question of organization. They were subordinates of their chief, when it came 

to the scope of work. But administratively they were subject to 

Oberaufseherin (ph)(G) Mandl (ph) and belonged to..., to..., to..., to 

Brzezinka. Of course, our auzjerki (ph) looked at these freedoms with 

jaundiced eye and these..., and certain comforts, which they which they had, 

and in the course of..., when once Doctor Cezar (ph) was gone, a control took 

place and wreaked terrible..., terrible in the entire..., in all of the barracks; 

meaning, all their things were turned over, all of their packages were taken, 

so..., well, so, just as it usually happens with such a search. "Blockkontrole" 

(ph)(G) it was called, it was something very unpleasant. Of course, on that 

occasion, many other different things were destroyed. So, then, when Cesar 

came back and his feeling of...,  importance was very offended, because, 

after all, it was his group and his..., - Germans were very good at standing up 

for..., for their..., for their own people, if someone was already working there 

and it was somehow decided..., a decided work group well integrated with its 

chief, so this chief defended them. So, he raised awful hell, among other 

things, reportedly they destroyed his own glasses, I don't know if this is true, 

but that was a story told with great relish, that Cezar's glasses were smashed, 

but, first of all, Cezar announced that the results of his work were destroyed, 
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the results of his work which he had there and these thoughtless auzjerki, 

which did not know anything, uneducated women, destroyed his scientific 

work and what..., what..., what..., something in the sense, I don't know, I don't 

know, whether it was accurate, but, more or less, in any event, it..., it was, it 

was an argument, right? that..., so that..., so that they would not stick their 

noses there anymore. And so, most likely, they no longer interfered there 

anymore. Then, there were the shacks, it was such a farm, on which..., they 

fairs variously, once better, once worse, but they always had the possibility, 

some opportunity to eat a little bit better. So, then, there were these camps..., 

sub..., sub-camps..., which, to which actually..., no, women actually there 

most likely did not..., there were no women, because there was Goleszów 

(ph), there were Ja..., Jawiszowice, there..., there were..., there was a 

series..., series of camps..., sub-camps, that all belonged to..., and, also I.G. 

Farbenindustrie (ph)(G) , of course, Bunawerke (ph)(G), I.G. Farbenindustrie 

(ph)(G), there women probably also worked. That is how it looked. Well, what 

now, then? Oh, yes, so then, a bit more, about the mutiny Sonderkommando 

I.G. Farbenindustrie (ph)(G), I have very little to say, meaning, we have 

learned immediately that there is a mutiny. The wires were cut and the 

electricity was turned off. And it was again Henio Porêbski, mentioned already 

here several times, who let us know what is happening, because it was not 

know how the matters will turn out, whether..., whether the camp will totally 

fall apart or what...,what..., what will be happening, well, but then came the 

news that the SS-men relatively quickly took control of the situation. When it 

pertains to Unionwerke (ph)(G) or the girls who worked in Union (ph)(G - 

polonized), and these, who delivered the dynamite to..., to..., to..., to the 
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crematorium, they were in Brzezinka a very short time, simply, when they 

started organizing Unionwerke (ph)(G), that was an arms factory..., an 

armaments factory. So then..., at the beginning they were, they even wore 

such nice white kerchiefs on their heads, and then, then they transferred 

them and so, that later we would only see than on the road - the news was 

passed, what was happening and how it was taking place, so that, 

unfortunately, neither about the girls who delivered the dynamite, nor about 

the mutiny at the crematorium..., I only know what..., what..., what was written 

about it, and what..., what others told about it. So, at this time, I don't know, 

so, at this moment, perhaps I will be approaching the end, the end, the end of 

the camp. Oh, yes, in the meantime, we were becoming aware of what is 

beginning to happen. Oh, yes, I forgot to tell that a big Sauna was built, which 

I never saw inside, and that there started taking place..., the majority of these 

matters , meaning transports came to us in this manner, but..., but later..., to, 

in..., (clears throat) later they were directed to the big Sauna, there was taking 

place the final separa, the last..., the final receiving, un..., undressing and 

receiving the prisoners. And news..., such first news which told us about the 

approaching front was the arrival of the Majdanek camp, when Majdanek was 

evacuated and came to Oœwiêcim, well, then we realized that nor really the 

Russian offensive is is going on seriously, well, because they already..., they 

were already running away from that..., from this and that.... And, in 

connection with this, what the prisoners were capable of taking care of among 

themselves, which I consider the real resistance movement - in Oœwiêcim, 

there were two such well known figures, when it comes to Polish women. I 

don't know, about it..., I talked about Mrs. Celina Miko³ajczyk, the wife of the 
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Polish premier from London, Celina Miko³ajczyk; and after that Zofia Kossak-

Szczucka (ph), it was a very well known Polish writer. They both arrived in 

Oœwiêcim. When Mrs. Celina Miko³ajczyk arrived, already there was...,there 

was a signal from the men's camp that Celina is arriving, that Celina 

Miko³ajczyk came and that she has to be somehow taken care of, so that..., 

well, so that she would not die right away, only that we would try to place here 

somewhere. SO then she went, I cannot remember, whether to Naehstube 

(ph)(G), or, meaning the sewing room, or to Unterkunftskammer (ph)(G), 

where Alicja Rel (ph) was working (clears throat), that is where they take care 

of blankets, straw mattresses, such out..., outfit..., outfitting. The same thing 

was done with..., with..., Kossak-Szczucka (ph), with this that Kossak-

Szczucka was..., Kossak-Szczucka was under an assumed name, she came 

as Œliwiñska, Helena Œliwiñska, it's not kn..., no..., the Germans did not 

know that this is Kossak-Szczucka, but we knew, so then, then, I, there 

was..., under..., there were underground contacts. And the funniest of them 

all, Kossak-Szczucka, after a while, as Helena Œliwiñska, was released. The 

Germans did not know at all that they had..., that they had her as (sic) as an 

important person of Polish culture, only Helena Œliwiñska, who was there for 

a while and then was released. Mrs. Celina Miko³ajczyk was first..., in 

Oœwiêcim, later on she was ordered to be transferred to Ravensbrueck, but 

even here there were certain opportunities; so, here came a letter to 

Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G), that Celina Miko³ajczyk is to be sent to Ravensbrueck. 

So, she was asked..., the girls from..., from..., from Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G) 

asked..., asked Mrs. Miko³ajczyk, whether she wants to go to..., to 

Ravensbrueck. She said that she does not want to go. In view of this, they 
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took this letter and put on the very bottom of the stack of correspondence, 

that..., that was there. After a while, comes the next letter "urgens" (ph)(G), 

what "we have sent you..., written you earlier that is to be..., Celina 

Miko³ajczyk is to be sent..., prisoner Celina Miko³ajczyk is to be sent to..., 

to..., to Ravensbrueck." Well, the same story. They took it and slipped it to the 

bottom. The SS-man was taking care of this so lazily and so disorderly (light 

laughter) that nobody showed any interest in it. Finally, came the third letter 

and in that letter it was written like this: "Ich mache Sie aufmerksam, das 

Celina Miko³ajczyk is eine Frau von dem Presidentminister (laughter) der 

Polnischen Regierung im London" (ph)(G) (laughter), meaning, meaning: "I 

bring your attention to the fact that Celina Miko³ajczyk is the wife of the Prime 

Minister of the Polish Government in London." This was a matter that did not 

exist, right?, un..., un..., the untold thing! Well, and then, indeed, she left for 

that..., that Ravensbrueck, and later, from Ravensbrueck, she went to 

Sweden, she was extricated by the Red Cross; from Ravensbrueck she left..., 

pulled out to Sweden. And this, but these were not isolated cases; these 

were, sure enough, let's say I remember these two ladies, but..., oh, yes, 

came, for example, oh -this too is a beautiful story - came a mother of one of 

our colleagues from..., the men's camp. To tell the truth, Arbeitseinsatz 

(ph)(G) Józef Minkus (ph), who knows a whole slew of things, if he 

could...,were still..., is unfortunately very sick, but if he were in good health, 

he would really tell a whole lot of things about the men's Brzezinka. His 

mother came. Because they have arrested the whole family. His father was 

immediately shot after arriving in Oœwiêcim. He was spared; his mother went 

to Ravensbrueck. From Ravensbrueck she volunteered to be transferred to 
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Majdanek, because she believed that it would be better in Poland. From 

Majdanek, ..., as the Russian offensive started approaching near Majdanek, 

well, they brought her..., her to Oœwiêcim. In view of this, they brought her to 

Oœwiêcim, so, then, of course, we have located her in some kind of a 

transport..., some kind of a group, where conditions for her were better. I am 

specifically telling about these ladies, because I knew these ladies, but the 

same tricks were being done by other nationalities for their..., their people, 

also, well, I mean, if someone somewhat important was brought in. , then I 

know, that the same excellent effort was made by the Communists in this..., in 

the men's camp, if someone important came, so they immediately were able 

to extricate him and put him in a good..., in a good positio, because it was a 

question of surviving, or not surviving. So, that Mrs. Minkus was there and 

lived peacefully in Oœwiêcim; then came the evacuation. The evacuation, 

well, that was - I will be talking about it in a moment - well, that was something 

terrible. It was known, that..., well..., that..., that..., that..., that she is not in a 

condition to withstand it. First, where he gave some kind of a flask of vodka 

and for something else, too...,thanks to which the son pulled her on a little 

sled, so it was a bit improbable, also the only such incident, and then, they 

stopped before some kind of a house, then we were walking and we look..., at 

the..., we pass some kind of a house, Polish, Silesian, German, unknown, 

ordinary dwellers, a house; there, in front of a house a cluster of people - and 

on a little bench is sitting, wrapped in a shawl, Mrs., the old Mrs. Minkus, 

holding a child in her arms. So he bought her out. Simply, he had to have gold 

and for that he must have bought..., from that..., escort, gave him gold, and 

that one let the mother..., let the mother out of the row, so, and that..., and 
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this mother by herself..., and there were some kind people, who immediately 

her..., took care of her, covered her with a rag, so that her camp clothing 

would not be visible (light laughter), put a baby in her arms, so then she was 

sitting there by herself a grandmother, old grandmother, she was old.... With 

this..., so, then, such..., such improbable things were taking place. So, then 

when the evacuation started, I mean, we already knew about it beforehand, 

first of all when they started burning the records. First thing that started to 

occur was the burning of the records. Pulling out..., we already knew that the 

front was broken on the Vistula River at Baranowicze, I think like that, or..., or 

as they were coming near Baranowicze. We are all in B..., in camp B-Zwei 

(ph)(G), B-Einz..., B (ph)(G), it is, stands empty, and for that reason I maintain 

that I don't know _______ for sure, what remained in B-Einz, whether there 

were additions built then, or whether they were not built, because that camp 

was completely deserted, and the project..., 

Q: When? 

A: Well, here was..., was the problem, whether..., whether in B-Einz-A (ph)(G) 

some barracks could be added. Wel,, it seems to me that they may have 

been added once for the arrival of the Warsaw children, because there still 

came the children after the Warsaw Uprising; came..., women and children 

from the Warsaw Uprising. And they were kept separate. In a separate block, 

well, it seems to me...,that they were in such a freshly added wooden barrack. 

And Mengele's twins were also in a separate block. So, then, but whether as 

many as five were added, obviously, just like it is on that plan, which 

was...,which..., which I saw, that..., that I doubt. Well, in any event, the front is 

coming, (clears throat) and then one day, they order us..., they burn, the 
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records are being burned, pulled out, burn all the records - they burned 

everything, all Sonderbehandlung (ph)(G), all the lists of those who were 

gassed, this was the first thing they were burning. 

Q: Humph. 

A: Whole stacks of _______, but we already knew by then that the war is 

ending. Very few of these records were salvaged, finally, we could not save, 

they were pulling out everything and burning it. The whole Brzezinka, just in 

Brzezinka they burned the records, because in the men's camp, somehow, 

these records..., records at least in part were saved and took over..., I mean, 

the Russians found them, but not us. So, then the evacuation starts, this 

means that everyone of us received..., took with her a blanket, a loaf of 

bread, and, the most important were the shoes..., the shoes - and so we walk. 

We walk through Jawiszowice in the direction of Wodzis³aw. That is a 

distance of eighty kilometers; it started on the eighteenth of January, nineteen 

hundred forty five. And we are walking, rightly, without a break. And our SS-

men did not walk with us. Our familiar SS-men did not walk with us. 

Completely different SS. Because, if our SS-men were walking with us, 

somehow more would be escaping, and there would be more contact and 

would be..., and they would allow themselves to be bribed, I am not sure, but 

something..., something.. (clears throat). I, personally, did not have any kind 

of gold or none of the..., but there were our girlfriends, who - our male 

colleagues, who had some. But, there was not a..., and..., and..., only strange 

faces. And, at one point, I think like this: "Are they going to be walking or will 

they be riding? If they will walk, I can walk as much as they can. But if they 

will be riding on the bicycles, or..., or..., or by cars, well then, well then, we will 
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not keep up." And it was terrible, because whoever slowed down and was not 

able to..., keep up with the marching, they would shoot him and they were 

shooting constantly. Every little moment they would shoot and every little 

moment corpses would be lying. And I remember also such a Russian 

woman, I remember, a very beautiful Russian woman, an older one, with such 

beautiful brown eyes, and, suddenly, I see that an SS-man moved her to the 

side of the road, and he repeats, reloads the carbine, something got jammed, 

and she just stood there. And he shoots, one time - it did not fire, second 

time, finally the third time he fired and killed her. that..., that..., that was 

something so absolutely dismal; such a..., this..., this..., this..., to..., so..., 

never will I this..., never will I forget this. Well, and then there was my girl, 

because such groups would march..., section of these prisoners, once men, 

once women would walk, and after them..., after them there would be corpses 

lying..., which... those...,behind..., behind each group, because constantly 

they could not keep up. So, then, this despair of my girlfriend, who incessantly 

among the men who got shot was looking for her father, because her father 

was old, and she feared, that..., that..., simply, that they will shoot him 

somewhere along the way, because..., well..., because not..., he won't keep 

up. And with..., this time, it turned out differently, and he, happily, managed to 

survive. Well, still, it was..., it was such a..., such a nightmare. Well, and then, 

the first stop for the night took place, I think, in Dziedzice and it consisted of 

us standing in the street. I then learned that it is possible to stand..., to sleep 

while standing, literally. Stand, one is standing and one is asleep, in spite of 

everything. (a sigh) Then, from Dziedzice, then we went further, after that we 

stopped for the night..., the next sleep was in some kind of a Scheune 
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(ph)(G), or, or some kind of an enormous barn. And it was just there that we 

had this big fear, we were terribly afraid of someone among us starting a 

cigarette, because, after all, the cigarettes..., were, served as a, well, well, 

after all, if someone started a cigarette..., and..., and..., we could have a fire, 

we would have all suffocated in that..., that...,in that barn. There happened a 

terrible thing. Of course, we were all thirsty, above all else, we were craving 

water. Some SS-man, one of those escorting us, who stood in front of that..., 

next to that..., the entrance to..., this..., to this barn, put down his canteen, 

such an iron,..., wood..., such a metal..., canteen with water, or maybe coffee, 

I don't know with what, with what, on the ground. One Jewish girl came up. 

She was thirsty, she saw the canteen and did not see that SS-man, she took 

the canteen and started..., drank from it a little. He shot her. He shot her 

because she took a drink from his canteen. This..., this..., this..., and this..., 

and still so, on the threshold of freedom, because ..., we knew already, that 

we are going to be free; meaning, we did not know whether we'll live long 

enough to gain it, but this was already a road to freedom. Oœwiêcim has 

ended, the war was ending, that much we already knew. (with tears) Well, 

and just this girl, so young, shot because she drank out of a canteen of an 

SS-man. 

Q: She did not see that SS-man? 

A: She did not see that it belonged to him. She probably would not have 

drank from it, had she known. She thought that it is some..., some..., some..., 

someone's, just standing there and that she'll take a drink. That was..., well, 

and they kept shooting. They kept on shooting until we have walked into 

Wodzis³aw. In Wodzis³aw were trains that we were to board. Before 
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Wodzis³aw we were passed, riding in a sledge, passed us Oberscharfuehrer 

(ph)(G), or whatever was his..., B..., Boger, Later on he was a defendant in 

the Frankfurt trial..., I remember. He was riding, hurrying along in a sleigh. He 

wore such a beautiful Zakopane-style sheepskin coat..., and a..., pistol, or 

whatever it is called, i any event, he was armed. Later on we  reached..., we 

walked up to the..., continu..., and this terrible shooting, continually, again and 

again and again. Still later one of us tried to escape, this too was a horrible 

story. They were trying to talk me into running away, but I believed, that this 

will not..., that this was risky, that they will catch me. I did not know exactly 

where I was, did not know where..., where..., where to turn for help in Silesia, 

and, thirdly, I believed that if they have already walked us out of Oœwiêcim 

and we are walking, so that I will hold out one more month or whatever, that I 

will survive to..., to..., to the end of the war. But, well, one of our girlfriends, 

also, well, from that first Polish transport, they hid in the hay, they hid in the 

hay on..., which was on a cart, so the SS-men killed them with pitchforks, 

because, they were searching if there is anybody there, well, they found them 

and stabbed them in a terrible, horrible way, so.... All of that, all of these 

deaths just before freedom, it..., it..., it..., it..., it ... something macabre. Well 

and then, we got on..., they loaded us on .... 

Q: Lorries? 

A: ...lorries, on open lorries. On open lorries, well, on the train, squeezing as 

many, as many they could, and on these lorries they were carrying us over 

Germany, I don't know how many days, but, for sure, for sure, a couple of 

days, considering that we did not get either food or drink, only once daily, 

maybe twice daily, the train would stop and then we could get off and go to 
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pee-pee and other, oh, yes, well and also, some..., someone would grab a bit 

of snow, to..., to lick, to lick that snow. And that is how we reached 

Ravensbrueck. In Ravensbrueck they arrived us (sic), but well, this was a 

whole gehenna, because, first, we were going to Gross-Rosen, and there we 

found out that there was no more room for us. Therefore further, to 

Oranienburg, to Sachsenhausen, no more room, no more room. Finally, we 

stopped in Berlin at the railroad station. And I thin: "Well, good and now 

salute. Now, we'll have a bombing of Berlin and for this I came out of 

Oœwiêcim, so that they could bomb me here," because, after all, it was clear, 

that what do they bomb? Railroad stations, first of all, the railroad stations 

were being bombed, right? Well, but somehow, luckily, we were not killed 

there. And from there we rode to Ravensbrueck, where we were received 

somehow not very nicely... 

Q: What do you mean, who welcomed you unpleasantly? The local prisoners, 

or...? 

A: Some crones, who stood and screamed at us: You had gold, you had men 

(laughs) go back to Oœwiêcim." Some kind of repulsive.... 

Q: Terrible! (laugh) 

A: No, well, then, Ravensbrueck was already horribly filled up, because it was 

terribly overcrowded and we already knew..., already..., already, they could 

not fit . So, they started doing there..., they started there already also..., 

also..., also gassing, so then, then it also already became very unpleasant. 

Well, in general, we have concluded that there is nothing..., that there is 

nothing for us to do in that Ravensbrueck; well, it was horribly crowded, well, 

with us there was no..., - of course those who were settled there, who lived 
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there, there were..., besides, a whole mass came in, well, if several scores 

came, or a few, it was enough, that there came umpteen thousand women at 

one time to..., to..., to an organized, functioning camp, then, there is no way 

of knowing what is..., what..., what..., what is to be done with them. Well, I 

volunteered, a part, later was sent..., transports were sent. Some of us went 

to Malhof (ph), for example, exactly Mrs. Tipi Tichauer (ph) went to Malhof, 

and we went to Neustadt-Glewe, to another sub-camp, there was a factory 

there and we reported to that factory that we are going. When we arrived at 

that factory, it turned out that the factory has been bombed, so we cannot 

work, on the other hand there was ideal hunger. That means, there was 

completely, absolutely nothing to eat. We were getting a sliver of bread per 

day, and..., and a bit of soup, very watery. Well, and here is still another only 

tiny history, wh..., oh, yes, and there I came down with enteric fever, because 

I was in a habit of coming down with, you know, ..., no, not Flecktyfus (ph)(G), 

which is the spotted fever..., oh, yes, that I had there in Oœwiêcim, but 

Bauchtyfus (ph)(G), or intestinal typhus, I had, I had here, just before the 

entry of the Allies. But, now, I still wanted to say one thing, that - I return to 

this - how many times in my life, Jewish women helped me. How Anna Weiss 

(ph) helped me, how she saved me then by telling that..., that..., that..., I had 

a flu; later, how Katya helped me..., so, now, again there will be one more 

such a moment. There was..., we had..., at the Fourth, there was such a 

Paula Katz (ph). Paula Katz (ph) came, it seems to me, her parents had been 

killed, she had a brother Ludwik and a sister..., and a sister Ilonka. Paula was 

eighteen years of age, but maybe seventeen; Ilonka was fifteen; Ludwik was 

sixteen, so then, terrifying. Well, Paula felt terribly responsible for those..., for 
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those..., for those siblings of hers. Well, maybe I should first return and..., we 

have enough time, don't we? 

Q: Yes, yes, yes. 

A: I will return still to one story about Paula Katz in Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G). 

That is where still..., still we were..., still we were there in Brzezinka still in 

block, block four. Paula was working in Arbeitseinsatz (ph)(G), she together 

with Wanda Maroszani (ph)..., together with the rest of the company. An done 

day, Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G) Perschel (ph), the very same who, the 

same one who rode to..., to..., to... the gas chamber to pull out one of the 

girls, I mean, one of the, not one of the colleagues but a sister of a colleague, 

in vain. Preschel found - he was looking for something in the records and 

found a stocking, and in that stocking was a lot of gold. So, then a terrible 

story. Well, of course, a death penalty. But whose gold is it? Nobody admitted 

to it; silence. He says: "In this case, either the one who this gold..., this gold 

hid there stands up - or the whole group goes..., goes to the gas; you all go." 

There was nothing to do. Well, in response to this, Paula Katz (ph),in tears, 

stands up..., stands up and says: It is mine, I hid it." "Well, why did you do it? 

why did you steal this gold?" "Because I have a brother, because I have a 

sister, because I expected that we would go on a transport, that I did not 

know where we would find ourselves. I was saving it for them, for them and 

for myself." "Well, I am sorry, you have to suffer the consequences." At this, 

one of the Yugoslav girls stands up and says - at this moment you, Sir, will..., 

Sir, you will better appreciate it, because she spoke such broken Polish, 

because Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G) Perschel was a Silesian; came from 

either D¹brówka Wielka or D¹brówka Mala, it doesn't matter. 
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Q: Uhuh. 

A: And (coughs) and Stefka Schteiblert (ph) Yugoslav girl stand..., Slovene 

girl..., no, Slovene..., no..., no.., yes, Slovene, Slove..., is Slovene, Slo.... 

Q: Slovenia, yes ______, because Slovak ______. 

A: Slovenia. Yes, Slovenia; Slovene girl stands up - a Communist, the one 

who was..., the one whose package was stolen, whose..., 

Q: Uhuh, uhuh. 

A: the parcel was taken by Tosia that..., and..., and Stefka stands up, says: 

"Pane AItzba..., Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G), this will come handy for 

Mamma, for Daddy (light laughter) for Christmas, for the girl. Why don't you 

take this gold and leave us alone." 

Q: (laughter) 

A: Yo..., "Pane AItzba..., Arbeitssysthemfuehrer (ph)(G), for Mamma and for 

Daddy for Christmas." (laughter) 

Q: (laughter) Uncanny. 

A: Uncanny this story. Well, then, naturally, the courage of Stefka was 

enormous, well, but..., well, and Perschel took the gold and the group had 

peace, nothing bad happened. (Laughter) well, and this..., Paula and I liked 

each other very much. Well and later, I found myself in that Neustadt-Glewe, 

by then, already, I stopped being important, I stopped being a block leader, in 

general, in general I was just such a drab "Heftling" (ph)(G) again, the same 

as at the beginning and the first night we spent together with Wanda 

Maroszani (ph) in such a horrible Stube (ph)(G) where there were only 

Ukrainian girls. In a smaller room, in a room like one half of this one, in such a 

room sixty women, so packed in, suffocating, one Bulgarian, neither stand nor 
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sit nor lie down, nothing. And these Ukrainian girls wanted to suffocate us. 

They pressed us against the wall, pushed against us..., pressed against the 

wall, wanted to strangle us. They were pushing us with these..., they had 

some kind of clogs. Well, I don't know, I don't know, it was a horrible night, a 

dreadful night. We flew out into the corridor and I stated that that the situation 

is one of black despair, not..., not possible to live. And here appears Paula 

Katz - Paula Katz became in Neustadt-Glewe a block leader and says: "I am 

taking you both to the Jewish block." Nobody can understand this, that she 

saved my life by taking me from the Aryan to the Jewish block. I mean, not 

only me, Wanda was there, too; she took us both. And there she found..., 

placed us in such a Stube (ph)(G), there were ten of such as we. They were 

all Jewish women and..., and us two. But there was room and..., and..., it was 

possible to live. Well, so that is where we held out till..., till...,till..., until..., 

until...until freedom. Well, and it was there, of course, that I got that 

Bauchtyfus (ph)(G), I mean, I still got that..., that... dur..., dur..., Durchschuss 

(?) (ph)(G). And Paula still..., still..., kept telling me that “because you are 

so...," , because something there like that..., because Ilonka, because..., 

because Ilonka would come, and I would this, that and the other.... Well, well, 

she was, in one word, essentially, I believe that Paula extricated us from..., 

from a dreadful situation. There was one more [person] whom I must mention 

here. That was Gerda Fuchs (ph). Gerda Fuchs worked..., in Oœwiêcim 

worked in "Rewirschreibstube (?) (ph)(G). She was a gorgeous girl, she was 

the most beautiful Jewish girl that I even saw in my life, the most beautiful girl; 

she had such brown eyes, well, stunning, her eyes were like those of a doe. 

And Gerda had tuberculosis. As long as she was in Oœwiêcim, then 
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everything was still good; later I remember that in that Neustadt, it was a bit 

before the time that I found myself with her, and she offered to share her 

straw mattress with me. Later my girlfriend we saying "Listen, after all, she 

has galloping consumption. You sleep with her together under one blanket 

and on one bed," meaning not on one bed, only in one corner; :don't sleep 

with her," well, because she would cough, spit, and so..., I did not get typh..., I 

did not get that tuberculosis till this day. And..., and later she found herself in 

the sick room. And now, it is something so very personal and for me, actually,  

very pathetic, what I want to say. I had no shoes. I wore out my shoes. And 

shoes were a matter of life and death. Here it is actually the end of the war 

and I have no shoes. And Gerda Fuchs was dying and she had magnificent 

shoes. I thought like this: after all, if she dies, they will immediately steal those 

shoes. But how can I ask her for those shoes, I just cannot her..., go ask 

about the shoes. Well, I did go to her and I started saying: "You know what? 

Gerdechka (ph) would you, just for a few days..., I will, for sure, returned them 

to you, but would you be willing to lend them to me?" She says: "You take 

these shoes for yourself, I do not need them anymore." I took these shoes. 

She died two days later. She did not live to see..., this is terrible, too, she died 

a couple of days before the entry of the soldiers, the American soldiers. And 

she gave them to me..., after all, in that moment, when she was giving me 

those shoes, she already knew that she will die and that these shoes  she will 

no longer need, and so she gave these shoes to me. The shoes, it was a 

matter of life and death in the camp. This was very..., that is why I will never 

forget her. Well, later..., oh, yes, well, the hunger was horrible, well and in 

addition there were..., there were many different stories. We were being 
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bombed. Beside this, we were lying..., our camp was located along the path 

that the allied planes followed on they way to Berlin - they were bombing - it 

was a so-called "carpet" bomb..., bombing of Berlin. This was something so 

incredibly beautiful; they were coming so terribly high, such tiny little planes 

flew very high, rumbled, rumbled, rumbled, went on and on, and then were 

returning and at the same time others were coming. And I would tell myself, I 

am thinking: "They there in that Berlin are having a splendid...." Because it, 

this was some kind of a forty-eight hours bombing of Berlin - non-stop - Berlin 

was being bombed without interruption. And over us, oh, this was their way 

for the planes, and we would just look and they were going so high and 

returning. For us it was so, it lifted our spirits. Well, and then, one day drove 

in, drove in such a small, small, tiny jeep, and in it the American soldiers. One 

of them got out, noticed those corpses lying there against the blocks, well, 

and not..., because it was again vary bad in that Neustadt-Glewe. He got out, 

looked at us and he started to cry. He told us later, that they were..., that they 

were riding for forty..., that they have been in action for forty hours, that..., 

without a stop..., because it was..., it was such a spearhead that reached us. 

Well, but this young boy, who stood..., looked, looked and burst into tears at 

seeing us. Well, and that was already, that was already the end of the war. 

Later on, I also saw the meeting of the Russian army with the American army. 

Q: On the £aba River, yes? 

A: It was on the £aba River. Because it..., because it was Neustadt-Glewe 

and was located on the very.... 

Q: Uhuh. 
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A: on the very £aba River. And it was - like this. On..., so by then we have 

come out of the camp and so we were just walking around, not knowing very 

well what to do with ourselves. Because at that moment these armies have 

not..., somehow not met. It was, at one point, a total quiet. We noticed some 

SS-man in such an auto, escaping, he rode, with a gun so ready; we hid, or 

he would..., would shot us for sure, just for no reason he would shot us for 

sure. And then I saw such a sight - oh, no, first came, from one direction 

came such a small American vehicle, so small, such a small jeep, not a jeep, 

something more than a jeep; because it was such a small armored vehicle, 

and from the other direction, we look and we see here a giant, as big as a 

house (light laughter), a tank and on the tank sits high a soldier in a hat, such 

a for hat with a red flower. (laughter) That was a soviet soldier. They stopped 

in front of each other, got out, walked (laughter) shook hands and exchanged 

their hats, because it was such a... (laughter) 

Q: (laughter) 

A: of exchanging hats. And, a while later, it was such a scene, and that scene 

was very beautiful....A whole mass, first of all, a whole mass of Germans was 

escaping to the West. They were escaping, escaping, all wanted to run away 

to the West, they did not want to remain in the East. Because, and I saw it, as 

a whole..., some king of a big unit of the army was surrendering. And so, 

there stood by himself such an American soldier, chewing gum, had some 

kind of a revolver, not a revolver, something like that, and he would just sort 

of toss it..., toss it up in the air. And here..., he was showing only to these 

soldiers, that they are to drop their arms here. They were coming up, tossing 

their guns, tossing their guns, they were surrendering with their arms..., raised 
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up..., and walked on. Well, and there came, approached a German general 

with red stripes, with all of his decorations, with the ir..., ir..., with the iron 

cross, well, all together with the whole ______, gray, elderly gentleman with a 

sword and gestures to this ..., this American soldier, that he wants to 

surrender, well, to an officer, he wants to surrender himself, well, somehow 

with honor, right? But this one (imitates a sound of chewing gum). 

Q: (light laughter) 

A: and he keeps on chewing, chewing. So, this one, again, explains in 

German, in English, I don't know in what language he explains to the other 

one, that, that, that he..., shows his decorations, shows the sabre, he simply 

wants to go into captivity in an honorable way. But this one (imitates a sound 

of chewing gum). It was very beautiful. 

Q: (laughter) _______ 

A: So he finally just threw off his sabre and went along with the others. And 

that is the end. 

Q: For the end of the war it is very beautiful, right? 

A: The end of the war was..., that general, who..., and, and, and, but you 

should have seen the expression on his face, it was, it was terrible suffering, 

he terribly suffered this man, I, I am not surprised at this. And the other one, 

with such a completely impassive..., only pulled, only chewed, chewed that 

gum, and was showing him that he has to toss his sword there..., (laugh) he 

was totally indifferent. 

Q: ______ (English) No, no, its' OK. _____ We have fifteen minutes. I think, if 

she can ______. I'm sure _____. 

A: Why yes, its almost twenty to three. 
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Q: ______ to the map, unless she wants to say something about ______. 

Q: Now we can do the map. 

A: Good. 

Q: If you would like to, unless you wish to add..., add something. 

A: No, I no longer want to say anything, I'd like to go to the museum light 

laughter). 

Q: (laughter) (English) She wants to see the Dutch Masters. 

Q: (English) Do you, do you want to do the map? 

Q: Yes, yes. 

A: No, no, I will show it on the map, of course, it, it 

Q: (English) And what about your questions? 

Q: (English) No, no, no, it's too much. I have twenty questions, it's too much. 

So let's do it, let's do the map. 

A: (audible pause) 

Q: We will now do the map. 

A: Yes, we'll do the map. 

Q: And that will be all. 

A: So, then, will that be all? 

Q: (English) Yeah, OK, yeah. 

A: And, so, this is the women's camp B-Einz-A (ph)(G) in nineteen hundred 

forty two, in the fall..., at the beginning of spring. I enter the camp through 

here, here is that Lagerstrasse (ph)(G) with..., on which those Dutch Jewish 

taking the water out of the ditches. First I went to the first block, because I 

was there for a very short period of time, later on I was on block ten, when I 

was in Schelkueche (?) (ph)(G); later on I was sick - here I am at the sick 
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station, I cannot tell exactly. Here is block twenty five, that terrible death 

block, and here are the washraumy (ph)(G - polonized) and then still little 

function...,, well, the unfinished buildings in which were located the toilets and 

was to be water, which we did not have. Later on, when already in forty three, 

when things are beginning to improve, and it is beginning to be..., the idea is 

proposed..., to create a better block, such a model, and it was made in lock 

twelve, a wooden block. These are  masonry blocks - those are wooden ones 

all, a whole series. On block twelve, here in this block twelve, I heard then 

those transported..., transported in the night screaming children, being taken 

to the gas, who were being taken here somewhere, cannot tell exactly in 

which place, where they were..., well..., where..., where..., where they were 

being gassed and even where there were the pits, in which the bodies were 

being burned, because the crematoria were then not ready. That is forty two. 

In the summer of forty three, we moved to- these men, whow ere here in B-

Einz-B (ph)(G) are moving to B..., to A..., B-Zwei (ph)(G), well, to this side, 

and at the same time there is being built here..., that railroad spur, meaning 

the railroad is built and we, from block twelve, move to block four. At the very 

beginning, before our camp..., meaning before it started to fully function, men 

were retained, men kept here that Sauna (ph) and those two blocks. This is 

block five, six and Sauna (ph)(G). Here Pinkus (ph) had his office, here were 

those, these handicapped, these, these, these people, so well, so massacred, 

well, well, invalids whom I saw through..., through..., crawling and here was 

the entrance to..., to that area. What else can be said? Well, the 

crematorium. The crematorium was built here. From that crematorium - we 
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are here - so, it was a distance of how many? five hundred meters, a 

thousand meters, it was not a kilometer. This was very close. 

Q: I am sorry. Please tell later how you moved later, how it was just before the 

evacuation, in which place further was.... 

A: B-Zwei-B (ph)(G) 

Q: Yes. 

A: B-Zwei-B (ph)(G) Later on, I moved just before the evacuation, I was 

located here, on block two in B-Zwei-B (ph)(G). 

Q: Uhuh. 

A: And later, near..., when already..., when we were already being evacuated, 

well, we were marched over to the men's camp in Oœwiêcim, and from there 

the whole camp, all together, started the evacuation. 

Q: (English) "God bless" (light laughter). 

A: What? 

Q: (English) No, that's not what I meant. 

Q: What did you mean? 

Q: (English) "jan-coo-yeh," "jan-coo-yeh" [“thank you”] (laughter) 

A: Your welcome. 

Q: (English) "God bless" is..., is a toast for the.... 

End of Tape Five 

Conclusion of Interview. 

----------------------------------------------- 

Translation by Wallace A. Witkowski, J.D., USHMM Volunteer * 1997 
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